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INTRODUCTION. 

N June I 889 the Government of India decided upon send- I ing a small party t o  examine the Northern Frontier of 
the Kashmir State. Captain F. E. Younghusband, King's 
Dragoon Guards, was selected for the command of the psity. 
and the general instructions given him may be briefly stated 
as,  follows :- 

I .  To  go to  Shdhidlila vid Leh, and enquire into the 
case of the Kirghiz, who had come to us for 
protection from the Kanjdti raids. 

11. To  enquire into the means of defending the Leh- 
YBrkand road from further depredations from 
Hunza. 

111. To obtain guides from the Kirghiz and with their 
aid explore the main range of the MtistBgh 
Mountains, from the KArakoram Pass to the Kilik 
Pass a t  the bend of the Hindu Kush, from which 
point westward the main range had been explored 
previously by colonel Lockhart's Mission, 

IV. To  make a rough survey of the regions explored. 

V. T o  return to India viA Hunza and Gilgit, so as to 
meet with Captain A. G. A. Dursnd's Mission, 
who likewise were under orders to visit Hunza 
from Gilgit ; and thus by. entering his country from 
both directions to produce a good political effect 
upon theRBj4 of Hunza. 

VI. Finally, to write a report upon the strategical value 
of this northern frontier with a view to any possi- 
ble invasion of Kashmir from the direction of the 
PBmirs or YArkand. 



T o  enable him to  fulfil these objects, a guard of five 
sepoys of the 5th Gurkhas under Havildar Sibdal Gurang, 
and a Rurki Surveyor, Sowar Shahzad Mir, XIth (P. W. 0.) 
Bengal Lancers, were de'tailed to  accompany Captain Young- 
husband ; and he was also provided, in advan,ce, with R4,ooo 
for political expenditure and Rg,ooo for the miscellaneous 
expemes of himself and escort, 
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REPORT 

MISSION 

THE NORTHERN FRONTIER KASHMIK 

CHAPTER I. 
T H E  KIRGHIZ AT S H A H I D ~ L A .  

I. Summary of our previous knowledge of the regions on our Northern Frontier- 
a. Russian designs-3. The Kirghiz apply to  us for aid-4. Government of India 
take the opportunity to send a party of exploration-5. Meeting with ,the Kirghiz 
deputation a t  Leh-6. Arrangemenb for supplies-7. Transport-8. Bad col~dition 
of Leh garrison-9. Leave Leh-the road to  Shlhidlila-lo. March,to the Nubra 
Valley -the last village-11. News of a Russian party-12. Through the moun- 
tains-13. Difficulties of the road-14. The  KArlkoram Pass-15. Dalgleish's:tomb 
-16. Arrival near Shlhidlila-17. Jhn Mohammed Khdn-18. I<anjriti raid of 1888- 
I 9. Turdi Kr i ,  the Kirghiz Chief-no. Difficulty about guides-21. Interview with 
Turdi Kol-in. His account of the Kanjriti raid. and application to the Chinese for 
protection-23. He now offers us his allegianr--24. My reply-ng. Turdi Kol asks 
for rno.ley for repair of fort-26. I accede to his request-27. Meeting of all the 
Kirghiz-28. A sham fight-29. Yirkanu traders-Russian influence in Chinese 
Turkestdn-go. Shihiddla and nei~ht-ourhood-31. The  S ~ r a k i y a  KirgI1iz-3a. 
T h e  fort a t  Shlhidlila. 

BEFORE proceeding to narrate the progress and results of 

S u m m ~ r y  of our re- the mission with which I was entrusted, it 
.ions t o o r l e d g e o h h e  niay be well to describe briefly the state of 
region on  t h e  North-  
ern of ~ ~ h -  our previous knowledge of the regions on 
mir. the northern frontier of Kashmir, and t h e  
importance that existed of making ourselves more f u l l y  
acquainted with the state of affairs the;e, in order to be able tb 
counteract any hostile movement directed towards Kashinir. 
To  the north of Kashmir there is a vast mountainous region 
culminating In the great range of the Mfistdgh Mountains, 
which run in a north-\vesterly direction from the I<irakoram 

n 



a The Ki~ghis  at Shdhr'du'ia. 

Pass, till they meet the Hindu Kush, a t  the angle, in Long. 
7s0, Lat. 3s0, near the Kilik Pass. I t  had always been sur- 
mised that this great main range, which divide; the waters 
which flow to  India from those which take their way towards 
Central Asia, must form a very effectual barrier against any 
invasion from the north; but from the Kilik Pass, which had 
been explored by Colonel Lockhart's party in 1886, t o  the 
Kdrdkoram Pass, it had only been crossed by Europeans a t  
two points, viz., a t  the Mintaka Pass by the Russian travel- 
ler Captain Grombtchevsky, in September 1888, and a t  the 
Mlistiigh Pass by the writer in 1887. 

2. The  Russians, however, have lately been paying con- 
. .  - 

Rudan design#. siderable attention to this region. In I 887 
Grum-Grijmailo explored the region of the 

Pdmirs up to Hunza, and afterwards the uppe; valley of 
the YArkand River, and in 1888 Captain Grombtchevsky 
entered Hunza, and then attempted to explore the country 
a t  the back of the Kashmir frontier, right up to Shshidfila. 
In 1878 a Russian column of 2,500 men with six guns 
actually left Margilan for our northern frontier, and it is 
reported that in 18'8~, when our relations with Russia were 
stiained, the Consul a t  KBehgar made arrangentents for 
collecting supplies a d  transport for a force whose destination 
was said to be Leh. Seeing, therefore, the designs of the 
Russians upon this quartel it behoved us to be a t  least not 
behind them in gaining accuiate information of our northern 
frontier. 

3. Hitherto, however, the chi3f difficulty to be contended 

The Kirghiz apply 
with, in the exploration of these parts, has 

to us for aid against been that of obtaining gdod guides. The  
Klnjuti raidr. only people who know all the routes are 
the Kirghiz, and they had, up till now, been unwilling to 
give us assistance. But last year they had been raided 
upon by the Kanjlitis from Hunza, and not having been able 
to induce the Chinese authorities a t  Yiirkand to take up 
their case and afford them protection, they came to us, and 
applied to Captain Ramsay, the British Joint Commissioner - 
at Leh, for assistance. As they expressed themselves willing 
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to give us guides if we helped them, an opportunity was thus 
afforded of exploring the unknown no-man's-land which lies 
on the northern frdntier of Kashmir, betmeen the Mlistagh 
Mountains and Chinese Turkestdn, and of gaining a know- 
ledge of the Kirghiz inhabitants and their degree of depend- 
ence on the Chinese, and of the position of the southern 
boundary of Chinese territory. 

4. The Government of India having decided to take this 

Government of India 
take the opportunity to 
rend a small party of 
exploration. 

opportunity, I was summoned to Simla at 
the end of June 1889, and having received 
my instructions from the Foreign Secretary 
and made all necessary arrangements, I 

left Simla on July 5th, spent a few days at Rawal Pindi 
collecting camp equipage stores, etc., and after calling a t  
Abbottabad to inspect the escort of the 5th Gurkhas detailed 
to accompany me, proceeded to Gulmarg to  receive instruc- 
tions about my movements from Colonel Parry Nisbet, the 
Resident in Kashmir. On July 19th I rejoined the escort 
a t  Ganderbal, and Shahzad Mir, the Rurki Surveyor, having 
also caught up the party, we ploceeded a t  once to Leh, 
which was reached on July 31 st, twenty days, only, from the 
date of the escort leaving Abbottabad. 

5 .  Here I found the two Kirghiz, Sattiwali and Musa who 

Meeting with the 
had come down from Shiihidda to ask us 

Kirghizdepuhtion at for aid. On my explaining to  them that 
Leh. Government had sent me to enquire into 
their case, and to see what could be done towards protecting 
the YBrkand road from further raids, they expressed them- 
selves wil!ing to help me by supplying me with guides, to 
explore all the routes leading intc Hunza, and it now only 
remailled to me to make the final preparations for supplies, 
transport, etc., required on the journey. 

6. Knowing from my experience in 1887 that supplies are 

Arrangemcntr for quite unobtainable in the region on the 
ruppliee. northern slopes of the M6stdgh Mountains 
which I was about to explore, it became necessary either t o  
take grain, flour, etc., for a t  least three months, from Leh, 
or to trust to the Kirghiz being able to make arrange- 

D a 



ments tor bringing down instalments from YArkand territory 
to ShPhidfila. The  former plan seemed the safer, but would 
have required a large amount of transport, and caused delay, 
and I therefore preferred to make arrangements with Musa, 
the Kirghiz, and, giving him R ~ o o ,  sent him on by double 
marches t o  ShAhidGla, and told him to collect two months' 
supplies at  that place from Kilian, the nearest town in Yir- 
kand texvitory. 

7. The  question of transport now had to be considered. 

Trui~port. 
As far ast~hdhidfila,  and for some distance 
further down the YArkand River, I knew that 

the route was perfectly practicable for laden ponies, but it was 
very questionable whether ponies carrying loads could accom- 
pany nle in the exploration of the lofty passes on tho main range. 
For that sort of work coolies would evidently be the best form 
of transport, but here the dificulty arose that in a country 
where no supplies could be obtained for perhaps two months, 
a coolie would be unable to carry more than the amount 
necessary for himself to eat. The  same difficulty applied 
a ln~ost  equally to ponies, and it was therefore a relief to me to  
hear from Musa, the Kirghiz, that camels, which could feed 
on the scanty scrub found in the mountains, and which would 
not, therefore, require any grain for themselves to be Laken, 
could be obtained from the Kirghiz ; and that the r o ~ t e  down 
the Ydrkand River by the ~ & h - d ~ m - b d s h  PAmir to Hunza 
was practicable for these animals. It was, therefore, possible 
to arrange for camels to deposit instalments of supplies a t  cer- 
tain bases slung the Ydrkand River, while fifteen ponies were 
taken to transport the party from these bases to the foot of 
the passes, and three coolies for the exploration of the .urn- 
mits, -and places where ponies could not be taken. I have 
entered a t  some length into this question of supplies and 
transport, not only because it may be of use to other expedi- 
tions sent to those parts, but also because it may be useful 
for military purposes to know the difficulties of this description 
which a force operating in those parts would have to en- 
counter. 
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8. At Leh it was also necessary for me to provide myself 

Karhmirl escort : with an escort from the Kashmiri garrison 
wretched condition of of that place to  take on to Shdhidbla- 
Leh garrison. more with the object of making a show, 
and impressing the Kirghiz, than for any real necessity. The  
Foreign Secretary had suggested that  about 25 sepoys 
should be taken, but I found the whole garrison, both regulars 
and irregulars, to number only 79 men, and of thest. only 1 7  
could be spared to accompany my party. All these men 
were in a wretched condition, being poorly paid, fed, and 
armed, and generally discontented. L ih  is now practically 
a frontier post of our Empire, and situated on our only trade 
route with Central Asia, while the Russian traveller Captain 
Grombtchevsky this very year made an attempt to get there, 
so that it would appear advisable to take measures to remedy 
its a t  present defenceless condition. 

g. At Leh received very valuable assistance and advice 

Leave ~eh- the  road from Captain Ramsay, and with his aid all 
to  Shhhldlila. the preparations for the difficult piece of 
exploration before us were finally completed, and the party 
left Leh on August 8th, the Kashmiri escort having started 
a few days previously. Our first objective point was Sh6hid- 
iila, th2 head-quarters of the Kirghiz who had come to us for 
aid. This place is situated on the great trade route to 
Yirkand, and is 240 miles distant from Leh by the road 
over the Sasir Pass, which is the one used in the summer 
and autumn. The route is well known, having been traversed 
by the Ylrkand Mission and several explorers. I t  is only 
necessary, thereforz, to mention here that four passes,' aver- 
aging I 7,600 feet above sea-level, have to be crossed, and that 
for I 7 0  miles, or as far as  from Peshaaur to Kabul, no sup. 
plies are to be obtained, and even grass and fuel are extreme- 
ly scarce, the route passing through a very elevated region 
of bare rocks and gravel. 'The road is, however, practicable 
for ponies, and, in the autumn months especially, is much fie- 
quented by traders between Yirkand and Leh, though the 

The Khardung, 17,500'; the Saslr, 17,800'; the I(ardkoram, 18,550'; and the Supel, 
r 7,600. 



rarefaction of the air causes great distress to both ponies and 
men, and the route is strewn with the skeletons of animals 
who have succumbed to the hardships of the road. 

lo. The Khardung Pass (17,500 feet) had to be crossed 

M P ~ C ~ ~ O  the Nubra the day after leaving Leh. ~t is very 
vdle~-thelast~llage- steep, and on the north side a nasty ice- 
slope makes it necessary to replace ponies by the more sure- 
footed yaks, which are so useful in these mountains, on high 
and difficult passes. Next day we crossed the Shayok, at 
this season a large and rapid river, by a ferry, and then fol- 
lowed the road up the lovely Nubra Valley to Chang-lung, 
the last village we should see for some months to come, and 
where it was necessary to make our final preparations, and 
think of every detail down even to alpenstocks for the men, 
as  we could expect to get nothing afterwards from the noma- 
dic Kirghiz, who would be the only people we should meet 
till our explorations were over. Supplies of every kind had 
also to be taken from here, as not even firewood could be ob- 
tained between this and ShAhidCla, I 70  miles distant. 

I 1. In the Nubra Valley we began to meet parties of 

Rusaino traders just come over the mountains from 
PrrtJ- YBrkand, and from them we gleaned 
scraps of information, the most important of which was that 
a party of Russians had arrived at YArkand, and the.1 left for 
Kugiar, from whence they were said to be going to either 
Kanjlit or ShBhidlila, en route to Tibet. If ShPhidGla was 
their destination, it was very important that I should arrive 
there first, and I therefore determined to push rapidly on, 
with my orderly and interpreter, leaving the escort to follow 
afterwards with the baggage. 

12. On August 16th I crossed the Saslr Pass ( I  7,800 - feet). This pass is a good deal feared by 
t a b .  the traders, who say that, next to the 
Kilian Pass, it is the worst on the road, on account of a 

which has to be crossed on the summit. But the ice 

of this &cier is not difficult at  the season of the year when 
my party crossed, and I found nc necessity for dismounting 
from my pony the whole way over, which was a great comfort, 
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a s  walking a t  high elevations is extremely trying; and should 
only be done when there is a real need for it. On the 
pre'sent occasion there was no such necessity, and so, to 
preserve my party as  fresh a s  possible for the time when 
the real pinch would come, in the trying explorations before 
us, I was careful to arrange that the  whole 0.f my party 
should be mounted during the passage of the high moun- 
tains on the way to ShAhid6la. At the northern foclt of the 
Sasir Pass I found Sattiwali, with some camels, which I had 
ordered down, for carrying the supplies. Camels can come 
a s  far as this, but are not able to cross the Sasir Pass on 
account of the ice. On the following day we crossed the 
Shayok River for the second time. In  wihter a route leads 
down the river on the ice, but in summer it has to be crossed 
at  two different places, and, apart from the difficulties of the 
mountains, this river alone would form no small obstacle to  
an invading army, when we consider not only that no boats 
would be available, but also that there is not even the .sign of 
a tree for nearly 200 miles with which to make them. 

13. We were now in a wilderness of barren rocky moun- 

Difficulties of the tains, through which the road insinuates its 
road4 way, now passing through gorges, where 
a handful of resolute men could stop ten times their own 
number; now zig-zagging up the steep mountain-side to sur- 
mount a precipitous cliff; then, perhaps only a few hundred 
yards further on, descending again to the very bed of the 
stream, only to be met. by yet another cliff which has to be 
surmounted, and then finally emerging on to the lofty 
Depsang plain, a'-billowy expanse of gravel mounds, situated 
a t  an elevation of over I 7,000 feet above the sea. During 
the passage of these mountains we were constantly caught 
in terrific squalls of wind and snow, but we pressed on by 
double, and sometimes treble, marches for fear of being 
forestalled at  ShAhidGla. On August 18th we reached the 
foot of the Khrhkoram Pass, and during the night it snowed 
heavily, and the cold was sufficiently severe to freezt over 
small streams ; and this, when in the plains of India, which we 
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had left but little more than a month ago, it must have been 
so overpoweringly hot ! 

14. It was a dreary march up to the KArAkoram Pass 
through a valley which all previous tra- 

The Kirakoram Pass. 
vellers have unanimously named the Valley 

of the Shaclow of Death-a pebbly waste, bou.nded by bare 
gravel ilills, silent as the grave, without a single sign of life, 
but with every mark of death, for the valley is strewn with 
the bones of the poor baggage ponies employed by the 
enterprising traders, who risk the  perils and difficulties of 
these mountains to carry their goods into the heart of Central 
Asia. But the far-famed KArAkorarn Pass, although it is 
18,550 feet high, and crosses the watershed of Asia, is 
not, except for the exhaustion caused by the rarefaction of 
the air, a difficult one. Both ascent and descent are gentle 
and easy, no eternal snow lies either on the pass or on the 
mountain peaks on each side of it, and but for the headache 
and f?eling of depression which, on account of the high 
elevation, every one feels, it would be hard to realise that one 
was crossing so lofty and important a pass. In the far 
distance, indeed, across the dismal Depsang plain, could be 
seen the magnificent range of snowy mountains through 
which we had just passed, culminating in the superb peak 
Depsang, 26,000 feet high; but near the KArAkoram Pass 
itself, there are only dreary-looking gravel mountains, and 
nothing to indicate that they are part of the loftiest range of 
mounr:~ins in the world. 

I j. A t  the northern foot of the pass we saur the tombstone 

Dalgleigh's tomb. 
which had just been erect2d to the memory 
of poor Dalgleish, a man of whom every 

Englishman ought to be proud, for he has done much to- 
wards keeping up our good name in TurkestAn, and all who 
knew him in Central Asia speak in feeling terms of his kind, 
genial manner, and ever readiness to help. 

16. From the KdrPkoram Pass the road leads through a 
Arrival near s h i h -  drtxry waste  of barren gravel hills. At 

idula. AktAgh a route leading from Hunza joins 
in, and in consc.qaenc:t: we found that all the caravans w e  met 
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were fully armed, and marched together as  a protection 
against possible Kanj5ti raids. On August 20th we crossed 
the Suget Pass, which, though I 7,600 feet high, is not difficult, 
and on the following day reached the camping ground called 
Suget, where for the first time for over 160 miles we saw bushes 
and jungle. This spot is g miles above Shdhidhla, and is 
situated on the KArAkish River. A Bajauri merchant, named 
JBn Mohammed Khiin, and a few Kirghiz are settlo,d here, 
and they came out some distance to meet me, and JBn 
Mohammed KhAn led me into a comfortable yurta and regaled 
me with tea, fresh milk, and some excellent chupatties of 
Kirghiz make. It uras a relief to hear from him that no 
Russians had yet arrived near Shfihidlila, and that there was, 
therefore, no cause to fear our being forestalled. ShAhidiila 
itself was, however, reported to be deserted, and Turdi Kol, 
the head-man, had removed his tent some distance lower down 
the valley to avoid the risk of again being attacked, as  he had 
been last year on this very spot. 

17. I t  was useless, therefore, to go to Shdhidrila till the 

JBn Mohammed KhQn. 
Kirghiz were collected, and I halted a day 
near JAn ~ o h a m m e ' d  KhAn's camp. He is 

a well-known man in these parts, has served various English 
travel!ers for many years past, and was also of great assistance 
to  me in my subsequent explorations and arrangements ; so it 
tnay be interesting to describe him. He is a native of Bajaur, 
and has traded for several years between ~eshawur ,  Badak- 
shAn, Yirkand, and Kashmir, and has finally settled down a t  
Suget, where he has formed a store for supplying the caravans 
on the route with grain, flour, shoe-nails, and other necessaries 
for the passage of the mountains. He speaks Persian, Turki, 
Pushtu, and Hindustani, and was used by Mr. Ney Elias a s  
interpreter during his visit to Yirkand. Since settling a t  
Suget he seems to have thrown in his lot with the Kirghiz, 
and when the KanjGti raid took place last year, he accom- 
panied Turdi Kol to petition the Chinese Ambin for protec- 
tion ; and when this was refused, it was he who first suggested 
the advisability of applying to us for assistance. 
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18. Regarding the Kanjliti raid, I was told by Jan Moham- 

Kanjhtl rald of 1888. med Khdn that the marauders came over 
the Sokhbuldk Pass down upon Suget, and 

having surprised some Kirghiz, bound them hand and foot, 
and, on pain of immediate death, made them show where Turdi 
Kol was living. The Kanjlitis then made them call Turdi Kol 
out of his tent, while they waited outside ready to catch him 
directly he appeared. But Turdi Kol, suspecting something 
was wrong, took up his rifle (an English one), and, having 
caught sight of a Kanjliti, fired a t  him and wounded him. 
~ h ~ r e r n a i n d e r  then fled with the men they hadalready secured, 
The  Kanjlitis seem to have been poorly armed with only a 
few matchlocks, and when Jbn Mohammed, who was away 
from Suget Jangal a t  the time, heard of it, he set off with 
Turdi Kol in pursuit, and went as  far as the Bazardarra river, 
six marches distant, but without overtaking them. 

19. Hearing that the Kirghiz were collecting a t  ShAhidiila, 
Turdl KOI, c h k r  of 1 marched to that place on August 23rd, 

the SMhidilaKirghiz. and on theway met Turdi Kol, a thin, care- 
wor2-looking man, rather over middle age, very grave and 
sedate in mariner, but with a certain. dignity about him. - The  
nomadic instincts of his race gave him a free independent 
character, but he felt now that much rested upon the answer 
I should give to his petition for help, for though, as  -I alter- 
wards discovered, Turdi Kol himself is far above the ordinary 
Kirghiz, both in pluck and intelligence, he knew that it would 
be too great a risk to remain a t  ShAhidlila with men who - 
would run away a t  the first approach of a Kanjiiti, and there- 
fore if we did not now help him he would have to migrate a t  
considerable cost to some place which,  to his mind, did not 
possess so many advantages as Shdhidlila, situated as it is on 
the trade route where he can always make money by hiring 
out his camels. As already mentioned, Turdi Kol is much 
above the average Kirghiz in point of intelligence, and this is 
probably due to the fact of his having travelled considerably 
t o  Hunza, Wakhan, and YArkand, and mixed constantly with 
the traders, by whom he is much respected, and who all 
called hiln a very " straight" man. He is a good sportsman, 
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and afterwards, when he accompanied me to the Tigk-d6m- 
bAsh Piimir and felt really sure of his security, the careworn 
appearance left him, and he became a very pleasant com- 
panion, with a fund of interesting anecdotes, handed down to  
him by his father, about the different places w e  passed by the 
way. 

20. For my part I, also, was anxious how the arrangements - - 
with the Kirghiz should turn out, for upon 

Difficulty about guidee. 
them depended the success of the second 

part of the programme set down for me, v z i . ,  the explora- 
tion of the passes over the Mustagh Mountains. Without 
the assistance of Kirghiz guides it would be impossible t o  
carry that out successfully. But hitherto the Kirghiz had 
always refused to provide guides, and Musa at Leh had said 
that, unless we brought a sufficient force, the Kirghiz would 
be unwilling to give us guides. My six Gurkhas, though 
they were such stout little fellows and fully a match for ten 
times their number of Kanjlitis, were hardly sufficient to pro- 
duce an impression of confidence into the Kirghiz mind. I 
had therefore brought on the Kashmiri escort of I 7 men, with 
their full-dress uniforms, to add to  the effect, while it was my 
intention also to make the most of Captain Durand's mission 
to Wunza, and point out to the Kirghiz that he was settling 
matters direct with the RAjA. 

2 I .  On reaching Shdhiddla I invited Turdi Kal to an 
Int&dew with T U ~ -  interview, a t  which 1 commenced the busi- 

di KOI. ness by telling him that Musa's request, on 
behalf of the Sarakiyal Kirghiz, lor aid from the British, had 
been forwarded by the Joint Commissioner a t  Leh to His 
Excellency the Viceroy, but that, a s  Musa had nothing with 
him to prove who he was, or that he had been deputed by the 
Kirghiz, the Viceroy was unable to listen to his petition, and 
had, therefore, sent me to  enquire into the circumstances of the 
Kanjliti raids last year, and to ask the head-men of the Kirghit 
what their requirements were. I accordingly begged Turdi Kol 

1 S a r a k i ~ e  ia the name given by the Kirghiz to the valley of the KdrAkash River, in 
which ShAhiddla is ritunted. Tke Kirphiz of ShPhiddla u e  generally known t b  
S a r s k i ~ a  Rirghiz. 
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to  now tell me exactly what had happened, and to  let me 
know what he and the Kirghiz wanted. 

22. Turdi Kol then related how, a t  the beginning of Sep- 
tember last year, a party of 87 Kanjctis, 

His account of the 
KanjBti raid, and ep- armed, some with matchlocks, some with 
pliCadonto ere for protection. the Chin- swords, and some with picks only, had 

come over the Shimshdl Pass, up the 
valley cf the Ydrkand River, into the Kdr5kish Valley a t  
ShAhidlila, from which they carried off a I men and women, 
besides a considerable amount of Droperty. These men were 
all taken to Kanjlit, where they were a f t e r~a rds ,  with the 
exception of one man, released a t  the price of 880 a head. 
After the raid, Sattiwali, the second head-man, went to the 
Chinese AmbAn a t  YArkand, who referred him to the 
Kdrgilik Ambin, saying that the Kirghiz were in the juris- 
diction of the latter. This official told Sattiwali that Shdhid- 
Gla was beyond the KIrdwal (frontier post$ and in British 
territory, and that therefore he could give the Kirghiz no 
ass~stance.  Sattiwali asked to have this put down in writing 
and sealed, but the AmbAn repsed,  and-said he would refer 
the matter to the Governor-General at  Urumtsi, and that 
an answer might be expected in six months. Sattiwali then 
went to the YBrkand AmbAn, with Turdi Kol and J i n  Moham- 
med Khin, who had also arrived. Turdi Kol tells me that 
the YArkand Ambdn also said that ShAhidlila was beyond 
the Chinese frontier and in British territroy, and that there- 
fore he would give the Kirghiz no assistance. But JAn 
Mohammed Khin (who was interpreting for me) told me 
that what the Ambdn reallx said was, that ShBhidlila was 
very far away and beyond9h'e KArdwal, and that therefore 
the Kirghiz had better go  within the Sanju and Kilian 
Passes. At any rate the Ambdn had refused to give the 
Kirghiz any protection whatever as  long as they lived in 
these parts. Turdi Kol, in reply, told the YBrkand Ambdn 
that the Kirghiz had always paid thc Chinese taxes, and 
that therefore they had some right to ask for protection. 
The Ambin then told Turdi Icol to write out a petition in 
Turki and Chintse, which he would give to the Taotai at  
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Kashgar. But no answer having arrived from Urnmtsi or 
Kashgar, the Kirghiz decided upon applying to the British 
for protection, and accordingly deputed Musa to go  to 
Leh. 

23. Turdi Kol, after thus describing his negotiations with 
He now ofirs his the Chinese, said his father and grand- 

allegiance to us. father were chiefs of the Kirghiz, who in 
those times inhabited all the country of Raskanl (wrlich ex- 
tends along the valley of the YArkand River westward to the 
Tiigh-dlim-bish PAmir), that then all the country was well 
populated, crops were grown, and a fort had been erected 
qt one place, but Kanjliti raids drove the Kirghiz into the 
Kgrikdsh Valley, where they were safe during the rule of 
Yiklib Beg, as  he stationed troops at  ShAhidGla, and took 
care of the route ; but the Chinese now would afford them no 
protection, and the Kirghiz therefore now offered their alle- 
giance to  the British Government. 

24. In reply, I said that I had no power , to  accept their 
allegiance, a s  I had been merely sent to 

M j reply. 
enquire into their wants, but I should have 

much pleasure in informing His Excellency the 'Viceroy of 
their request, and I could at  any rate tell them this much, 
that three English officers were then in Kanjlit with a small 
force, and that there would always be English officers with 
several regiments and a mountain battery at Gilgit, ready, if 
necessary, to go into Kanjlit. But I was going to leave 17 

Kashmiri sepoys a t  Shdhidda for a short time for the protec- 
tion of the trade route, while I myself was going with the re- 
mainder of rny pariy to Kanjlit to meet the other officers, so 
that, for this year at  any rate, and probably for some time to 
come, they might consider themselves safe against Kanjliti 
raids. On hearing this Turdi Kol bowed profoundly, and said 
that this was all that the Icirghiz required, that those that had 
this year deserted the KArAkAsh Valley would now return, and 
would be able to live in peace and cuitivate the land in 'both 
the YQrkand and KdrPkdsh Valleys, so that, as grain would be 
grown, they would be, like in former times, independent of 
the Chinese for supplies. 
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25. I then said' that, though the English were doing a 

Turd Kol orks for great deal towards suppressing Kanjiiti 
moriey f a  repair of raids, yet the Kirghiz must be prepared 
fort. to defend themselves to some extent, and 
I asked him what he would propose doing. He said he 
wanted money with which to repair the ShAhidlila fort, and 
also asked that  some one might be sent there to  represtnt 
British authority, and so support him a s  Chief of the Kirghiz, 
for he said that, although they all recognised him as their 
Chief, yet they were a very independent people, and he could 
not order them to do what he liked, as  he ought now to be 
able to do ; and he thought that, if there were a represent- 
ative of British authority there, it would keep them all to- 
gether and add greatly to their strength. 

26. As the Kirghiz are a nomad people, and not accus- 
1 to Ma tomed to living in forts, I thought it 

quest. necessary to make sure that they would 
keep the fort in repair before I acceded to  their request for 
money. Turdi Kol, however, said that he would be very glad 
to live in it I~imself, that the  Kirghiz would undertake lo 
build it themselves, obtaining the wood from lower down the 
KArAkAsh valley, and the doors from Sanj6. I then told him 
that, if he really wanted the fort repaired, and if the Kirghiz 
were ready to do it themselves, I would give him 8800 for 
that purpose. And, with regard to his other request, I said 
that  I would inform Government of his with, and in the 
meanwhile, a t  a meeting of all the head-men, which I p ~ o -  
posed to invite together on the next day, I would request 
them, a s  they had chosen Turdi Kol to be their Chief, to now 
obey his orders whatever he told them to do. Before closing 
the interview I again repeated to Turdi Kol that I could 
myself in no way accept the allegiance of the Kirghiz, but 
would inform His Excellency the Viceroy of their wish. I 
then presented Turdi Kol with a choga and turban, and told 
him I wished him to accompany m e  to  Kanjlit to show 
me the way, to which he replied that he and all the Kirghiz 
were at my service, and he would be most happy to come 
with me. 
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27. On the fol1o:ving day I invited a meeting of the 
Meding the head-men (seven in number, r h o  formed a 

Kirghiz. sort of council) and all the Kirghiz then a t  
ShAhid6la. After repeating to them what I had previously 
told Turdi Kol and what he had told me, I asked if they had 
anything further to  say ;  they bowed and replied that they 
had nothing more to say. I then gave them each some 
presents, a i d  afterwards asked if they would agree to  obey 
l'urdi Kol. They all bowed towards him and said that they 
would, and I therefore handed 8800 to him, and told him 
it should be spent in defensive measures for the protection 
of the ~ i r ~ h i z ,  and the trade route against the  raids of 
Kanj6tis. Thus ended the meeting, and they all went away 
very highly satisfied. At this meeting I had appeared in full- 
dress uniform, and had my two guards (also in full dress) 
drawn up on each side, and both a t  the commencement and 
termination of the proceedings a salute of three volleys was 
fired. 

28. A few days afterwards I had a s~nall  sham fight to 

ghan impress the Kirghiz with the power of our 
the Kirghiz. rifles. A large strip of red cloth was 
fzstened on to one face of the fort, and from a distance of 
about 700 yards the Gurkhas made an attack upon this by 
a series of rushes, f i r ing  volleys between each rush, and end- 
ing up with a bayonet charge, in which the Kashmiri escort 
joined in as a reserve. The Kirghiz were greatly delighted 
when they saw the piece of cloth hit in several places at  the 
first volley, and at  the end of the proceedings, when they saw 
the whole thing tqrn to shreds, they said that the Gurkhas 
would be able to hold their own against any band of Kanilitis 
they were likely to meet on the road. 

29. Caravans of traders from Ydrkand passed through 

Yarkand traders. Shiihidlila daily, and from them I heard 
Russian influence in that the Russians were stationary near 
Chinese Turkesthn. 

Kugiar. Exaggerated rumours regarding 
the strength of my party had reached Ydrkand, but the fact  
of there being a " Sahib" at  all on the road was quite suffi. 
cient to make the traders, who had hitherto hesitated to start 
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for Leh, consider that the road must nour be perfectly safe 
from robbers. All these traders complain very much of the 
manner in which our subjects and our interests are neglected 
in Turkestsn, in comparison with the fostering care accorded 
to  Russian subjects by the Consul at  Kashgar. One of their 
causes of complaint is that British subjects are not allowed 
to  take Indian tea into Chinese territory, as  the Chinese im- 
port t ta i r  own tea and refuse to let any other into the 
country, though Russian subjects are allowed to take Indian 
tea through Y5rkand to  Russian territory. 

30. T h e  neighbourhood of Shiihidlila is barren and un- 
shlhldh,a .ndndgb- interesting. T h e  place itself merely con- 

bourhood. sists of the fort, situated in a plain on the 
left bank of the KQrAkQsh River, and a patch of jungle and 
grass in the neighbourhood, which forms a suitable spot for 
Kirghiz encampments. T h e  mountain-sides are bare slopes 
of detritus fallen from the more rocky summits above; and 
in these parts one never sees the sign of a tree or a bush or 
even grais on the mountains, for vegetation is only met with 
in the valley bottom, near the river-bank, and then only of a 
very scanty description. The  climate of Shihidfila is certainly 
disagreeable, for every day, almost without exception, accord- 
ing to the Kirghiz (and my own experience goes to corroborate 
the statement), a violen: wind blows up the valley, and though 
in summer it is moderately warm, the cold in winter is very 
great, the thermometer descending considerably below zero 
Fahrenheit. Some five miles below ShAhidGla the moun- 
tains close in and the valley narrows to a width of a quarter 
of a mile, and, after again opening out fnr four marches, it - 

closes in to an impassable gorge called GalimolAk, from 
whence a difficult road, practicable only for men on foot and 
crossing a series of ridges, away from the KArAkiish Valley, 
leads to Khotan. 

3 1 .  The Sarakiya Kirghiz (including those on the north 

T h e  S a r a k i y a  side of the Sanjli Pass) number 40 tents 
Kirghis. or about I 20 men, besides women and 
children. They live, according to their pleasure, on either 
side of tho SanjG Pass, solnetimes on one side and solme- 
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times on the other; but they all belong to  one branch, with 
Turdi Kol as  their Chief, and six other head-men, who 
form a sort of council. They are a well-dressed, well-to- 
do-looking lot of men, careless and good-natured, but very 
independent ; they are quiet and orderly, but not in the least 
warlike. Till the arrival of myself and escort they arere in the 
greatest dread of the Kanjdtis, for their habit is to Ii1.e scat- 
tered over the valley, and they have therefore little chance of 
defending themselves against a strong band of marauders. 
Perhaps about twenty or thirty of them possess matchlocks of 
a primitive pattern, and the remainder are unarmed. They 
possess flocks of sh.eep and goats, and also camels, yaks, and 
ponies, which they hire out to traders on the route from Leh 
to YArkand, but they are entirely dependent for supplies upon 
YArkand territory. They are a branch of the same Kirghiz who 
inhabit the PAmirs and Alai, and, as  before mentioned, settled 
here some forty or fifty years ago, when driven away from 
Raskam (the upper valley of the YArkand River). The  Chinese 
Ambin suggested to them that, if they feared the Icanjlitis, 
they should emigrate and join the other Kirghiz near MarAl- 
bAshi and Aksli, but T'urdi Kol said that the country there ~vas  
too hotc and they preferred settling a t  Shdhid~ila, although, i f  
it were possible, they would rather return to Raskam, which is 
warmer than Shdhiddla, and which can support .crops. They 
pay taxes regularly to the Chinese, the yearly amount being 
about 200 tangas, or R44, and any important caze is taken 
before the Ambdns of Kargilik or Ydrkand. But the Kirghiz, 
like a11 riottladic people, are proverbially loose in their al- 
legiance, and on the PAmirs it is not uncommon to find them 
pay taxes to two and sometimes three different kingdoms. 

32. The fort a t  Shihid6la was originally built, about the 

Shhhidhk Fort. year 1863, by some soldiers sent by Bas- 
tiram Wazir of Leh. A few years after- 

wsrds these retired, on the approach of the Andijiini troops 
of YAkub Beg, and the fort was then held by the latter u~itil 
the 'downfall of YAkub Beg. It is situated in a plain about 
half a mile broad in the valley of the KQr6kAsh River near 
the junction of the Ichil-chuskun stream from the westward. 

C 



The fort is built of pebbles and boulders cemented together 
with mud ; it is 2 0  yards in length and 1 5  yards broad, with 
circular towers at  the angles. The  walls were 7 feet high and 
2 feet thick, but the Kirghiz are enlarging them, as  they seem 
to think that they are safer within a wall twice the thickness. 

Such is a description of the state of affairs a t  Shihidlila 
at the time of m y  visit, and in the next chapter 1 will describe 
the exploration of the MJstAgh Mountains, the accomplish- 
ment of which had been made possible by the success of the 
arrangements with the Kirghiz detailed above. 



CHAPTER XI. 
EXPLORATION OF PASSES INTO B~~LTISTAN. ,  

I ,  Preparations for the exploration-2. Infusing loyalty into the party-3. Composition 
of party and daily routine-4. Leave ShlhidGla-5. Descending the Yarkand River 
-6. Valley narrows to a gorge-7. Signs of former occupation--8. A route [to 
PAkhp616-g. Signs of Russians-10. Great height of the mountains-XI. The 
Khoja Mohammed gorge-12. Former KanjGti raids-13. Ascent of the Aghil 
Range-14. Magnificent view of the MGstlgh Mountains-15. Preparing to explore 
the SAltoro Pass-16. Ascending the Oprang River- 17. In an ice-bound region- 
18. Ascending a glacier-19. Difficulties of the route-20. Searching for a route- 
11. Reach the head of the glacier-22. Attempted ascent of the Sdltoro Pass-2% 
An avalanche-24. Compelled to turn back-25. Heavy snowstormg-26. Description 
of the glacier-27. Return to main camp-28. Results of exploration: no route 
into Bdltistln. 

I .  To  successfully accomplish such a task a s  the explora- 
rOr the tion of a stupendous range of mountains 

exploration. like the MGstAgh, where we should have 
to find our way for many weeks through an often track- 
less, and entirely uninh-~bited, labyrinth of sterile polin- 
tains, and overcome all such difficulties as unbridged rivers, 
rugged glaciers, and loliy passes, where -supplies, and fre- 
quently even fuel and grass, would be unobtainable, and 
where we must be ever ready for a possible attack by Kanj6ti 
raiders,-to accomplish such a task required much thought- 
f u l  preparation and arrangement beforehand. Foremost 
among these arrangements came the question of supplies : 
for seventy days we should not be able to obtain any, and 
it was therefore necessary to take sufficient for that time from 
ShPhidGla. What I had sent for in advance from Leh arrived 
from YAI-kand territory by the end of August, but it was im. 
possible to get transport on the spot for the whole amount, 
and so we had to arrange for a system of depdts, and for send- 
ing the camels back for a second instalment. Finally, when 
we left ShAhidGla, we took with us- 

3,200 Ibs. of grain for the ponies, 
1,440 Ibs. of flour for men, 

160 Ibs, of rice do., 
48 Ibs. of ghee do., 

besides a miscellaneous supply of tea, sugar, etc., and a 
flock of 7 sheep and 6goats.  Next to supplies and transport 

C a 
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the most important thing *as to get a good guide, and for- 
tunately (besides Turdi Kol himself, who had agreed to ac- 
company us) we were able to get the services of a man who 
had been taken captive over the Shimshdl Pass on the previ- 
ous year. Tools for road-making had also to be got together, 
shoes for the ponies collected, pack-saddles repaired, and 
every detail thoroughly overhauled. 

" For want of a nail the shoe was lost, 
For want of a shoe the horse was lost, 
For want of a horse the rider was lost, 
For want of a rider the battle was lost." 

a. But, besides all such arrangements, there was one 
l n r ~ f i g l - t ~ i n t ~  point which, to ensure success, was most 

the party. important of all. I t  was above every- 

thing necessary that each man in our little party should be 
made to feel t'horoughly contented and satisfied with his lot, 
and be induced to take a practical interest in the final suc- 
cess of the expedition. The  commander of an expedition 
naturally has his whole heart in the undertaking, and for his 
own.credit, if for no higher motive, does his utmost. But 
w-ith those under him the case is very different. What is it 
to them if there is a pass over a certain range or a road to a 
certain place, or if there is not ? They take no interest in 
discovering new rivers and ranges, studying new peoples 
and tongues, and l o o k i ~ g  on new scenes and effects of Nature. 
Such things are nothing to them, and while they have to  
endure the greater privations and discomforts and do all the 
hard work which enables the leader to accomplish his desires, 
he lives in comparative luxury during the expedition, and gets 
all the credit .for it at  the end. It is therefore very essential 
that everything that is possible should be done to make the 
whole  party feel that their interests are being well looked after, 
? r ~ ~ u  that..though their present hardships may be great, yet 
that they will eventually reap considerable benefits if the ex- 
pedition is finally brought to a successful termination. With 
the Kirghiz 1 had to hold out hopes of money rewards, and 
promises of protection against Kanjliti raids ; with my 
Ladikh men, though I could undoubtedly trust a- great deal 
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to their feeling of loyalty to a sahib, yet it was necessary to 
keep this well up to the mark by seeing that they were well 
fed and as thoroughly comfortable a s  circumstances woqld 
permit, and by giving good pay and promising liberal 
rewards ; but with my gallant little escort and my invaluable 
orderly I am proud to  believe that, apart from any hope of 
rewards to come, they would have been ready to follow me 
cheerfully wherever I chose to take them, and that the desire 
to be a credit to the gallant regiments to which they belong 
was the guiding motive which led them to face so pluckily 
and readily as they did the long dreary marches, the trying 
cold night-watches, and the tnany other hardships which fell 
to their lot. 

3. All preparations being completed and the dAk from Leh' 
Composition or pw having reached safely, we left ShAhidlila on 

and dally routine. September 3rd, the party consisting of 
6 Gurkhas (guard). 
I Orderly a n d  surveyor. 
z Interpreter (an Argoon of Leh). 
I Cook (a  LadPkhi). 
2 Bdlti raft-men (in charge  of the  mussuck raft). 
5 Kirghiz. 

Total 16 rnen, with 19 ponies (besides those which the Kir- 
ghiz rod.?), and I 3 camels. Our usual order of march was to 
break u p  camp at  daybreak, and to  start as soor as  the 
ponies had been collectedand loaded-operations which, how- 
ever, often took a considerable time, a s  the animals, which 
were always let loose at  night, would often wander far away 
over the mountain slopes in search of grass. On the march 
two Gurkhas would form a n  advance guard, and the remain- 
der came along in rear, helping the ponies over bad places, 
and keeping stragglers up, When the route required explor- 
ing, or the road was bad, I used to be with the advance party, 
accompanied by the guide and a Inan carrying a pick-axe or 
crow-bar, with which we would smooth the way for the ponies, 
or, if it was impossible to make a road, we would explore all 
round for some feasible way of getting round the obstacle. 
All the time Shahzad Mir ,  the orderly, would be surveying the 
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route, by pacing and prismatic compass bearings, the mono- 
tonous character of which can only be appreciated by one 
who has done it. At mid-day we would halt, for about half an 
hour, for a slight refreshment, and then walk on again till the 
setting sun warned us  it was time to  look out for some suit- 
able spot for camping. Grass, fuel, and water are the three 
importapt requisites which an exploring party has to seek for 
in selecting a camping-ground. The  last item was always 
plentiful, for, in such a country, we necessarily followed the 
courses of rivers, and would first ascend one stream to its 
sources near a pass, cross the pass, and descend another 
stream, then follow up another tributary, and so on through 
the whole country, always keeping to the course of a stream. 
There was no difficulty, therefore, about water, but grass and 
fuel were often very hard to obtain, for the mountain-sides are 
completely bare, and it was only here and there that we 
would meet with patches of jungle by the river-side. When a 
suitable spot had been selected and camp pitched, everyone 
would turn to  cooking the evening meal, while I would write 
up my notes, and go through the day's survey with the order- 
ly. Then followed dinner, for the jolly little Gurkhas always 
a very jovial affair, and, however hard a time they might be 
having, the evenings were sure to be enlivened by their 
laughter. After dinner. I generally took observatiois of the 
stars for latitude and time-a trying proceeding, sometimes, 
in the latter part of the exploration, when the thermometer 
was below zero and a biting wind blowing. Then, when all 
had turned in, a guard would be posted over the camp,-not a 
sentry marching up and down " in a smart 'and soldier-like 
manner," but the Gurkhas taking it in turn to watch through 
the night, for two hours a t  a time, and prowling occasionally 
round the camp, so that we should know that one a t  least 
was awake to warn us in case of an attack by Kanjiitis, 
whose favourite plan it is to  effect a surprise by night. Such 
was our general daily routine. 

4. On 'the 3rd September we left ShAhidfila, and pr xeed-  
ed by the Sokh-buldk Pass to  the valley 

Lea*- SMhidila. of the Ydrkand River. The route led up 
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the valley of a river on which were several patches of fine 
grazing, and till last year this had been well inhabited, but 
was now deserted on account of Kanjliti raids. This valley 
is known by the name of Khll Chuskfin. ChuskGn in Turki 
means resting-place, and KhAl is the name of a holy man 
from Bokhira who is said to have rested here many years 
ago. The  mountains bounding the north of this valley are 
very bold and rugged, with fine upstanding peaks anc~ glaciers ; 
but the range to the south, which Hayward calls the Aktdgb. 
Range, was somewhat tame in character, with round mild 
summits and no glaciers. The  Sokh-bulAk is an easy pass, 
and from its summit to the east could be seen the snowy 
range of the eastern Kuenlun hIountains, while to the west 
appeared a rocky mass of mountains culminating in three 
fine snowy peaks which Hayward mistook a s  belonging to  
the main MlistAgh Range, but which, in fact, in no way 
approach to the height and magnificence of those moun- 
tains, and really belong to the Aghil Range, which is separat- 
ed from the M6stAgh Mountains by the valley of the Oprang 
River. 

5. The wind was blowing with such violence on the sum- 

D&,cen&,gtheYir- mit of the pass that I found it impossible, 
Lend River. after trying for three quarters of an hour, 
to obtdn the height by boiling point of the thermometer. It 
has; however, been fixed. by Hayward at  I 7,oga feet. De- 
scending from the pass through a narrow rocky gorge, to- 
wards evening we reached the valley of the YPrkand River, 
and halted a t  an open strip of jungle known a s  Kirghir Jan- 
gal. The valley is here a mile or more broad ; .the bottom is 
mostly covered with pebbles, with the stream running in 
many channels over it. The mountain-sides are steep, rocky 
precipices, and no grass or wood is seen, except a t  a few 
spots along the bed of the river. 

On 5th Septernber we made a short march of I I miles to 
I<iilan6ldi, a camping-ground called by this name on acc-unt 
of a klilan, or wild ass, having once been found dead there. 
The weathei at this time was delightful, very clear and bright 
-neither too hot nor too cold-just perfection for travelling. 
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T h e  route, too, was easy and level, leading down the broad 
pebbly bed of the YBrkand River. The  snowy peaks of the 
Kuenlun Mountains rose up to a height of 21,000 or 22,000 

feet to the north, but the real summit of the Aghil Range to 
the south could only be seen occasionally in peeps up narrow 
ravines. Far down the valley of the YBrkand River to the 
westward could be seen a very prominent knot of peaks, the 
height o i  which was approximately fixed by Hayward a t  
p3 ,ooo  feet. 

6. On the following day we made an early start in order to 

~ ~ l ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  make up for our short march yesterday, 
e ~ g e -  for I was anxious to push on rapidly to- 
wards Hunza, in case the Russian party from Kugiar might 
also be thinking of exploring in that direction. W e  made a 
march of 26 miles, passing on the way the camping-grounds 
of Chirsghsaldi, where the route from Yarkand which I 
followed in 1887 joins in. The  next day, September 7th) 
the valley narrowed considerably, and, as the stream runs 
at  places between enormously high perpendicular cliffs, it is 
necessary to be constantly crossing and recrossing the river, 
which gets deeper and deeper as  streams from either side 
aid t o  its volume; till at  last it becomes too deep to be 
forded by laden ponies, and we were brought to a standstill 
a t  the same gorge where I was delayed two years ago. The  
river a t  this point was up to the ponies' backs, and flowing 
with a strong rapid current over a rocky bottom, so that it 
\\-as out of the question to take our baggage over on ponies, 
and we had to halt for the night and wait till the morning, 
when the river is less deep than during the day-time, as  its 
volume is then increased, owing to the sun melting the 
snon s. 

7. On this march we passed some ruins on a grassy plain 
sign, of called I<drdsh-tbrim (i.e., the cultivated 

occupation. lands of KArBsh, a man who is said to have 
lived here some eighty years ago). There were remains of 
halt auozen huts and some smelting furnaces, and thew were 
also signs of furrows where land had been cultivated. This 
strip of-grass and jungle was over half a mile long and 600 
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yards broad, and doubtless in former times was a flourishing 
spot. There were evident signs, too, of the existence of 
minerals, copper and iron, and .possibly gold, too, in small 
quantities, may be found, for quartz and pieces of iron 
ore were abundant ; while there are many traditions of the 
presence of minerals in these mountains, and the name of 
the country, Raskam, a corruption of RdskAn (a real mine), 
clearly shows that minerals may be expected. 

8. Lower down we passed a considerable stream callea 
the ~ a z d r  Darra, up which a route leads 

A route to PlkhpBIB. to 1'Bkhpblli. The size of the stream, 25 
yards broad by I +  feet deep, shows that the main range of 
the Kuenlun Mountains must recede considerably from here. 
I was informed by Turdi Kol that, after ascending the B a z h  
Darra River, and crossing a pass (the Kokalang), you do not 
enter the basin of the ~ i s n d f  River, as. you would in the case of 
the Yangi and Chirhghsildi Passes further east, but you de- 
scend into the valley of a river called the Kulanargli, which 
ioins the YBrkand River, in its lower course, somewhere near 
Pil, and you have to cross anotl~er pass, the Takhta-kuran, 
before yo; enter the valley of the Tisndf River; so that i t  
is evident that a little to the west of the ChirBghsAldi Pass - 
the-Kuenlun Range must split up, the two branches being 
separated by the Kuldnargli River. The lower part of this river 
is called Cl~likshli, and is inhabited by Turkis, who are under 
Chinese jurisdiction, though they, like the Kirghiz, were re- 
fused ~rotect ion from Kanjliti raids, and were told by the 
Chinese aur horities that they lived outside the frontier passes, 
and must therefore expect no assistance. 

9, At the junction of the BazQr Darra River with the - 
Slgnr of Rumrlan8. 

Ydrkand River we found the body of a tame 
yak with four bullets in it. The bullets 

were from a rifle : the animal had been dead apparently about 
twelve days, and it is probable had been shot by one of the 
small Russian party who, I afterwards heard from Lieutenant 
Bower, had been wandering about these parts separately from 
Colonel Pievtsof's party. 
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10. The  great height of the mountains in these parts was 
orut height or the very much impressed upon me on this day's 

mountains. march. I had noticed a hill which looked 
accessible, and from which it seemed probable that a good 
view of the summits of the Aghil Range on the south woul(l 
be obtainable. I therefore set to work to climb it, but it 
was hard and tantalising work, for I had to make my way up 
a shale slope, and for every step upwards I seemed to slip 
cuite as  much backwards. In addition to this, one never 
seems to have any breath in one's body on these heights, and 
one has to  spend as  much time in puffing and panting as in 
going ahead. At last, however, I arrived a t  the top, and then 
all the reward to  be obtained for my trouble was a magnifi- 
cent bird's-eye view of the party, but nothing whatever of the 
Aghil Range beyond what could have been seen from the river- 
valley. Although the peak seemed of prodigious height from 
below, yet, on arriving at  its summit, I found that the 
surrounding peaks continued to rise as  high as ever, one 
after another, far, far above me, and I humbly realised to 
myself what Himalayan heights really are. 

I 1. This ascent, however, enabled me to cross a spur and 
The Khoja Mohan- cut off a considerable bend of the river, 

med gorge. and rapidly descending the mountain slopes 
I overtook my party at  dusk, just as  they were stopped at 
the gorge mentioned above. The river was dashing along at 
a furious rate over huge rocks and boulders, and was quite 
impassable for the ponies; so we were compelled to halt for 
the night, and the next morning we selected a place where 
the river bottom was least rugged, and crossed the river on 
camels, halting a few miles on the other side of the gorge, at  
a pleasant little camping-ground, called KarSI, at  the junction 
of the SurakwAt stream. Here there was plenty of thick 
green grass and shrubs quite 20 feet high; so we remained 
here the following day also, that the ~ o n i e s  might have a good 
feed of grass, the like of which they were not likely to see for 
a long time to come. 
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I 2. Turdi Kol took me a few miles lower down the rivqr 
F,m, Kanjltl and showed me two other equally good 

raids. camping-grounds, and he says that there 
is considerably more pasture in the lower part of this valley 
than in that of the KQrdkAsh River, and that in the old days 
the valley used to be populated and cultivated, and merchants 
used to go to and fro by the Mlistdgh Pass to BAltistAn. 
Kanjliti raids, however, put a stop to these, and a story is told 
of a great raid which toot  place at  this gorge. The Kanjiitis 
lay hid on the cliffs overhanging the river, and, a s  a man 
called, Khoja Mohammed was passing through with his 
family and a large party, they fired down on them, and after- 
wards attacked them with the sword, killing all the men and 
taking the women and children captive. Since that time this 
gorge has always been known by the name of Khoja Mo- 
hammed. 

13. We now had to leave the valley of the YArkand River 
Ascent of the Aghil and cross the Aghil Range into the valley 

Range. of the Oprang River. I took the cainels on 
one day's march further to the foot of the Aghil Pass, and 
then sent them back to Shlihidlila to bring on the second 
instalment of supplies, which 1 had arranged that Turdi Kol 
should bring to meet me a t  Chong Jangal, near the junction of 
the Oprang with the YArkand River, after the exploration of 
the SAltoro and Shimshil Passes. The ascent of the Surak- 
wAt stream towards the Aghil Pass is in parts very difficult, a s  
the valley narrows to a gorge, and a t  two places we had to 
spend some h o u ~ s  in building up a staircase to enable the 
ponies to get round steep rocky cliffs. The numerous boulders,. 
too, with which the valley bottom is strewn, make it very trying 
work for the ponies ; but we eventually emerged on to a small 
plain, at  the further end of which the main summits of the 
Aghil Range rise up like a wall in front of one rugged and 
uncompromising. Idere we passed the same rock behind 
which, in 1887, I had spent the night lying in the open, a s  I 
had always been obliged to do during my passage of these 
mountains, for fear of attack from Kanjiitis should I make 
m y  presmce known by setting up a tent. On that night my 
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guides, who had not been by this route for many years, had 
forgotten whether we should ascend a stream to  the right or 
another one on the left. If we had taken the wrong one, we 
should have been lost in the mountains, as  the range is only 
passable a t  one point, the Aghil Pass. W e  fortunately took 
the proper course, and now, again retracing my former foot. 
steps, on September I I th we crossed the remarkable depres- 
sion in the range which is known as  the Aghil Pass. - 

14. From here is obtained one of the mos t ,  magnificent - 
Magnificent view of views it is possible to conceive ; to the 

the M 6 d g h  Mom- south-west YOU look up the valley of the 
trins. Oprang Rivdr, which is bounded on either 
side by ranges of inagnificent snowy mountains, rising 
abruptly from either bank, and far away in the distance you 
see the end of an immense glacier flowing down from the 
direction of the Sdltoro Pass. This scene was even more wild 
and bold than I had remembered it, the mountains rising up 
in a succession of sharp needle peaks like a great collection 
of Matterhorns, and not a living thing was to be seen nor a 

- 

sound to be heard, for all was snow and ice, and rocky preci- 
pices, while these mountains are far too grand to support any- 
thing so insignificant as  trees or vegetation of any kind. 

15. Descending from the pass, we reached the valley of - -- 
the Oprang River, and encamped a t  a small 

Preparing to ex- 
plore the Sdltoro patch of grass, to  which I had been led by 
Pare. the tracks of kulan or wild asses. I now 
had to  prepare for the exploration of an entirely new track up 
to the Sdltoro Pass, and to find a r a y  through the labyrinth of 
mighty mountains which had been seen from the pass. We 
should have to return to this point, so it was unnecessary to 
take with me the Gurkha escort, and I therefore decided to  
leave them with the heavy baggage a t  a patch of grass and 
jungle which I had seen through my telescope a little higher 
up the valley, while I made preparations to start on the 
morrow with Shahzad Mir, Shukar Ali, the Laddkhi who had 
crossed the MGstdgh Pass with me two years ago, and a 
BQlti coolie. Ten days' supplies, including fuel, were to  be 
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taken, and five ponies, and I also took my own pony to ride 
whenever it was possible. 

16. On September 12th we started for the exploration 
Asee~ding the op- of the pass. The first march was easy 

rang River. enough, leading up the broad pebbly bed 
of the Oprang River. Up one of the gorges to the south we 
caught a magnificent view of the great peak K 2,  a8.278 feet 
high, and we halted for the night at  a spot from which a 
view toth of K 2 and of the Gusherbrum peaks, four of which 
are over 26,000 feet, was visible. On the following day our 
difficulties really began. The first was the great glacier 
which we had seen from the Aghil Pass ; it protruded right 
across the valley of the Oprang River, nearly touching the 
cliffs on the right bank; but foriunately the river had kept 
a way for itself, by continually washing away the ice at the 
end of the glacier, and so, by taking our ponies through the 
water, which was filled with blocks of ice, we were able to get 
round the end of the glacier, a great wall of ice of 1 5 0  to 
200  feet high. This glacier runs down from the Gusherbrum 
Mountains, and is over one and a half miles broad at the end ; 
the central portion is a mass of pure ice-peaks, and the view 
looking up it is very fine, with the sea of ice beneath, and 
the Gusherbrurn in the distance towering up to a height of 
over 26,000 feet. 

1 7 .  The passage round the end of the glacier was not 
In an ice-bound unattended with danger, for the stream 

region. was swift and strong, and on my own pony 
I had to reconnoitre very carefully for points where it was 
shallow enough to cross, while there was also some fear of 
fragments from the great ice-wall falling down on the top of 
u s  when we were passing along close under the cliffs of ice 
which formed the end of the glacier. After getting round 
this obstacle, we entered a gravel plain, some three quarters 
of a mile broad, and were then encountered by another glacier 
running across the valley of the Oprang River. This proved 
to be the glacier we should have to ascend in order to reach 
the SAltoro Pags, while the Oprang River could be seen to 
flow down from another glacier to the south ; and still an. 
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other appeared to view, coming in a south-east direction and 
rising apparently not very far from the Kdrdkoram Pass. 
W e  were therefore now in an ice-bound region, with glaciers 
in front of us, glaciers behind us, and glaciers all round us. 
Heavy snow-clouds, too, were unfortunately collecting to 
increase our difficulties, and I felt that we should have a hard 
task to reach the pass. 

18. b n  first looking a t  one of these glaciers it ~rould ap-  
Aaceoding a gia- pear impossible to take ponies up ther-n, 

cicr. but the sides are always covered with 
moraine, and my experience in the exploration of the Mlistigh 
Pass in 1887 showed that by carefully reconnoitring ahead 
it was generally possible to take the ponies for a considerable 
distance a t  least up such glkiers .  We  therefore now ascend- 
ed the left side of the glacier, and halted for the night a t  a 
point from which a full view of the pass at  the upper end of 
the glacier was obtained. The  pass, indeed, seemed quite 
close, but distances in the rare, clear atmosphere of these 
high mountains are very deceptive; and though my orderly, 
inexperienced in mountaineering, on first seeing the pass, was 
delighted to think that we should reach its summit on the 
following day, we did not actually approach it for three days 
yet t o  come, and our adventures on the way may perhaps be 
best described by extracts from my journal written day by day 
on the spot. 

19, " September 14th.-A very h ~ - d l  trying, and unsatis- 
Dimcultiea of the factory day. I started off this morning 

route. f u l l  of zeal, ready to go anywhere, and d o  
anything, but finished up utterly tired o t t  and careless of 
what may happen. These glaciers are terribly hard going, 
and after working the whole day we are only as  far as where 
I originally hoped to have arrived last evening, and the pass 
is a s  far off as ever. I started off early this morning, before 
camp was struck, and climbed the mountain range on the 
left bank of the valley to  a gap, from which I hoped to get  
a view of whatever might be on the other side. After a stiff 
climb of nearly 2,000 feet I was only rewarded by seeing the 
great glacier which RCWS down from the Gusherbrum and 
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znot.her ridge on the opposite side. .Snow was falling, and 
the view which I had expected to get  was hidden by the 
clouds. These are quite a peculiarity of this country and 
the higher regions of the Himalayas. They are extremely 
light and almost imperceptible. A snowy peak stands out 
sharp and distinct before you ; suddenly its outline becomes 
hazy and more and more difficult to distinguish, till it dis- 
appears altogether: it has been hidden in a snow-cloud, 
though the cloud itself is scarcely discernible. 

20. " Rejoining my party we started off to tackle the 

Searching for a glacier, and at  first the way was good 
route. enough,-that is, we could get along a t  the 
rate of one and a half nniles an hour-and, as things seemed 
fairly smooth for some way ahead; I went off to make a small 
exploration of a glacier coming down from the westward. 
H u t  after  tumbling about on it for some time, and getting 
t ~ o  nasty falls, I was brought up by a steep ice-slope, run- 
ning down the mountain-side, which I had tried to ascend. 
I had got up it for about 200 feet, clinging to projecting 
rocks, but, when these failed me, I had to give up the 
attempt, as it was too dangerous to cross the slope by myself 
w~thout the aid of ropes. So  I was again unsuccessful, and 
making my way back to my party, found them halted in front 
of a great mass of accumulated ice fallen from the ice-peaks 
above. It was a wonderful sight to look a t  the great 
and blocks of pure ice, white on the surface and a beautiful 
transparent green where it \vas broken. But it was a hard 
thing to encounter on the way. We formed a plan of carry. 
ing the loads ove'r the ice debris, and swimming the ponies 
across a strip of  water, but on exploring ahead we found it 
even worse, and there was nothing for it but to go back some 
distance and try another way. This we did, but were yet 
;lgain brought to a standstill by some crevasses, and here we 
halted for the day. 

2 I .  '' S c p / c ? ~ z b e ~  15tlz.-We went back again, and a t  last 

Reach the head of found a way which led us straight up the 
the glacier. centre of the glacier. We got along 
f a ~ n o u s l ~ ,  and are now encamped at the head of the glacier, 
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close under the pass, which we will attempt to-morrow: it 
looks rather like a repetition of the Mlistigh, rising like a 
wall for about 2,000 feet, and nothing but snow and ice. It 
may, however, turn out easier upon closer acquaintance. 

22. " September 16th -To-day we made an unsuccessful 
Attempted ascent attempt to cross the Siltoro Pass. I had 

the Saltoro pass. given orders to be called a t  2 A.M., and after 
having had some chota ilazri, and made all necessary pre- 
parations, we started a t  3-30 A.M. I t  was snowing hard and 
freezing hard, while dense clouds overhead hid the moon, so 
that we had .barely sufficient light to find our way by. Yes- 
terday afternoon Shukar Ali and I had reconnoitred ahead, . 
and determined the general line of advance and the best 
point a t  which to attack the pass, and we n o r  proceeded 
steadily up the nCv6 a t  the, head of the glacier. At first 
crevasses were frequent, some visible-great staring rents 
in the ice 50 or 60 feet deep,-others invisible, being covered 
with snow : these .last were the dangerous ones, for the snow - 

would suddenly give way under you, and your leg would go 
down a deep, dark hole. But though this frequently 
happened we had no accidents, and the higher we reached the 
less frequent became the crevasses, though the snow became 
softer, and it was heavy work trudging along sinking knee- 
deep at  every step. 

23. " Day now began to dawn, but the heavy snowstorm - 
didnot  cease, and we could bnly see the 

An avalmche. lower parts of the mountains, while their 
summits were hidden in the clouds. We were making towards 
a ravine, up which we had made out could be the only possible 
way to the top of the pass, and were rounding an icy slope 
forming one side of the ravine, when suddenly we heard a 
report like thunder, and then a rushing sound. We knew 
a t  once that it was an avalanche ; it was coming from straight 
above us, and I felt in that moment greater fear than I ever 
yet have done, for we could see nothing, but only heard 
this tremendous rushing sound coming straight down upon us. 
One of the men called out to run, but we could not, for we 
were on an ice-slope, up which we were hewing our- way with 
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an axe. The  sound came nearer and nearer, then came a 
cloud of snow-dust, and the avalanche rushed past us in the  
ravine by our side. Had the avalanche happened a quarter 
of an hour later, or had we  started a quarter of hn hour 
earlier, we should have been in the ravine and buried by the 
avalanche. 

24. We now continued the ascent of the ice-slope, hoping 

to we might find a road by that way, but 
back. we were brought up by a great rent in 
the ice, a yawning chasm with perpendicular walls of solid 
ice. This effectually put an end to  our attempt to cross 
the pass, for 1 dared not descend into the ravine through 
fear of avalanches. We therefore mrere obliged to return 
and give up all hopes of reaching the top of the Sdltoro Pass. 
On our way back we saw another avalanche rush down the 
mountain-side, and over the very path we had made in as- 
cending, covering up our actual footsteps left in the snow. 
Seeing, therefore, how dangerous it was to remain where we 
were, we hastened on, and very thankful I was when we again 
reached the open glaciek, and were out of the reach of ava- 
lanches. Snow coritinued to fall heavily, and we heard the 
reports of avalanches on the mountains all round us. Shukar 
Ali said that if the sky were to clear, and we could wa. a 
week for the snow to settle, we might find a way over the pass. 
But in any case it would have been a piece of difficult moun- 
taineering, and as I had been sent to find out merely whether 
it was a reasonably practicable military route, and as, more- 
over, l could not afford to wait a week in a place where 
neither fuel nor grass could be obtained, and where every- 
thing was buried in snow and ice, I deternlined upon returning 
to my camp on the Oprang River, and giving up any further 
attempt at  crossing the pass. We accordingly hastened back 
to our camp at  the head of the glacier, packed up, and march. 
ed down the glacier, the snowstorm still continuing, 

25. " September 17th.-A heavy snowstorm during the  

Heavy snowstorms. night, and our little camp in the middle of 
the glacier looked very cheerless this morn. 

ing. Ponies, tmts ,  baggage, and everything were covered 
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with snow, and, silow was still falling heavily when we struck 

camp and continued our march down the glacier. We  were 
able to  make a double march, a s  we had the track marked 
out, and the bad places improved by our march up ; and now 
we are once again on terra f i m a ,  encamped where we can 
get  grass for the ponies and a certain amount of fuel, and 
nice smooth sand to lie upon a t  night, instead of the thin 
layer of sharp stones which separated us from two or three 
hundred feet of solid ice on the glacier. 

26. " T h e  length of this glacier is 18 miles, and its 
~ ~ ~ d ~ d ~  d fie average breadth half a mile ; it is fed by 

glnder. three smaller glaciers on the west and 

one on the east At its upper part, immediately under the 
pass, it is a smooth undulating snow-field about a mile and a 
half in width. Lower down this n6v6 is split up  into crevasses, 
which increase in size the further down we get. Then the 
surface gradually breaks up into a mass of ice-domes, 
which lower down become sharp needle peaks of pure white 
ice. On each side lateral gravel moraines appear, and 
other glaciers join, each with its centre of white i ~ e - ~ e a k s  
and its lateral moraines, and preserving each its own distinct 
course down the valley, until some three miles from its termi- 
nation in the Oprang River;, when the icy peaks are all melted 
down and the glacier presents the appearance of a billowy 
mass of moraine, a,nd would look like a vast collection of 
gravel heaps, were it not that you see, here and there, a 
cave or a cliff of ice; showing that the gravel forms really 
only a very thin coating on the surface, and that beneath is 
all pure solid ice. This ice is of an opsque white and not 
so green dnd transparent as other glaciers I have seen, and 
the snow at the head of the glacier was different to any I 
had seen before, for beneath the surface, or when it was formed 
into lumps, i t  was  of the most lovely pale transparent blue. 
Yesterday 1 forgot to mention, too, that every flake of snow 
that fell in  the storm was a perfect hexagonal star, most 
beautiful and delicate in form. The mountains on either side 
of the "alley, especially on the eastern side, are extremely 

ru%) 
ed and precipitous, forming little or no resting-place 
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for the snow, which drains off immediately into the glacier 
below. -! he western range, the main ' ~ G s t d ~ h  Range, was 
enveloped in clouds nearly the whole time, and I o n 5  occa- 
sionally caught aglimpse of some peaks of stupendous height, 
one of them, the Gusherbrum, over 26,000 feet, and others 
04,000 feet. The snowfall on these mountains must be very 
considerable, and it seerns that this knot of lofty mountains 
attracts the great mass of the snow-clouds, and getsthe share 
which ought to fall on the Kirdkoram, while these latter, 
being of less height, attract the clouds to a less degree, and 
are in consequence almost bare of snow. 

27. ~ e i t e m d e r  18th.-Another heavy snowstorm during 
the night. Shukar Ali and Abdula, the 

Return to mall1 camp. 
BAlti, had stayed behind yesterday with 

my pony, who almost died on the march, and was unable to 
move a step beyond half-way. The wretched ponies had had 
no graFs for four days ; they had been well snowed upon every 
night, while at  these high altitudes you cannot give them - 
more than four pounds of grain, as, if they have too much, 
they lose their breath easily, and die in consequence. I rode 
into Darbin Jangal, and sent back supplies for the men and 
ponies. It seemed the height of civilis;ltion getting back 
to a table, a chair and a bed, and to be again inside a tent 
large enough to stand up in." 

28. As a result, therefore, of my explorations in the direc- 
' ~ e a u l b  of explora- tion of the Silltoro Pass., and of my ex- 

tion: no route into 
EWtirtiin. ploration of the MGstdgh Passes in 1887, 
it may unquestionably be said that there is no route, practi- 
cable for ordinary military purposes, leading over the Miis. 
t ~ g h  Mountains into BBltistAn. ' The northern frontier of 
Kashrnir is jn fact protected, in these parts, by an immense 
region of glaciers, which form an impenetrable harrier to 
any possible invasion; and so effectual is this barrier, that even 
the bold ,and hardy KanjGtis, whose pet desire it is to invade 
BAltistAn and kidnap the sheep-like BAltis, have of late years 
been compelled to give up their raids in this direction, 
owing to the vast accumulation of ice upon the passes ; and 
though they have made attempts to find a way into the 

D a 
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country, have never, since the closing of the MbstAgh Pass 
some thirty years ago, succeeded in doing so. There need 
be no fear, therefore, of an invasion by a European Power on 
SkPrdb in BBltistAn. 





EXPLORATION OF T H E  S H I M S H A L  PASS. 

I. W e  set out for the Shimshdl Pass-a. A gap in the range-is it  a Pass 1-3. Ascending 
another glacier-4. Joviality of the Gurkhas-5. Crevasses and snowstorms- 
6. More crevasses and more snow-7. Beautiful sights on the glaciqr-8. Search- 
ingfor a route-9. Glorious viewof the Mhstdgh Mountains-10. A fall through the 
ice- 11. Preparing for a last attempt-12. Again compelled to retreat-13. Back 
again at  Suget Jangal-14. Description of the glacier-15. March down the Oprang  
River-16. Dangerous fords-17. Groping our way-18. More dangerous fords- 
19. Plucky passage of the river by the Gurkhas-20. Reach Chong Jangal- 
21. Arrival of a dak-22. And of Turdi Koi with supplies-23. Start  back again ta 
explore the real Shimshal Pass-24. Approaching the Kanj6tl outpost-25. Hos- 
tile reception-26. Difficulty about the Kirgliiz-27. Suspicions of the Kanjlitis- 
28. The Shimshdl Pass-29. Reconnoitring the southern side-30. A letter of wel- 
come from the R6j6-31. Return over the ShimshBl Pass-32. Satisfaction of the 
Kirghiz a t  our management of the KanjStis-33. Oppression in Kanj6t and  
attempt to raid on Baltistin-34. Return to Chong Janga:. 

The question of the practicability of routes into BAltistAn 

we set out the being decided, it became necesszry now to 
Shirnshal Paso. examine the passes into Hunza. The first 

known pass is called the Shimshdl or Shingshdl, and is the 
one used by the Kanjlitis when issuing irom Hunza to carry 
on their raids on the Ydrlrand road. As mentioned in the last 
chapter, I had now with me, as guide, a man who had been 
taken over this pass on the previous year as a captive from 
ShPhidfila, and under his guidance we now set out to explore 
the range in the neighbourhood of the ShimshAl Pass. 

2. On September 2 1st we left Darbin Jangal arid march- 

intherange- ed down the valley of the Oprang River 
i s  i t  o f a t s  P and up the tributary flowing from the Mlis- 
tAgh Pass to Suget Jangal. From here a large glacier could 
be seen flowing down from the \vest\vard, and at the end of it 
a gap in the main range. M y  guide knew nothing of a pass 
into Hunza in this direction, but as the gap was situated 
exactly a t  the point where the Shimshdl Pass is marked on our 
maps, I determined to make an attempt to enter Hunza by 
that way, and if possible afterwards return by the other Shim. 
shPl Pass known to the Kirghiz. I therefore left the heavy 
baggage under the charge of one Gurkha and a BAlti coolie 
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and set out for the exploration of the glacier with twelve - 
ponies carrying supplies and fuel for twelve days for my party 
and escort. On September the ~ 3 r d  we left Suget Jangal, 
and by mid-day were again on a glacier, and our experiences 
there may, perhaps, be better told by'again making extracts 
from my diary. . 

3, "cptember 24th.-We had rathelea rough march up the 
- 

glacier to-day, but not so bad as  the route 
glacier. to the Siltoro Pass. The  way to attack 

these glaciers is evidently this : first to keep along the side 
of the glacier, on the lateral moraine, close to the mountain- 
side ; you here get  some very fair going, though also, a t  
times, some very nasty pieces, where great, rough, sharp 
boulders are heaped one on the other, like at  the mouth of a 
quarry. Presently the glacier closes in on the mountain. 
side, and you have then'to take a favourable opportunity of 
plunging into the centre of the glacier, and then ascending 
the part of it which is best covered with gravel moraine. 
Some very careful steering is here necessary to keep clear 
of the crevasses, and the ponies, and men too, often have a 
very ]lard time of it, trying to keep their legs in ascend- 
ing some of the slopes where the gravel barely covers 
the ice. We took our plunge into the middle of tllis glacier 
at mid-day to-day. Snow was falling, and at  4-30 the clouds 
became so heavy, and it was altogether so threatening, that 
I thought it best to halt. Of course, no grass or fuel are ob- 
tainable, but we brought two pony-loads of wood with us, so 
are quite happy, though this is not ;i par:icularly cheerful- 
looking spot with the snow falling hard, the great white 
ice-peak of the glaciers rising all round, and the mountains 
hidden by the heavy snow.clouds, and no place to encamp on 
but a very stony hollow. 

4. " The Gurkha - havildar was .in great form-he had n 

Joviality or the joke about getting hold of some " narm 
Gurkham. pattar " (soft stones), which kept him 
and, the Gurkhas in roars of laughter. I asked h i t i  
\\.here hcf had got the joke from, alid he  said some Sahib had 
made it at Kabul ! 
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5 .  September ~st l~" . -Se t  out this morning in a heavy 
Crevasses and anow- snowstorm-so heavy that even the bases 

r t o m .  of the mountains on each side of the 
were a t  times not visible, and the summits were not 

seen till mid-day, and even then only in glimpses. Imme- 
diately on leaving camp we were confronted by a s-erie o l  
very bad crevasses, running right across our path. Things 
looked hopeless a t  one time, and it was like finding a way 
through a maze. The  naik and I went on ahead, and by goi~ ig  
from one end of each crevasse to  the other, we managed in 
every case to find a way across. though to advance a hundred 
yards we would have to go a t  least six times that distance, 
and once we completely lost our front in the maze and the 
snowstorm, and were wandering off up a side glacier, till I 
recognised we were in the wrong direction by a hill-side 
appearing through the mist. 

6. " We finally got clear of the bad crevasses, and then 

More crevasses and had a fairly clear run for a couple of miles, 
more snow. and were beginning to congratulate our- 
selves that we had got over the worst of the glacier, when we 
came upon another series of crevasses of the most desperate 
description-the ice, in fact, was so split up'that, though the 
whole party explored in all directions, we could find no pos- 
sible way of getting the ponies along. I therefore decided 
upon encamping, and going on to-morrow with a few men 
lightly loaded ro the pass. I had some tiffin-rather an im- 
portant point on these occasions when the time of the real 
tussle has arrived, and you are feeling rather down with things 
in general-and then started off to explore a route for the men 
to follow to-morrow; but although I went in and out every- 
where along the whole front, I found it impossibte to get 
ahead. I then returned to camp, had a cup of good hot tea 
and set out again backwards, but it was no go. We are in a 
regular culde  sac, ahead are impassable crevasses, and on 
each side are the main lines of the glacier-peaks of pure ice. 
and still more impracticable than the crevasses. 
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7. " You don't feel much inclined to admire scenery when 

eelutuul sight. on its very grandeur has been the cause of 
the g~acfer. stopping you, but the glacier here is really 
solnething very magnificent. A great sea of ice comes 
sweeping down from the MdstAgh range to the south, and 
makes here a great bend ; and it is this bend which has been 
the cause of stopping us, for it has cracked the ice, just in the 
same way as  the skin is cracked a t  the bend of the knuckle, 
and great crevasses have been formed, some so deep that 
you cannot see the bottom. But the finest sights of all are 
the ice peaks broken into every description of fantastic shape, 
with great fringes of drooping icicles hanging from their sides, 
and ice-caverns the entrances to which were closed by lines 
of long beautiful icicles. 

8. " September 26th.-Started back down the glacier, snow 
Suchin. for a still falling heavily. The Gurkha naik, 

route. Shahzad Mir, and myself kept looking 
everywhere for some way of getting off the glacier on to 
the mountain-side, where it was evident we should find a 
p~ssable  road. Once or twice we got right up to the edge 
ot the glacier, but just a few crevasses and broken crags 
of ice always prevented us from actually reaching terra 
Jirma.8 I was just giving up when I saw what seemed to be 
a practicable route. The others stayed behind, saying it was 
impossible, but I went on and on, and at  last reached the edge 
of the glacier, and oniy a pond heaped up with blocks of ice, 
and frozen over, separated me from the mountain-side. 'The 
ice was very treacherous, but, by feeling abqut with my alpen- 
stock, I got across safely, and then, going along the mountain- 
side for some distance, found a very promising route which 
I followed up for some-little distance. 

g. " The sky had now cleared, and I had a glorious view 

Clorlou, of the Mlistigh Mountains such as I shall 
M 6 d g h  Mmndru.  never forget. Their appearance, indeed, 
was truly magnificent as they rose up in solemn grandeur for 
thousands of feet above, sublime and solitary in their glory, their 
sides coyered with the accumulated snow of countless ages, and 
their valleys filled with glistening glaciers. With infinite toil 
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and difficulty I had insinuated my way through the chinks in 
their seemingly impregnable armour of rock and ice, and my 
feelings now a s  I looked on the wonderful scene before me can 
only be appreciated by one who has himself penetrated the 
great mountain solitudes of the Himalayas and stood alone, a s  
I was then, deep in the inmost recesses of the mightiest range 
of mountains in the world ; separated from the haunts of civili. 
sation by chain after chain of inhospitable mountain; and far 
from the abodes of even the wild and hardy hill-men of the 
Himalayas. Alone, where no white men had ever yet set foot- 
where all was snow and ice, pure, white, and unblemished, and 
where not even the rustle of a single leaf, the faintest murmur 
of a stream, or the hum of the smallest insect, rose to break the 
spell of calm repose which reigned around. I seemed, in- 
deed, to be intruding on the abode of some great invisible 
but alLpervadihg Deity-the Emblem of Eternal Rest-and 
to have risen from the world beneath to a higher land where 
the trials and the troubles of humanity were unknown ; where 
all was wrapt in that stern and grand repose of the mountains 
-a Quiet, calm and deep, and made impressive from the 
feeling that beneath its placid surface great and mighty forces 
were slowly and silently yet constantly a t  work. Amid sur. 
roundings of such grand sublimity, the overpowering pre- 
sence of the mountains, and the profound and solemn silence, 
produced in me impressions such as I shall never forget, and 
a deep feeling of reverential awe and admiration a t  such mar- 
vellous works came over me, as  I looked a t  those great snowy 
heights which remain there in their grandeur, immoveable 
and unchangeable through eternity. 

lo. " On returning to the lake I found the naik and Shah- 

A fa11 through the zad Mir had followed me, the forlner 
ice. having got across all right, but Shahzad 
had gone through the ice up to his waist. The water was 
far out of his depth, and he had only saved h~mself by cling- 
ing on to a large block of ice close by. On returning across 
the lake I also went through twice, but a s  I thought the ice 
would be stronger by to-morrow I hurried after the rest of 

the party, whom I had ordered to stop a t  a certain point, I 
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then brought hack my own kit, some supplies, grain for the 
ponies, and a pony-load of wood, to a spot as  near to the 
lake a s  ponies could go, while the Gurkhas go  back to Suget 
Jangal. 

u. " My intention is to  try and reach the pass with three 

Preparing for a ~ u t  men carrying loads. I at  first meant to go  
attempt. without a tent, but as it is still snowing 
hard, and a bitter wind blowing, while last night the thermo- 
meter was down to 6O, and a t  the head of the glacier would 
probably he below zero, 1 have decided upon taking the small 
servants' pal which I am using on this detached expedition. 
iY,e will carry the poles as alpen-stocks, leave the pegs be- 
hind, as  we can use stones instead, so that the whole weight of 
the tent will not be more than zolb, and we will all four sleep 
in it a t  night. The  weather is anything but cheering, and 
this snow is very trying, especially for the m'en who have to 
do the cooking in the open. Thank goodness I brought only 
hill-men well accustomed to this sort of thing. I knew well 
what it would be, and would on no account bring a plains-ser- 
vant, or even a Kashmiri, with me. The  packs arrived co- 
vered thick with snow, and neither my men nor myself have a 
dry pair of boots to our names, nor can we dry anything, for 
we can only afford a very small fire which is n.ot sufficient 
to dry a thing faster than the falling snow wets it again. The 
floor of my tent is snow, under that a few inches of gravel, 
and then two or three hundred feet of ice. However, a good 

poshtin like I have helps one to defy .A lot of 
discomfort. Each of the men have also a good poshtin, 
which I provided them with at  Shihitlrila, so we are pretty 
cheery in spite of the snow and cold. 

12, September 27fh.-A fine sunny morning a t  last. We 

~ g ~ l o  compe~~ed io  
started off three men ( ~ h u k a r  Ali, R a m  

matt. zan, and Abdula) carrying loads, and 1 
had got a light load ready to carry myself, but the men 
would not hear of it ; they are capital good chaps and game 
for anything. W e  got down to the lake all right, and 
there we were utterly stopped. The lake is fed from the 
melti~lg of the glacier, but, as the sun had not appeared for 
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the last few days, the water had diminished several feet, while 
the layer of ice remained a t  the top. This layer had now 
fallen through here and there, and though yesterday it was 
treacherous enough, to-day i t  was utterly impracticable, espe- 
cially for Inen with loads. I ventured a few ~ a r d s  on to the 
ice, but seeing it falling through all round me with sharp re- 
ports, I hurried back, and we had then to give up all hopes 
of reaching the pass. We returned to our late camping 
p u n d l  loaded up the ponies, and started off back towards 
Suget Jingal. On the way we passed another pond frozen over 
since we passed it two days ago. The ridge of ice all round 
showed where the surface had been, but all the centre had fallen 
through. Snow began to fall again in the afternoon and is 
still falling, but this is our last (sixth) night on the glacier. 

13.  'I September 28th.-A really glorious morning and fine 

Back again at Suget all day, clear and bright as i t  can be only 
Jangal. at these great mountain heights. I set ~ f f  
at a good pace ahead of the men and ponies, so as to get back 
to the luxury of my big tent, table, chairs, books and papers, 
as  quick as possible. As I  got near the Suget Jangal camp, 
the men, when they saw me alone, came rushing out, think- 
ing something desperate must have happened. I told them 
that all the matter was that I wanted a change of lower gar- 
ments and some tiffin, for I had had to ford the glacier stream 
of melted ice, and so cold that it took the breath completely 
out of one's body a s  one waded through the water. I t  was 
glorious getting into some clean dry clotlling, then into a nice 
comfortable ulster; and then, after a good tiffin, sitting in  a 

real chair, and having a good read a t  the papers. Life is 
again worth living and heart-breaking glaciers things of the 
past. My appearance, though, at  present is not becoming, for 
my eyes are bloodshot and inflamed from partial snow-blind- 
ness, and 'my nose, ears, and lips are blistered from the 
Litter wind, while my hands are all cut and scratched from 
frequent falls on the slippery glacier, and my knuckles 
cracked from the cold. But I ,  and all the party, are very fit 
and well-far better, I think, than when we left India." 
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14. The glacier we did our best to surmount I have called 
Descrlpuon the the Crevasse Glacier, on account of the 

glacier. great number and size of crevasses, which 
were wider, deeper, and far more frequent than I have seen 

on any other glacier, and this I attribute-to the bends. The 
widest branch comes from the south, and makes a bend almost 
a t  right angles at  the furthest point which we reached, and 
is here' joined by a longer but narrower branch from the 
pass. The length is about 24 miles, and the breadth from 
1,000 to I , 2 0 0  yards. I t  ends at  an elevation of 13,000 feet 
above sea-level, a t  a projecting spur of black rock, which is 
opposite to a stream issuing from a small glacier running 
down from the second peak on the southern side. Its lower 
extremity, for more than two miles, is entirely covered with 
moraine, but higher up it presents the magnificent spectacle 
of a sea of pure white peaks of ice, with numerous similar 
glaciers of smaller size running down to it from the lofty 
snowy mountains on the southern side. On the north only 
one glacier of any size joins in, and it is evident that the 
southern range gets by far the greater portion of the snow- 
fall, although the mountains on the north are i n  some cases 
very little inferior in height. The Crevasse Glacier seemed 
to me to be retiring; at  any rate I should certainly say 
it was not advancing, for the moraine was deposited 
some few hundred yards in advance of the ice of the 
&icier,  and there were marks of glacial action on the 
mountain sides far above -the present level of the glacier. 
The small glaciers - those resembling clotted cream-on the 
mountain slopes were certainly retiring. The glacier was 
very much lower in the centre than at the sides, and at  the 
sides %ere the remains of successive beds of conglomerate, 
compact and hard, and level at the top, of a different charac- 
ter altogether to glacial moraine, so that it appeared as if 
there had formerly been a thick bed of conglomerate filling 
up the valley, and that it had now been swept out by the 
glacier. This, horvever, is only in the lower half, where the 
mountain slopes are comparatively gentle and formed of 
&ingie: higher up, the sides are precipitous, and there are no 
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signs of the conglomerate formation. The fall of the glacier 
a s  far as  we went was 2,280 feet in 24,400 yards, or about &a. 
Its general direction is N.N.W. 

I 5. On September 3oth, after a day's rest, we resumed our 
down the journey down the valley of the Oprang 

Oprang River. River, and halted that night a t  a fine 

patch of grass about a quarter of a mile long, to see which 
was a welcome relief after the never-ending snow and rocks 
usually met with. Our next day's march was a very dis- 
agreeable one, as a bitter wind, which brings with it clouds of 
gritty dust, was blowing straight in our faces up the valley. 
My pony to-day, although he had been left at  Suget Jangal 
while I was exploring the glacier, and although he was a hardy 
Yarkandi, had now become so weak that three men could not 
drag him along, and a t  last he sank down by the way, and a s  
we could not geth' im up again I had to shoot him. I will 
again now extract from my journal. 

16. " October 2nd.-Another march down the valley .of 
the Oprang River, and a very trying one, 

Dangerous forde. 
for we had to cross'the river eleven times, 

and, as it has now become more than waist deep, and very 
rapid, running over a bottom covered with boulders, it was 
a t  times dangerous work. As I ride the only pony without 
a load, I used to do the reconnoitring for fords, but even when 
a place fairly passable had been found, it was hard to keep 
the ponies straight to i t  ; they would drift away with the current 
into deep places, and the packs got horribly wet. The 
crossings were most exciting work, everybody shouting with 
all his might at  the ponies, and throwing stones at  them 
to keep them straight. In spite of it all you would see the. 
pony with your bag of clothes, or your bedding, fall into a 
poo\ with the water nearly over his back. Most of the men 
got on the top of the packs, but some waded through the 
\\-ater and they had a rough time of it. 

17. " We ~ a s s e d  the ShimshAl River, up which lies the 
route to KanjGt, but we have run rather 

Gtoping our WpY. short of grain for the ponies, on account of 
their having had more than their usual share on the glaciers, 
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where they could get no grass, and a s  I calculate, from 
observations for latitude last .  night, that we  cannot be far 
from Chong langal, where I hope to find Turdi Kol with a 
fresh relay of supplies, I thought it best t o  go  there fir-t, 
and hope to get there to-morrow at  mid-day if my calculations 
a te  right. There is no map a t  all of thkse parts, and a t  
Shdhidlila I could find no one who had ever been down the 
Oprang-River to Chong Jangal, so 1 am, as  it were, groping 
in the dark a t  present. But at  Slirukwdt (our last point on 
the Ydrkand River) 1 got Turdi Kol to point out to me the 
general course which the Ydrkand River followed below that ; 
this I marked down-roughly on the map which I am con- 
structing ; then I have worked out my survey up to this point, 
and checked it by star observation?, and calculate that I 
ought now to  be about half a march from Chong Jangal. 

18. " October 3rd.-Put not your trust in rivers. This 
wretched Oprang River, after continuing in 

More dangerous fords. 
a very uniform direction up till now, just 

when it ought to have struck Chong Jangal turns round, and 
goes back again, upsetting all my calculations, and after a 
very hard and trving day we are still far from Chong Jaqgal, 
although at about noon I thought we had really reached 
there. I saw ahead one valley running in a direction east 
to west, and another in a northerly direction, and at  the 
junction a patch of good jungle and grass. This exactly 
answered to Turdi Kol's description of thn position of Chong 
Jangal, and it was a great blow when I found that instead 
of the Yirkand River flowing down the valley ahead in a 
westerly direction, it was still this OprangLK~ver which flowed 
down it in an easterly direction, having deliberately turned 
round and gone backwards. It was very trying, because 
i t  has to be crossed and recrossed so many times, and each 
crossing becomes more difficult, and even dangerous. Three 
times to-day, in reconnoitring for a ford, my pony was as  
nearly as  possible washed off his legs, and the water came 
over the seat of the saddle, leaving only the pony's head and 
the upper part of my body out of the water, while I was ex- 
pectirg every minute to have to swim for it. The water, too, 
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is fearfully cold, for there is not a drop of water in this river 
that does not come from glaciers. And to add to our troubles, 
a nasty wind, with clouds of gritty sand, was  blowing down the 
valley the whole day. Altogether it was one of the most 
trying days one has on a journey, though I ought not to  
complain anything like so much as the unfortunate men who 
had to wade through the icy water. 

19. " The Gurkhas managed to clamber along :he hill- - - 

sides like goats, but unfortunately a t  the 
Plucky passage of 

the river by the ~ u r -  end of the day they wcre a t  the other side 
khes. of the river to  our camp. W e  had halted 
because we had not been able to find a ford ; for the water 
had risen, as it always does in the afternoon, on account of 
the melting of the glaciers during the day. I was very 
anxious as  to how I should get them across, and was just 
mounting a pony to try the stream, when the first two Gur- 
khas appeared on the other side, and, without cogitating about 
it for half an hour like I had done, promptly proceeded to  
wade through the water in the most happy-go-lucky way. I 
shouted to  them to stop till I had tried it, but on account of 
the roar of the water they did not hear. How they got 
through I don't know, for the water came nearly up to their 
arm-pits; it was icy cold, the current very strong, and the 
bottom covered with boulders, and I know from our experi- 
ences in Manchuria what that means. However, they got 
across all right and landed with a broad grin on their faces, 
as if crossing rivers like this were the greatest possible joke. 
1 then rode across leading another pony with me. I took up 
one Gurkha behind me from the other side, and mounted 
the remaining two en the second pony, which I had brought 
across. We then started back, and once or twice my pony 
gave some ugly lurches and I thought we were gone ;  but 
we got across all right, and I gave the Gurkhas a drop of 
whisky all round to  cheer their stout little hearts. 

20. " Ocfobev 4th.-Arrived a t  Chong Jangal at last, but 

Reach Chong Jangal. 
no Turdi Kol, no supplies, and no dak! 
though all may arrive within the next day 

a 

or two. I thought we were never going to arrive here. We 
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rounded spur after spur, and a t  each 1 expected to  see the 
YQrkand River, and Chong Jangal on the other side. In the 
afternoon, after rounding a great bend of the Oprang River, 
we entered a wide pebbly plain, and in the distance could 
see an  extensive jungle. I thought it might be Chong Jangal, 
but could see no signs of the YArkand River. After riding a 
mile or two, however, I crossed a considerable stream run- 
ning ov'r the pebbly plain. I a t  first thought it might be 
the Yftrkand River, but it was so much smaller than when we 
left it a t  Sfirukwiit, and instead of being a muddy colour as  it 
then was, was a clear blue, so I decided that it could not be 
the YQrkand River, and that Chong Jangal must be on the 
other side of the next spur, several miles ahead. I was 
hugely delighted therefore when, on the baggage coming up, 
Surak Bai, the Kirghiz guide, said that this really was the 
YArkand River after all, though very diminished since we last 
saw it, on account of the melting of the snows, owing to  the 
lateness of the season, having almost ceased, and that the 
jungle ahead was Chong Jangal. I hurried on then to see 
if Turdi Kol had anived, but was disappointed to find no 
traces of him. This is a very large stretch of jungle for these 
parts,-two or three miles long, and half a mile or so broad. 
Some of the bushes are 1 5  to 20 feet high, and there is 
plenty of grass. 

2 1 .  '' O t t u b e ~  6th.-This morning a Kirghiz came riding 
into camp with a very welconle d$k. He 

Arrival of a dak. had followed my tracks all round from the 
Aghil Dawan down the Oprang River. He brought two dPks, 
one a special urgent dAk. Durand had had a ditficulty with 
the Hunza RAj5, and Colonel Nisbet had a t  first writteh to 
warn me to be careful about entering Kanjct:  the second 
special dAk brought the news that things h a d  smoothed 
down." 

22. 'Turdi Kol a t  last arrived on October the 10th) and 
brought with him the supplies, and news 

And KO1 that JAn Mohammed KhQn had been suc- with rupplier. 
cessful in his treating with the Chinese 

Amban a t  Yiirkand. My having sent him there proved to 
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have been a fortunate circumstance, as otherwise I should 
have now been without my supplies, for exaggerated reports 
had reached the AmbAn, and he had forbidden supplies being 
sent for me from Ydrkand territory. When, however, he re- 
ceived my presents, and a true statement of what had occurred 
from Jbn Mohammed Khdn, he became very civil, sent me 
his salaams with his card, and ordered the supplies to  be de- 
livered to me. 

23. Taking Turdi Kol with me, I set off again up the 

Start back again to 
Oprang River towards the ShimshAl Pass 

explore the red  Shim- to try to enter Hunza. We were now ap- 
aha1 Pars. proaching the country which the Kirghiz 
have always so much dreaded, and all were anxious to know 
what sort of reception we should meet with a t  the " Darwiza," 
or outpost, which was said to be situated a day's march on 
the northern .side of the ShimshAl Pass. On September 13th 
we arrived close to it, and our further adventures will be best 
described by again extracting frorn my journal. 

24. " October 14th.-An eventful day, and a t  last, after 
Approaching the seeing no one outside our party for forty-one 

Kanjutl outport. days, we have come across inhabitants, and 
entered KanjGt territory, Sirikol, my Kirghiz guide, had 
told me that we should arrive a t  the " gate" of Kanjlit to-day, 
so I started on ahead with my escort. After a time we saw 
a tower on the top of a cliff, and, as  we came closer, saw that 
the whole line of the cliff, where it was accessible, was 
covered by a loopholed wall, at the upper end of which was a 
second tower. TIE cliff was the bank of a deep ravine, which 
the road crossed, and then zig-zagged up the cliff to the 
tower, where there was a wooden gate. This was the den of 
the Kanjliti robbers who have for so many years raided on 
the countries round, and from which, only last year, they had 
attacked the Kirghiz and carried off twenty-one captives. I had 
no idea what sort of reception I should meet with in  trying to 
penetrate the very inmost haunts of these mountain robbers, 
so 1 now proceeded cautiously. I made five Gurkhas line 
the opposite bank of the ravine, while I went on ahead 
one Gurkha, my orderly, Shahzad Mir, and Ramzdn, the 
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interpreter. I thought that, if I took my whole party on at 
once, it might frighten the Kanjlitis if they wanted to be 
friendly, while if they wanted to be hostile the Gurkhas were 
much better situated for covering my retreat on the top of 
the cliff, than they woulld be with me trying to cross the 
ravine. 

95. '' I had descended one side of the ravine, crossed the 

Hortlle reception. frozen stream at the bottom, and was 
ascending the zig-zag up to the tower ; the 

door was open and I thought we were going to have a peace- 
able. entry, when suddenly there came loud shouts from 
above, the door was shut, and men appeared alrjng the wall 
and on the tower, gesticulating wildly, and pointing their 
matchlocks a t  us. It was not a pleasant situation, as we were 
close under the wall, and the path to the gate led along 
parallel to i t .  I halted, and made all sorts of signs, beckon- 
ing to them to send a man down to us, holding up one finger, 
and shouting ' bi adam, bi adam !' (the Turki for one man). 
The  shouting on both sides continued for some time, and all 
the time I was afraid they would fire off their guns at  us. 
But eventually the door opened, two men came down to us, 
and we had a long parley, which lasted for more than an hour. 
They said that the RAjd had sent them notice that a Sahib 
was coming this way, and that at ShimshAl, the nearest village, 
three marches distant, there was a Mihram-bashee, who had 
been sent to look after me, hut they said the RAjA had given 
them no orders whether to let me through or not. So  they 
would send off to Shimshil for orders. and said that 
meanwhile 1 had better wait where I was.' I replied that my 
supplies were running short, and therefore I would prefer 
going on, but that, i f  they had received no orders from the 
R6jA to let me through, I was perfectly willing to stay where 
I was and await his instructions. Experience has shown me 
that i t  does not do to appear to be in a hurry on these occa- 
sions, and that the best plan is to assume an air of perfect 
indifference. I t  answered at any rate in this case, for when 
the message was taken to the head-man, who remained all 
th i s  tGme in the tower, the answer came back that a messenger 
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had been instantly despatched to Shimshil with the news of 
my arrival, and that I might proceed there toa. I had first, 
however, to state exactly how many men and how many 
soldiers I had with me, and when I had told them, one man 
went off to see if my account was true. I was then allowed 
to pass through the gate. But, just as I was entering it, a 
man sprung across the gateway and seized the bridle of my 
pony. A doubl2 row of Kanjiitis with matchlocks stood behind 
him, and I thought for the moment there was treachery; But 
the man sprang aside again with a laugh, and seeing it was 
intended for a joke I laughed too. It might have cost the 
gentleman dear though, if he had kept it up a moment longer, 
for he would certainly have had a bullet through his head from 
my Gurkhas, who were just behind me, if not from my 
revolver. 

26. " It was very cold and the Kanjiitis lit a large fire, 
Difficulty about the round which we all stand-Kanjhtis, 

Kirghiz. Kirghiz, Gurkhas, LadAkhis, a BAlti, a 
Pathin, and one ~ n ~ l i l h r n a n ,  in the heart of the Himalayas, 
where no European had ever before penetrated. We now 
had another long parley. They wanted to know the names 
of the Kirghiz, and how many had been left behind, for they 
said that all the Kirghiz must go on with me to the Rljd. 
Turdi Kol was with me, but I was not going to let them 
know who he was, so called him SattiwAli, and they said that 
was just the man the RBj5 wanted to see. He was parti- 
cularly anxious, they said, to see Turdi-ICol and Satti~vAli. The 
Kanjlitis wanted to get hold of 'Turdi Kol in the raid last year, 
and very nearly did so ;  but he shot one of them, so I sus- 
pected the RAjd could not want him tor any friendly purpose. 
I therefore told the Kanjctis that Turdi Kol (nlias Sattiwali) 
had come with camels which had been left some miles back, and 
was not going to accompany me any further. They protested 
loudly that all the Kirghiz must go on with me to the RAjA. I 
said that only one was going on. They said they would have 
their heads cut off if they allowed any Kirghiz to go back. 
I said I was very sorry for them, but that certainly not more 
than one Kirghiz should go w i t h  me. But they still kept on 

E 2 
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saying that all the Kirghiz must g o ;  however, as I was 
now on the right side of the gate, with my little Gurkhas 
round me, instead of being on the side of the cliff with the 
KanjGti matchlocks pointed a t  me, I took up a firm tone, 
and told them that 1 was on no account'going to take on the 
other Kirghiz, and, moreover, if they continued to make this 
fuss, I would go  back, and would write to the R l j l  to tell 
him hoh badly they had treaied me. Of course I would never 
have carried out my threat of going back, but a s  they had 
told me the RAj6 had given orders that I should be received 
well a t  Shimshiil, and I could see how much they feared him, 
1 thought it was a pretty safe way of putting the pressure on 
them. It had instant effect, for they a t  once agreed to let 
the other Kirghiz remain with the camels, and said I must 
not be angry. I then warned them that they must not inter- 
fere with the Kirghiz in any way, for i f  they did I should a t  
once inform the RijA. 

27. " Turdi Kol and Ali Mohammed then went back. AS 
s ~ r ~ e i ~  of the he left, Turdi Kol salaamed to  me, and, in 

KmjLtir. an unguarded moment, I said ' Salaam 
Turdi Kol '  instead of ' Salaam Sattiwdli.' ~or tuna te ly  the 
'Kanj6tis were squabbling- amongst themselves, and did not 
riotice it, and Shahaad Mir instantly covered my mistake by 
shouting in a loud tone to our remaining Kirghiz, Sari Kol, 
which name somewhat resembles Turdi Kol. The Kanjlitis 
now asked if  anyone else was coming behind us, for they said 
no one else would be allowed to  pass, and i f  any one appeared 
he would have his head cut off. They talk in quite an airy 
way of cutting people's heads off, and always illustrate the 
action. But, on the whole, I don't think they are a bad 
lot of fsllows. They are very hardy and determined- 
looking, but have not a bad expression, and we became quite 
friendly eventually, especially when my Gurkhas gave 
them some tobacco. Seven of them have come on with me 
to help me over the pass, and when I gave them each 
a seer of atta this evening they were immensely pleased, 
and thought it enough for several days!  I   re tend all the 
time that I am going straight through to Hunza, and say 
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nothing about my corning back (as is my real intention as 
soon as  I have crossed the pass), a s  they might see my 
object and would probably stop me. They give me very 
bad accounts of the road beyond ShimshAl, so I shall take 
that as  an excuse, and tell them that I cannot go by such a 
bad road, but will go back round by the T.igh-dlim-biish 
Piimir. 

28. "October 15th.-At last I have scored a success, 

T h e  ShimsMl Pass. 
for to-day we crossed the ShimshAl Pass, 
over the main range. It is a very easy - 

pass, and low (only 14,700 feet), crossing the range a t  a 
remarkable depression. The great Mlistiigh Mountains, 
which up to this point are so rugged and lofty, suddenly 
break down, and the ShimshAl Pass is an almost level Pbmir, 
while beyond it, to the north, the mountain su~nmits, though 
still very lofty, are smooth and round, and look as i f  they had 
been smothered in a thick coating of snow. We encamped 
a t  a place called Shorshma-Bghil, where there art: a dozen 
stone huts (ROW unoccupied) on the bank of a stream issuing 
from some glaciers a mile above the hamiet. 

29. '' October 16th.-I halted my party to-day, while I 
Reconnoitring on the went on some distance down the valley, 

routhern side. As the exploration of the road on the 
south-western side of the main range is not part of my work, 
and I have further explorations to carry out, I had to invent 
some excuse for going back. 'The KanjGtis had been telling 
me that the road ;head was very bad, so I said that I would 
go on a short dis'rznce and see it, and if it was too bad for 
my ponies I would go back. 1 descended the valley for 
about 8 miles, nearly to its jynction with the Shimshdl River, 
and in this portion the road was very fair, as the hill slopes 
were gentle ; but further on I could see the mountains became 
much more precipitous, and we passed one place which would 
have been impracticable for laden ponies, so I told the 
KanjGtis that it was of no use going any further on such a 
road, and that I would go back round by the Tdgh-dlirn.biisll 
PA mir. 
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30. Just then we met the Mihram-bAshee, a man called 

A letter or welcome Sultdn Beg, who had been sent by the 
t r ~ n  the R69. RBjd to look after me. He was a tall, fine 
man, and spoke Persian and Turki. He had fifteen men with 
him, and said he wished to be of every assistance to me. I 
told him of my decision to-go back round by the TAgh-diim- 
bdsh Plmir, and he said I could do whatever I.liked This was 
rather a relief to me, as I was afraid he might try to make me 
come on by this route, and put obstacles in the way of my going 
back. He brought with him a letter from Safder Ali Khdn, 
the RAjP, offering me every assistance, so that Durand has 
evidently got round him properly. I took Sultan Beg back 
with me to camp, and Shahzad Mir tells me that he says the 
Kanjlitis are now dependents of England and no longer 
of China, and that, as the Kirghiz are also friends of the 
English, the KanjGtis will not harm them any more and will 
be friendly to them. This is all very satisfactory if it is 
genuine and lasting. 

3 I .  " The following morning 1 wrote a letter to the RdjA, 

Return over the Safder Ali Khdn, thanking him for his re- 
shimmhi~ p-. ception of me, and saying that, a s  I had 
ponies with me, and heard the country ahead was unfit for the 
bassage of animals, I intended to go round by the Tdph- 
dlim-bAsh PAmir, and would enter his country from that direc- 
tion about a month later. I also told the Mihram-bdshee 
that he might take his leave, and I gave him a present of a 
fine choga, turban, and shawl for the RBjd, and a smaller pre- 
sent for himself. After dismissing him 1 set out again and 
returned over the Shimshdl Pass. 

31. " Octobw 18th.-I again passed through tht: out- 
S.bf.ctian *r the post and rejoined Turdi Kol. This time 

K l r g b  at Our the commander of the outpost was most qmmt of the K.n- 
JWB. affable, and came some way out to meet 
me. I took three Kanjlitis on with me, as far as this camp, 
to show Turdi Kol that they are now my humble servants, and 
he  is now completely satisfied ; and he and the other Kirghiz 
were in a great state of delight when they heard that the Kan. 
jQtis are nor  subject to US,  and that the Khdn had said that, 



as  the ~ i r ~ h i i  were friends of $he English, no more raids 
would be made upon them. Seeing how we have got round 
his great enemies the Kanjdtis, who have for so many years 
terrified the Kirghiz, Turdi Kol has now a great idea of the 
English, and says that their arrangements are straight, and 
good, and firm, while the Chinese never would do anything. 

33. " A Kanjdti called Murdd, who has been with us for the 
last few days, became confidential to1 

Oppression in Kanj6t 
end attempt to raid on RamzAn, and told him that the rule of the 
Bbltistin. present RdjP is most oppressive; everything 
down to their clothes is taxed, and, when the tax collectors 
come, if a man does not give up a large' proportion of his 
sheep and goats, the produce of his fields, and some of his 
clothes, he is put in a stream of icy water and kept there till 
he does. MurAd also said that the last RAjA sent an expedition 
of two hundred men up the glacier a t  the head of th; valley 
(the road to the ShimshAl Pass leads up a side valley) to find a 
route to BAltistAn, but twenty men lost their lives in crevasses 
on the glacier, and the expedition had to return. MurAd also 
said that the ShimshAl Pass was the only one about here, and 
this, judging from the look of the mountains, I should think 
was true ; at any rate I have not been able to discover any 
other route, or to hear of any other. MurAd is a gentleman who 
thinks it advisable to worship the rising sun, and told Ramzdn 
that, if I said a good word for him to the RAjd, he would be - 

given a small post for looking after me well. He  has twice 
been on raids to ShPhidGla, but says the Rdjd gives the order 
for the raids, anaathe men have to  go, whether they like it or 
not. All the stolen property goes to the RQjA, and, if a man 
hides any, he has his head cut off ! This is what the, .Kirghiz 
also told me, and I fancy is true." 

34. On the next day the Kanjdtis returned to their out- 

R.hlm to post, and we marched down the Oprang 
J.ng.1. River and reached Chong Jangal on Octo- 
ber 90th. Here we found Jdn Mohammed Khdn had just 
artived with a dAk. H e  described to me his interviews 
with the Chinese Ambdn at  YPrkand, and said that at 
firrt very.exagger~?.ed rumours had reached him about my 
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doings at ShAhidiila, but that, when he told him the true 
facts, the Ambdn was quite satisfied, and that it was a very 
good thing to  protect the road against the Kanjlitis. H e  
sent me his salaams and card, and gave orders that the 
supplies which the frontier authorities had stopped should be 
sent to me. All this was very satisfactory, for, if I had not 
sent Jdn Mohammed Khdn to Ydrkand, I might now have 
been without my second instalment of supplies. As, there- 
fore, everything had gone well, and winter was coming on, I 
mad,e no stay at  Chong Jangal, but immediately set out for 
the exploration of the other routes which lead into Hunza, by 
the passes from the TQgh-diim-bdsh Pdmir, and the results of 
this will be detailed in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER IV. 
THE TACH-D~M-BASH PAMIR A N D  PASSES INTO K A N J ~ T .  

1. News of Captain Grombtchevsky-2. March down the YQrkand River-Signs of 
former cultivation-3. Pony transport knocked up-4. A letter from Captain Grombt- 
chevsky-5. Meeting with him-6. Description of him-7. Object of .his present 
expedition-8. His Cossack escort-9. His opinion a9 to a Russian invasion of 
India-10. His opinion of frontier politics-11. Mahomedan fanaticism in Turkes- 
tdn-la. His visit to Kanjbt-13. T h e  expedition to Tibet-14. Russian ignorance 
of our frontier-15. Belief in the disloyalty of the natives of India - 16. Grombt- 
chevsky's approval of the Gurkha escort-17. A parting compliment to him-18. 
Arrival on the T+h-dbrn-bish PAmir-19. Meeting with Major Cumberland and 
Lieutenant Bower-20. Friendly character of the Sarikolis-a~. Description of the 
Tbgh-dbm-blsh PQmir-aa. The  Kirghiz inhabitants-23. A friendly reception-24 
Exploration of the Khunjerdb Pass-25. A curious phenomenon-26. Oves Poli- 
17. The  Baiyik Pass-28. Arrival of two officials from Kashgar-29. A difficulty 
settled-go. Rude treatment from the Kirghiz-31. Departure of Turdi Kol-hi# 
good eervices-3a. Cross the Mintaka Pass and arrive in Kanjbt. 
- 

I .  Aka1 JAn, a Kirghiz who belonged t o  the  Tdgh-dfim- 

Ncwr of CapMn bdsh Pdmir, but whom I had met  a t  Shd-  
Grombtchevsky. hidlila, while we were exploring t h e  passes, 
had gone  t o  his home on t h e  PAmir, and  collected 'camels a n d  - 

yaks, which he  now of his own accord brought to  Chong  Jan-  
gal. He was also the  bearer of a letter from Lieutenant Bower, 
who, with Major Cumberland, had m a d e  his way on t o  t he  
~ i ~ h - d l i m - b d s h  Pdrnir, by way of  Shdhidlila, Kugiar,  and  
Sarikol. In this  le t ter  was the  information that- Captain 
Grombtchevsky, the  well- known Russian traveller, who had 
on the previous year found his way into Hunza, was now 
travelling towards LadAkh, and  would probably meet m e  on  
the  way. Being inxious to  s ee  Lieutenant Bower, I de-  
spatched a n  urgent message t o  him t o  try a n d  meet  m e  a t  
TAshkurgdn, and  set ou t  from Chong Jangal on October z r s t ,  
descending t h e  YPrkand River towards t h e  Tdgh-dlim-b&h 
PAmir. 

2. At Chong Jangal  there a r e  many signs of former habit- 

Much down the ation, and ,  on  the  next day's march down 
v l r ~ . n d  ~~vet--for- t h e  valley of t he  YArkand River, I saw 
mar mltlv.tim. 

many other  signs of cultivation, and was 
told by the  Kirghiz that,  down to  about forty years agd, this 
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valley was well populated, and that even now Kicghiz from 
the Tigh-ddm-bAsh occasionally cultivate some of the ground 
in the side valleys, where they are well hidden in case of 
Kanjliti raids. Trees, too, are here met with, and in the 
Uruk Valley there are still a few apricot trees. 

3. The ponies had now become completely knocked up, 

Ponrm,,ponguite and although the road here is good, even 
lrnocked up. the unladen animals could not keep up 

with the loaded camels. The camels and yaks which Aka1 
JAn had brought were sufficient to carry the whole of our bag- 
gage, so I discharged the ponies and sent them back to 
Ladikh. Working a t  high altitudes among these mountains, 
where the road is always difficult, and grass a t  the camping- 

- - 

grounds very scarce, it is impossible to keep ponies going 
almost continuously, as I had been obliged to do, and in 
future explorations of a similar kind, it would be advisable, if 
possible, to arrange for changes of transport. 

4. At the camping-ground near the junction of the Ilisu 

A letter from Captain ai th  the YArkand River, I received a letter 
Grombtchevaky. from Captain Grombtchevsky, written in 
Tlirki, and saying that he had halted a t  Khaian-aksai and 
was anxious to meet me. I answered, in Persian and English, 
that I was very glad to have the opportunity of meeting so 
distinguished a traveller, and would arrange to encamp with 
him the next day. 

5. On October 23rd I marched to  Khaian-aksai, and was - 

Meeting with him. 
greeted there in a very cordial manner 
by a fine, handsome marl, who introduced 

himself as  Captain Grombtchevsky. H e  was about 36 years 
of age, tall and well-built and dressed in uniform, which he 
afterwards told me he invariably wore; he had a pleasant, 
genial manner, and, though our objects were probably rather 
inimical to one another, it was a great pleasure to again meet 
a European. He was accompanied by a German naturalist 
named Conrad, whom he had met in Turkestin on his way 
to the PAmirs. We spoke together in French, and Captain 
Grombtchevsky informed me he-wished to proceed to ~ a d ~ k h ,  
and would be very much obliged if I would forward a letter 
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from him to the Resident in Kashmir, asking for permission 
for him to do so. This I agreed to do, though, a t  the 
same time, I warned him that there were very strict rules 
against even English officers travelling on that frontier. H e  
then asked me in to dinner, which was a very substantial 
meal, and washed down by many glasses of vodka. W e  sub- 
sequently spent a very pleasant evening together. sitting 
round a huge camp fire, and listening to the singing of his 
cheery Cossack escort. Then, as Captain Grombtchevsky 
talked very openly and unreservedly upon subjects in which, 
a s  an English officer, I ~vould naturally be interested, I deter- 
mined to hart for a day to see more of him and his men. 

6. Captain ~ r o m b t c h e v s k ~  a t  present holds the appoint- 
ment of ~ i s i s t a n t  Governor of ~ e i g h a n a .  

A description of him. He told me that he was formerly in the 
Imperial Guards, and was General Skobeleff's Adjutant 
during the Khokand campaign, a t  the conclusion of which 
he was appointed " Chef .de District " a t  Margilin. H e  is 
a Pole by birth, and his father died in exile in Siberia. 
Unlike ocher Russian officers whom I have met in Eastern 
Siberia, Captain Grombtchevsky is a thorough gentleman, 
with an open genial manner, to which one takes immediately, 
and which undoubtedly has also a very good effect upon the 
natives. He  strikes one, i n  fact, as being the typical kind of 
Inan for the work lie is engaged upon, and had he more 
money at his command would undoubtedly be a very suc- 
cessful explorer. He is, I have heard, considered by the 
Russian G e ~ g r a ~ h i c a l  Society to be their rising explorer, 
and his journey into Hunza, in 1888, showed him to be 
possessed of plenty of boldnsss and daring. He enjoys the 
confidence of the Czar himself, and from his own accounti 
looks upon success in his travels as being the only way now- 
a-days to promotion, as the Russian Government are well 
known for the liberal manner in which they reward their 
frontier officers and explorers, if successful; so that, a s  he 
is stationed in a part of T5rkestAn where the Russian frontier 
nearest approaches to ours, it is very probable that we may 
hear more of Captain Grombtchevsky on our border-lands. 
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7. On the present occasion he had some difficulty in 

Object of hi8 pre- obtaining the permission of his Govern- 
rtnt upedition. ment to undertake this expedition, for 
the Minister for War and the Head of the Asiatic Depart- 
ment were unwilling to risk the chance of complications with 
our Government, but Captain Grombtchevsky finally obtained 
permission through the personal influence of the dzarewitch. 
His expenses are paid by the Geographical Society, who 
gave him 5,000 roubles (about 6,200 rupees), while Govern- 
- 

ment gave the services of six Cossacks and one non-comrnis- 
sioned officer. His object was to penetrate to Kafiristan 
and reach Peshawar, if possible, and he says he had made 
arrangements by which he might a t  one time have reached 
the borders of Kafiristdn without being stopped by the 
Afghins ; but he was delayed a mont hin Turkestdn, and in - 
the meanwhile Afghdn troops had begun to move towards 
Shigndn and Roshdn, and his way was blocked. He wrote - - 
three times for permissiorl to pass through BadakshAn, but 
the Amir refused to grant it. He  therefore determined to 
try his alternative programme, which was to pass along the 
north slopes of the MiistAgh 11Iountains, get down .to Leh, i f  
possible, and from there enter Tibet. Some reports also said 
that he wished to have gone down through Hunza again to 
Gilgit, but was deterred by the news of Colonel Durand's ap- - 
pointment to that place. After leaving Russian Turkestdn he 
had passed through Darwdz, the Alichur Pdmir, and the Great 
and Little Pbmirs, on to the Thgh-d6m-bish PArnir ; from there 
he hoped to reach ShihidGla (he has sinqc, done so), cross 
the Kdrdkoram Pass into Laddkh, and then go by Mr. Carey's 
route vid Tankse and the Mangtse Lake to Polu. 

8. Captain Grombtchvesky's party consisted of seven 
Cossacks, a munshi who had accompanied 

Hi8 C#uck ercort. him to Hunza on the previous year, and 
one servant. He lived in a small light tent of umbrella-like 
con3truction ; Herr Conrad, the naturalist, lived in another ; 
the Cossacks lived in a very flimsy t e n t  d'abri, with both 
ends ooen, which must have been an uncomfortable arrange- 
ment when the bitter wiuds of these high-lands wqe  in full 
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force ; and the servants lived in a fourth tent. Such was their 
little camp. The Cossacks appeared to do all the work; 
they scoured the mountain-sides for the ponies in the morning, 
fed them, and saddled and loaded them for the march ; they 
formed a guard during the march, and at night Captain 
Grombtchevsky always had a sentry over his tent. For all 
this work they appeared to be very badly looked after. Their 
wretched apology for a tent has already been described ; their 
food seemed poor and inefficient, as they lived almost entire- 
ly on mutton, and ate even the entrails of the sheep, and 
seldom had any flour, as there were only 80 lb in camp for 
the whole party for three months, and their pay was ridicu- 
lously small. The liberality of our Government, indeed, was 
very apparent on this occasion, for the contrast between the 
parties was remarkable. The Gurkhas had two snug little 
sowars' pAls, with waterproof sheets and numdahs and 
everything that could be done to make them comfortable, 
and, as I had beer1 given a liberal allowance of money for 
the expenses of the expedition, my men had as much and 
even more than they wanted of mutton, flour, rice, tea, and 
sugar, although we had then been travelling for 71  days from 
the last village where supplies were obtainable, and all we 
had with us had to be brought from Chinese territory, where 
the rulers, considering that the object of my mission was 
(though unavoidably on our part) calculated to cause them 
annoyance, might well have stopped our supplies ; whereas, 
on the other hand, the Russians had been travelling within 
easy reach of their frontier, and had been halted for some 
time on the PAmirs, where their Consul at  Kashgar might, 
without any difficulty, have sent them as many supplies as 
they could possibly want. But, although the Cossacks struck 
hoth me and my men as being very badly looked after, ther 
were good, sound, hardy fellows, who looked well able to stand 
the rough work they had to do. They were small but thick- 
set men, averaging about 5 feet 6 inches in height, fair in 
complexion, looking thoroughly European in appearance, and 
resembling very much our English country labourers. They 
were very dirty and were clothed in khaki jackets, tight 
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pantaloons, and high boots reaching above the knee ; over 
this they wore a long brown great-coat, and at  night a heavy 
poshtin reaching to the ankles. Their arms consisted of a 
rifle and sword. On the whole, the term " rough and ready " 
would summarise the general impressions left upon me by 
them.' 

g. Captain Grombtchevsky expressed his opinions freely 

Hia opinion of a on many subjects. He  was most empha- 
~ u e t t i ~ n  inmion  of tic in his hatred of the Germans, and 
India. 

in his opinion that the Russians would 
one day invade India. Although his two companions were 
one a German and the other an Englishman, whom he frankly 
declared were the two nationalities most a t  enmity with the 
Russians, he said that there were a thousand reasons for the 
hostility of his countrymen towards the Germans, but only 
one for enmity towards us, and that was that we would 
persist in meddling and interfering in the Balkan peninsula 
and trying to thwart what he considered the legitimate 
progress of Russia in that direction. H e  said that every 
officer and man in the Russian army wished to march on 
India, but, when they did come, it would not be with a small 
army, but with three or four hundred thousand men, and on 
my suggesting that there might be difficulty about supplies 
and transport for so large a force, he said that the Russian 
soldier went wherever he was ordered to go and did not 
think about such things; he looked upon the general of an 
army as his father, who would provide all that was possible, 
and if at  the end of a hard day's march he found neither 
water to drink nor food to eat, he would still not complain, 
but would go on cheerfully ti l l  he died, and when he died 
there were many more in Russia to take his place. Grombt- 
chevsky quoted many instances from the Central Asian cam- 
paigns to illustrate this statement, and it is undoubtedly 
true that the Russian soldier is brave, enduring, cheerful, 
and uncomplaining, but it is equally true that Russian 
generals and their staffs have a very meagre idea of the art 

' For description of the Cossacks reen by the Afghan Bounrlary Commission, see 
the " Memorandum on the Russian Escort" by Captain Drummond, Intelligence 
Branch. 
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of making arrangements of any kind, and that the knowledge 
that there are always plenty of men behind has caused them 
to be so negligefit that many a Russian soldier's life has 
been sacrificed through want of necessary arrangements. 

lo. With regard to our Indian frontier, Captain Grombt- 

HIS opinion on fron- chevsky thought our system of subsidising 
tler politics. all the neighbouring states must be very 
unsatisfactory, and that our safest plan would be a, annex 
the whole of the country up to the Hindu Kush Mountains. 
The Russians would then do the same on the north, and we 
should have that range as a frontier between our respective 
empires. As to the Amir of Kabul, he did not believe for 
a moment that he was a real friend of ours. He  said that 
Abd6l Rahmdn had lived for many years in Russian 
Turkestiin and was far more friendly disposed towards the 
nation who supplied him with money and arms with which 
to enter AfghanistAn, than to the nation who now propped 
him up on the throne. Bokhara was now a Russian district, 
and this was the prize which would be offered to Abdlil 
Rahmdn if he would throw in his lot with the Russians in 
the case of a war. As to subsidising generally, and pay- 
ing large pensions to men like Yak6b KhAn, he said that it 
was too expensiye for the Russians, and the plan they were 
adopting in Khiva was to let the KhAn rule on for the 
present, and then at  his death, when there will be the usual 
scramble for his throne, the Russian will step in and annex 
the country, and in this way he said they would save paying 
a large pension to the KhAn and his family indefinitely. 

I I .  Speaking or the Mahomedan population of Russian 
TurkestAn, he said that thev were ex- 

Mahornedan ""- tremely fanatical, and that in '18~8, when ticism in Turkesthn. 
20,000 Russian troops were set in motion 

towards the frontiers of AfghanistAn, only 1,000 remained a t  
one time to keep the Mahomedan population in check. On 
that occasion Captain Grornbtchevsky was in charge of the 
MargilAn district, without any troops whatever to uphold his 
authority, and he told m e  that t h L  town was posted with 
placards calling upon the inhabitants to rise again: the 
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Russians, but he was able to avert a crisis by riding boldly 
through the town. 

12. Referring to  his visit to KanjGt last year, Captain 

Grombtchevsky'r Grombtchevsky said that he had repeated- 
virit to Kanjut. ly written to the RAjA to say that he had 
no political mission whatever. On his arrival at  Hunza the 
RAjA intimated that he would receive him in full durbar, but 
on Grol.nbtchevskyJs mentioning that he intended to ride 
up with his Cossacks, the Kanj5ti offi?ials raised objections. 
The  Russian, however, said that, if  he could not ride, he would 
not go a t  all ; and as  the RAji had already arrived in 
durbar, and given out that an ambassador from the Great 
White Czar was coming to treat with him, the Kanjdtis had 
to give in, and, although it was only a few hundred yards 
distant, Grombtchevsky rode up to. the durbar with his 
escort. The  Kanjlitis, however, appear to have turned the 
tables on him afterwards, for they begged for everything 
of value he had, and he was obliged to part with seven rifles, 
a number of revolvers, and six ponies, besides many other 
lesser articles. His opinion ol Safder Ali Khdn was that he 
was perfectly untrustworthy, and, as  a proof of this, he showed 
me two letters written by the RAjA to Grombtchevsky, even 
after Colonel Durand's visit. On his return to St. Peters- 
burg, after his journey to Kanjlit, he received the honour of 
a special audience of the Czar, and was given a gold medal 
by the Geographical Society. His mvnshi (the same one 
who is now with him) received a gold medal from the Czar, 
which he was wearing when we saw him ; knd his  Cossacks 
all received promotion. 

13. Both before his present journey and his last one, 

n t  Rurrian a p e -  Captain Grombtchevsky had audiences of 
dltlon to Tibet. the Czar, a t  which he pointed out before all 
the Head-Quarter staff the route he was going to follow and the 
objects of his journey. At his interview before starting on his 
journey to Hunza, he says that General Prejevalsky, the great 
Central Asian explorer, was also present. He was at a large 
table with all the maps of Tibet laid out before him ; a door 
o p e n d ,  and the Czar and Czarewitch, with all the Head-Quar- 
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ter staff, came into the room, and began discussing Prejeval- 
sky's plans. The Czar said he had only seen one hutnan being 
who had ever seen the great Lama of Tibet, and Prejevalsky, 
saluting the Czar, replied " Your Majesty, 1 will g o  to Lhassa 
and bring him back, that you may see him with your own eyes." 
Prejevalsk~ died when he was just starting for Tibet, and 
Grombtche\sky says that Colonel Fievtsof is by no means a 
worthy Fuccessor, as  he has been for some years in an office 
011 the Head-Quarter staff, and has not sufficient enterprise 
or resolution for such an undertaking. Colonel Pievtsof has 
I 20,000 roubles (8  I ,~O,OOO) for the expenses of the expedi- 
tion, a guard of 2 5  men, and a machine gun, and is to be away 
about three years. But other information from Russian 
sources says that he is not to go  to Lhassa, as  had been 
first intended, but will only explore the northern part of Tibet 
as  far as  the Prejevalsky Mountains, an4 then return to Lob 
Nor. Grombtchevsky had a great admiration for Prejevalsky, 
and spoke of the rapid promotion he had obtained on account 
of his journeys. He said that now, when there was no war, 
officers had no chance of promoti:n, unless they did some- 
thing unusual, such as  exploration. 

14. He admired English explorers very much, and said 
Russian ignorance they went everywhere, but that our Gov- 

of  our frontier. ernment kept everything so secret that 
the Russians never knew where they had been, so that 
until he actually arrived in Kanjlit, he had not known 
that Colonel Lockhart's Mission had been there, and had 
thought that he was the first European to cross the Hindu 
Kush into that country. " And now again," he said, " I 
thought that no Englishman had expiored right along the 
northern slopes of the Mlistdgh Mountains, but the very first 
thing, on commencing my explorations, I meet an ~ n ~ l i s h m a n  
who has just completed it all." I was surprlsea lnueed to 
find how little he really knew about our frontier. He had, i t  
is true, some of our confidential reports, but they were very 
old, and, considering the changes that have taken place during 
the last few years, utterly useless for any practical purpose ; 
and from the way he talked it  was evident that he had little 

1; 
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idea of the state of the countries on our frontier. Speaking 
of LadAkh, for instance, he said he was looking forward t o  
seeing the magnificent forest-clad mountains round Leh-this 
of a country where not a single tree is to be seen on the 
moun tain-sides ! 

I 5 .  Like all Russians, too, Captain Grombtchevsky took it 

Rusrian belief In the as  a matter of course that the natives of 
d r ~ o y ~ l t g  of the m- India were thoroughly disloyal, and on the 
tlver of hdir, 

first appearance of the Russians would 
rise against us. Could he have heard the contemptuous way 
in which my Gurkhas and the PathPn orderly spoke of the 
Cossacks, and the way they were treated in comparison with 
themselves, he would, however, have formed a different opinion 
of the loyalty of our native soldiers a t  any rate. I was, indeed, 
myself rather surprised at seeing how thoroughly the escort 
appreciated how far better off they were than the Cossacks, 
and a t  the air of superiority they adopted towards them, a s  
if they thought such dirty, badly paid, badly fed, and badly 
equipped men were very inferior to themselves. The  Pathdn 
orderly, too, who had been with the Boundary Comtnission, 
was never tired of holding forth upon the respective advan- 
tages enjoyed by the native soldier and the Cossack; and 
though my experience is not very great, yet the more I hear 
and see, the more 1 am convinced that, taiK a s  people may 
about the way Russians " fraternise," as  they call it, with 
subject races, our system is a t  least as  good as  the Russian ; 
and though we a r e  not in the habit of making Alikhanoffs 
and shalcing hands with every other man we meet, yet when 
our soldiers come in contact with the Russians, as  they have 
done lately on the Afghan Boundary Commission and the 
present Mission, they thoroughly appreciate the solid benefits 
of our system of paying, feeding, and equipping them well, 
and on returning to their regiments tell their comrades of it. 

16. An amusing incident, about the Gurkhas, may be 

Crombtchevrk~'r  worth relating. Captain ~ r o r n b t c h & s k ~  
a ~ d  d the Cur- had asked me to let him inspect my 
k a clcort. 

Gurkhas and their equipment. I readily 
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complied, and had my six little Gurkhas paraded in marching 
order. Grombtchevsky looked a t  them for a short time in 
silence, and then maie some remark to me ; this the havild2.r 
immediately thought must he a comment upon their small 
stature, so before I could answer the Russian, he said to 
me-" The Russ may think us small, but tell him, Sahib, 
thzt we are the shortest men in the regiment, and that 
in Nepal there are plenty of Gurkhas far bigger than he is." 
This to a man well over six feet high and proportionately 
big ! Grombtchevsky was, however, very much struck with 
the Gurkhas, and when he saw the smart way in which they 
drilled he said that they were evidently not irregular soldiers 
like his Cossacks, but thoroughly trained regulars. 

17. Before we parted, C-aptain Grombtchevsky took a 

A parting C O ~ ~ I I -  photograph of our combined parties, in 
m e n t t o a e  Russian. which there were fourteen different nation- 
alities represented. After this, when the baggage had start- 
ed, I made the Gurkha escort march up to the Russian and 
salute him by presenting arms. He wzs very much pleased 
a t  this compliment, and t1.m he also formed up his escort to 
salute me, and we afterwards took leave of each other with 
every assurance of friendship, and with hopes that we should 
meet again. 

18. On the following day, 26th October, \Ire crossed the 

Arrival on the ~ b g h -  K6r.bG Pass on to the Tagh-dGm-b~sh 
d~m-bash  PQmir. PAmir. The pass is an easy one, 14,700 

feet high, and is quite practicable for laden animals. The 
change' of scenery, now was very striking ; in place of the 
deep ravines and 'precipitous mountain-sides that we had 
hitherto been accustomed to in the valleys of the Ydrkand 
and Oprang Rivers, we now found great, open, almost 1evt.i 
plains, some 4 or 5 miles broad, running down between ranges 
of mountains only a few thousand feet higher than the 
valleys. Grass, too, was plentiful, and there was no need for 
laboriously seeking good tracks for the ponies, as on the 
PPmir yo11 could go anywhere. But the wind was bitterly 
cold, and although the temperature at  night did not usually 
descend below zero (Fahrenheit), yet i t  \vas very tntrch more 

F a 
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trying than the still cold which we had been experiencing 
lately in the YArkand River. There indeed the thermometer 
mas quite as  low as on the PAmir, but the air was generally 
still, and there was no wind to drive the cold right into the 
marrow of one's bones. 

Our first encampment was a t  a place called Ilisu, where 
one of the felt tents of the Kirghiz had been prepared for me, 
and where the head-man of the Pdmir, Kuch Mohammed 
Beg by name, had arrived to meet me. He was not very 
prepossessing in appearance, and had a bad reputation for 
giving the Kanjfiti RAjd information to enable him to carry 
out his raids successfully, but he was friendly enough to me 
and gave me all the assistance which I required. And this 
was a satisfactory thing, for he was really under the Chinese 
and might have made difficulties here, as  I had with me no 
Chinese passport, and had to trust to establishing friendly 
relations with the inhabitants to enable me to get through 
the country without hindrance. 

19. The next day I left my escort, and set out to meet 
~ e c t i n g  with Majar Major Cumberland and Lieutenant Bower 

Cumber~dandLieut~  enant ~ o w e r  near a t  TSshkJrgdn, some 70 miles distant. This 
Tirhlriugdn. place 1 reached on the following day, and 
found them encamped a few miles lower down. The pleasure 
of meeting Englishmen again, and being able to talk in my 
own language, may well be imagined. They had set out from 
Leh about two weeks before me, and, accompanied by M. 
Dauvergne, they had tra\,elled by Shdhidhla co the Kilian 
Pass, and from there had struck westward to Kugiar, near 
which place they had met with Colonel Pievtsof, the Russian 
traveller, who had succeeded the late General Prejevalsky in 
command of the expedition to Tibet. They say that this 
party had from 80 to roo camels, besides about 2 0  ponies. 
The guard consisted of as Cossacks, and they had no native 
servants whatever, the Cossacks doing the whole of the 
work. They lived in felt tents and were apparently travelling 
very leiwrely and comfortably. Two other Russians were 
also said to have gone towards the YBrkand River, but these 
are I nconnccted with Colonel Pievtsof's party. From Kugiar, 
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Major Cumberland had made his way across the Tisnif 
Valley, which he describes as being very beautiful and abound- 
ing in fruit, to the YPrkand River, and from there up the 
valley of the TLing River-also a very fruitful one-to Trish- 
k6rgin. This road has never before been traversed by 
Europeans, and, from Major Cumberland's account, it would 
appear to be not an easy one, by reason of the succession of - - 
passes over the spurs running down from the big ranges 
which had to be crossed. He says that there is no route 
practicable for animals down the valley of the.Ydrkand River 
to Ydrkand, though fcot-passengers can find a way. On the 
T5gh-d6m-bish Pdmir Major Cumberland and Lieutenant 
Bower had shot, between them, I I oves poli, and M. Dau- 
vergne had here parted with them and gone by \VakhAn and 
the Baroghil Pass to Gilgit. They had also met Captain 
Grombtchevsky, and had been as  much struck as  I was with 
hisgenial manner, though they had warned him of the difficul- 
ties he would be likelv to meet in gaining per~nission to enter 
Ladikh, accompanied as he was with an escort of Cossacks. 

20. The winter had now fairly set in, and as  two passes 

Friendly chat.cler on the main range had still to be explored, 
of the Sarikolia. it was necessary for me to return quickly 
to my party. I accordingly had to leave Major Cumberland 
again on October the 3oth, and retrace nly steps down 
the Tdgh-d6m-bish Pdmir. I have, holvever, forgotten to - 
mention that in Major Cumberland's camp 1 was visited by 
Sir Buland S h i h ,  a brother of Ali Murdan Shill, the 
former Khin of \Vakl~An. He brought me a small present, 
and expressed his pleasure a t  meeting an Englishman. He 
said that when the Amir of Kdbul had conquered WakhAn, 
he had fled here, and had lived near Tiishkrirgdn ever since. 
The Sarikolis seemed very friendly disposed, and as I was 
passing through Tisriif, a small walled village a mile or two 
nort~.  of TBshklirgin, the head-man met me and pressed me 
to come in to breakfast, a request which I was very glad to 
accept. He took me to a small house, and brought me 
bread and tea, which he ate with me, and then, altliough he 
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was a Chinese dfficial, he expressed a wish that I would take 
his people under our protection. I was told that this year 
tl;any fugitives from Shigndn had been driven here by the Af- 
ghAns, but most of them had been sent back by the Chinese, 
after they had received an assurance from the Governor of 
Shignin that no harm should be done to them. 1 heard, 
too, that a nian called ISazir Ali, an envoy from the RAJA of 
Hunza, had just passed through on his way to  YArkand with 
twelve tilas of gold. 

21. ~ 1 s h k i r ~ A n  and its neightiourhood was visited by 

Desetlptlon of the Colonel Gordon, with some of the members 
~ o g h - d b - M r h  Pa- of Forsyth's Yirkand Mission in 1874, 
mir. 

on their way to Wakhdn and the Great 
and L.ittle PArnirs, and there is nothing which I need add 
to the description of it, which will be found in the Report of 
the Mission. The Tdgh-dSm-bPsh PAmir, of which TAsh- 
kiirgAn may be said to be the northernrnost limit, had not 
been visited by Colonel Gordon's party, and a short description 
of it may, therefore, be interesting. This PAmir may be said 
to commence, one branch a t  the KhunjerAb Pass and 
another a t  the Wakhurjui Pass, and to extend down to Tdsh- 
kiirgin, where the district of Sarikol begins. The  PAmir is 
inhabited chiefly by Kirghiz, but there are also a .few 
Sarikolis. All of these keep large flocks and herds, but 
cultivation and houses are not seen beyond TAshkiirgAn. The 
Pimir itself is a broad plain rising very gently on both 
sides lo the mountain ranges by which it is enclosed. It 
gives one the impression of formerly having been a deep valley 
between two mountain ranges, which has now been filled up 
by the debris brought down by former glaciers.s On account 
of the insdfficient rainfall this valley has not been washed 
out and cleared of the dCbris, and, consequently, is now a 
plain at  a high elevation. The PAmir rises from ~o,ooo feet 
at TPshkSrgdn to  14,300 feet a t  the KhunjerAb Pass. It is 
mostly covered with coarse scrub and gravel, but there are 
also some fine stretches of good grass. Fuel is very scarce, 
and the inhabitants use dung for their firer. 
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22. The total number of inhabitants, including women 
The Kirpblz h h d l t -  and children, probably does not exceed 

mtu. 300. They are a somewhat rough lot, a ~ d  

mostly bad characters, who have fled, for some reason, from 
ShAhid~ila, the Alai, or the Tagarma Pimir. The  head-man, 
Kuch Mahomed, really belongs to the Kirghiz of Andijdn, 
but has been placed here by the Chinese, and is supposed 
to be inrcharge of the frontier in this direction : he, I.owever, 
is also in the pay of the RAJA of Hunza, and seemed to 
have a good deal more respect for him than for the Chinese. 
The next head-man is Akal JAn, and the third a scoundrel 
called Juma Bai', of whom more later on. 

23. On October the 30th I rejoined my escort on the 
I 

A frlendlp reception. 
Kdrdchukur stream, and the following day 
set out to explore the KhunjerAb Pass. 

On the way I passed an encampment belonging to a Sarikoli, 
named Kulaik Bai, who very kindly asked me in to have some 
refreshment ; and as  his son, a man named Alif Hajee, had 
passed through India on his way to Mecca, 11; could speak 
a little Hindustani, and it was interesting to talk with him. 

24. Heavy clouds had been collecting for the last few 
E~ loration the days, and during the night, which I spent 

~hunjerbb P ~ ~ J I L  in a yurt set up for me by Aka! J A n ,  it 
snowed heavily. Yurts are generally constructed with a 
large hole some a& feet in diameter in the top to allow the 
smoke from the fire going out. On this occasion, when I woke 
in the morning, I found the floor of the yurt covered with 
snow, which, when the fire had gone out, came in from the 
opening. I t  was r,ow falling heavily outside, and the whole 
country was covered with it, so the prospect for the explora- 
tion of the pass was not very promising. However, I set 
out with two good men, leaving the rest of the party 
behind, and, marching through the snow, reached the summit 
of the pass a t  mid-day. The route was perfectly easy, so that 
we could ride the whole way to the summit. -On the other side, 
however, the road could be seen running down a narrow 
gorge, and, beyond this, there is a pass over a secondary 
range, which at this time of the year is impractimble. The  
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mountains here seemed to be of no great height compared 
with the mountains to be seen further east. There is another 
pass called the Oprang Pass, up a side valley, which leads 
down a valley to the Oprang River at  Shor-Buldk, thus form- 
ing an alternative route to that by the K6rbb Pass ; this road, 
however, is said to be very difficult and now out of use. 

as. Oves poli are said to abound in this part, and Bower 

pbenDmL had told me that he had shot six near the 
0011. Khunjerdb Pass ; but to-day it was snowing 
so heavily that nothing could be seen of them, and I only 
saw a few wolves, which prey upon these oves poli, and 
catch the old rams when their horns have become so heavy 
as  to retard their progress. While descending from the pass 
to the small camp which had been brought to the foot of it, 
the snow ceased, the wind dropped, the sun came out, and 
the whole air became glistening with shining particles. This 
is a very curious phenomenon. I had at first thought that it 
was the sun shining on minute particles of snow, but [ soon 
found that no snow at  all was falling, and I am quite unable 
to account for these glistening particles. The Kirghiz 
informed me that it usually occurred after a fall of snow, and 
was a presage of great cold hereafter. The  thermometer 
indeed went rapidly down, and at  6 o'clock in the evening 
was 5' below zero. Fahrenheit ; but then a wind sprang up, 
which immediately brought the thermometer up to zero, and 
during the night it never fell below that, though the thermo- 
meter of one's senses would have registered it very much 
below zero. 

26. There was now only one more pass to explore, and I 
hastened back to get round i o  the Min- 

e t a  poll. 
taka Pass, for I was beginning to fear that 

I might perhaps be prevented by the snow &om getting across 
the range into Hunza. Marching down to Aka1 JAnJs camp, 
I had the good fortune to see a herd of oves poli in the 
distance; I managed to get  fairly close to them, but not 
near enough for a shot, and by the time I had reached a rock 
from behind which I had hoped to bag one, I found they had 
disappeared right up the mountaiil-side, and were only just 
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distinguishable through a telescope, looking down disdainfully 
a t  me from the top of the highest crag. This stalk after the 
oves poli showed me how much weaker I had become lately, 
from being so long a t  great elevations, and, from having no 
proper cook, my appetite had also gradually fallen away, and 
1 had become too weak for any great exertions. But for- 
tunately the TAgh-d~im-bAsh PAmir is so easy that one can 
ride everywhere. 

27. On November the 4th 1 rejoined the Gurkha escort 
a t  KArAchukur, where they had remained 

The Baiyik Pass. while I was exploring the KhunjerAb Pass. 
They had now been halted for ten days, and were glad enough 
to get on the move again. On the following day we marched 
up the KAdchukur to Mintaka Aksai, where the stream from 
the Mintaka Pass joins the KAiAchukur, which flows from the 
Wdkhurjui Pass, leading over to WakhAn. A road also leads 
from the valley of the KB:Achukur by the Baiyik Pass to 
AktAsh on the Little Pdmir. This is practicable for ponies, and 
was crossed this year by Captain Grombtchevsky ; it is an 
important pass, as leading from the Russian frontier a t  
Tuyuksu to either Hunza or the valley of the Ydrkand River. 

28. On this march Kuch Mahomed asked me in to 
breakfast at  his camp, which is situated 

Arrlv* Of two Om- close to the road ; and I there found two clals from Kaahgar. 
Kashgaris who were officials sent by the 

Chinese Taotai of ~ a s h ~ a r  to enquire into affairs ona this 
frontier, and to go to ~ u n z a  to ask t h e ~ ~ j d  whether he acknow- 
ledged our supremacy or that of China. After, breakfasting 
1 again set out, but  was passed on the road by these two 
Kashgaris, who arrived at  the Mintaka Aksai camp shortly 
before me. They here found a tent set apart for some one, 
and, on asking Kuch Mahomed whom it was for, were told 
that i t  had been prepared for me. On hearing this they were 
furious, and demanded why a tent had not been prepared for 
them also. Kuch Mahomed tried to smooth them down, 
but he did not offer them the tent, and I was glad on my 
arrival to find it still kept for me, though, when I hear4 the 
circumstances, I was surprised at his having done so, as  I was 
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really on Chinese territory, and these were Chinese officials, 
while I was simply an English traveller. The Kashgaris 
were only given a place with the Kirghiz in one of their tents, 
and, soon after my arrival, I heard that they had summoned 
a IevCe of all the Kirghiz in the place, and had warned them 
to he careful what they were doing ; they also got hold of my 
interpreter, and began questioning him about my doings, and 
asked for my passport. On hearing this, I sent them a 
message requesting them not to interfere with my servants, 
and saying that, if they wanted any information about my 
doings, I sllould be perfec.tly ready to  give it them, and that 
when I had leisure I would send for them, and they rnight 
then ask me any questions they wished. 

29. Next morning I sent to them to say that I was a t  
leisure, and would give them all the inform- 

A dithculty aettled. ation they wished. They came over to 
my tent, and after giving them tea and treating them 
politely, I told them that the Kirghiz a t  Shihid6la had 
applied to us for assista~ice against Kanjliti raids, and that I 
had been sent to enquire illto their case and to make arrange- 
ments for defending the road, and that 1 was now returning to  
India by Hunza, and was merely crossing the TAgh-dlim-bdsh 
Pdmir on my way there. I told them that Chinaand England 
were friendly with each other, and that, though I had not 
now a passport, as  1 had not been aware that I should have 
to cross a portion of Chinese territory, I had travelled, two 
years ago, from Peking, the capital of China, with a passport 
from the Emperor right through to YArltand and Kashgar. 
The Kashgari officials, on hearing this, said they were per- 
fectly satisfied ; that the Chinese and English were always 
friends, but that they should like me to put down what I had 
said in writing, that they might show it to the Taotai a t  
Kashgar. This I readily consented to  do, and, after more 
tea-drinking and polite speeches, we parted in a very 
friendly manner, and soon after the Kirghiz came in to say 
that the Kashgari officials had given orders that I was to be 
given every assistance. 
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30. Thi s  wpuld be my last  day  amongst  t he  Kirghiz, a n d  

Rude treatment from it was necessary, therefore, to  pay them up, 
the ~ irgh iz .  and give them presents for the service they  
rer.dered me. I accordingly paid them very liberally for 
t h e  hire of camels, yaks, etc., and  also gave each  of t he  three 
head-men some presents. They ,  however, had heard exagger- 
a ted reports of the  presents which I had given to the  ShPhidlila 
Kirghiz, and expected t o  receive more than  I had given them, 
and one of them, Juma  Bai, was impertinent enough afterwards 
t o  send back my present, saying it was insl~fficient. Th i s  
naturally made me  extremely angry, and  sending my inter- 
preter with a sheep, which Juma Bai had given me  on  the 
previous day,  and with my presents which he had returned, 
I sent  him with them back t o  the  Kirghiz, and  told him t o  
throw away the  tea and cloth, etc., which I had given him, be, 
fore his eyes, t o  turn the sheep loose in the  valley, a n d  t o  
express my extreme displeasure a t  being insulted in this way. 
Juma  Bai happened to be living with t h e  two Kashgaris, and ,  
when they saw all this occur, they turned on him and  abused 
him heartily for insulting a guest like this, and  the rest of the 
Kirghiz, taking the cue  from them, set  upon t h e  unfortunate 
Juma and beat him. T h e  other two head-men then came  a n d  
apologised profusely to me, hoping tha t  I was not displeased 
with them also, and  the next morning, when we parted, t h e y  
were very friendly and  full of expressions of good-will. 

3 1 .  Here, too, I had to take leave o f  Turdi Kol a n d  jAn 

Departure of Turdi Mohammed K h i n ;  they had served m e  
Kol -his goodserdcea. well, and  given me all the assistance in t h e  
way of procuring guides and obtaining supplies which I had 
required from them. 1 accordingly gave them each  a watch 
and  a silber chain, and sent them off very pleased. T h e s e  
two would, I a m  sure, a lways  d o  what we wanted, but the  
Kirghiz are  a verv independent lot, each  man liking t o  work 
by himself ; and- the  question is whether Turdi  Kol can hold 
them together, and  for this reason it was that he  asked t h a t  a 
British rcpresentati~re should be sent to Shdhidiila. 
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32. On November the 8th we crossed the Mintaka Pass; - 

Cross the Mintaka 
the ascent for about I ,ooo feet is very steep, 

Paas and arrive in and, near the top, there was a considerable 
h j i i t .  amount of recently-fallen snow. Snow, 
indeed, was even now falling on the mountains all round con. 
tinuously, but during our passage it remained clear, and though 
the snow was soft and we sank into it up to our knees, yet the 
yaks carried the baggage over without much real difficulty. 
The height is 14,400 feet, though the mountains near it 
must rise to fully 22,000 feet. The descent is also steep, 
leading down a rocky zig-zag on to the moraine of a glacier, 
but, after passing over this for about a mile and a half, all 
difficulties are over, and the route descends a stream to 
Murkush. Here we met KanjGti officials sent by the Rdjd to 
await our arrival with twenty coolies to carry my baggage. 
I therefore despatched the Kirghiz with the yaks which had 
brought our baggage over the pass. Our doings in Kanjht 
will be related in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER V. 
HUNZA.  

I. March down the Hunza River-2. Difficulties with the Kanj~itis-3 Unsatisfactory 
arrangements-4. Mohammed Nafiz Khan-5. W a z ~ r  Dddd and Mohammed Nazirn 
KhBn- 6. Description of the Wazir-7. Independent character of the Kanjbtis-8. 
Reception by RijA Safder Ali KhPn-9. A second interview -the R'jd asks my 
reasons for coming- lo. I warn him against having dealings with the Russians-I I .  

His jealousy of the Mehtar of Chitral-12. H e  requests to have his Kashmir subsidy 
paid a t  Gilgit-13. His bad treatment of two officials sent by the Chinese-14. He 
considers raids a means of adding to his revenue-15 Asks for an  increase of 
subsidy for letting me through- 16. Suspicious of my intentions in proposing a 
sham fight-17. Character of Raja Safder Ali Khdn-18. Importance of Hunza-19. 
Possibility of invading it-20. Importance of Nagar-21. Chances of an  invasion of 
Hinza  through Nagar-22. Necessity for making the Chiefs better acquainted with 
our military strength-23. Return of party to ~ndia-z4. Good services of Gurkha 
escort-25. Congratulations from Government on success of expedition. 

I .  The road from the Kilik Pass, which was explored by 
dam tne Colonel Lockhart's' Mission in 1886, joins 

Hunze river. in a t  Murkush, so that we were now on 
well-known ground ; our explorations were over, and the only 
question left to be solved was whether the RAjA of Hunza 
would let us through his country without hindrance, or 
whether he would be as obstructive a s  his father had been 
to Colonel Lockhart, and he himself had been to  Captain 
Durand.' The camping ground of Murkush is a day's march 
from Misgah, the nearest village, and on the way there we 
passed through some very striking scenery, for the mountains 
rise straight out of the river-bed in sheer precipices of 
thousands of feet. As we descended the valley it got warmer 
every step, and, now that we were getting to lower levels, 
there seemed to be something to breathe, and fresh life 
gradually came into one. 

2. Near Misgah I was met by the ArbAp, or Governor, of 

oificuleel the upper province of ~ u n z a ,  and on -my 
Kanjutis. arrival. a t  the village by a man bearing 
a dak. These Kanjlitis seemed very friendly and willing 
to givk all-assistance, and I was in hopes that everything 

Now Colonel Sir W. S. A .  Lockhart, K.C B., C.S.I. 
Now Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Durand 



would now be smooth ; but the next morning I found that, 
although they were full of offers of assistance, they were 
n3t very ready to do what was wanted when the time came. 
The  Governor had presented me with a sheep and some flour 
on the previous evening, and he now sent round saying that 
he  wanted payment for these things. I told him that I had 
understood from the RPjdls letter to me, and from his own 
assurances, that I was the guest of the RBjA, and that it was not 
customary for guests to pay for what had been given them as 
presents, but that, no doubt, when the Governor should take 
leave of me, 1 would give him a suitable present. Then came 
a difficulty about coolies ; they had assured me on the 
previous evening that there would be no difficulty wh~tever  
in conveying my baggage down to Hunza, but in the morning 
it was evident that the Governor had no authority whatever 
over these wild Kanjhtis, and could not get togrthdr the pro- 
per number of men for the carriage of my baggage. After 
my tent had been struck and everything had been got ready 
for starting, I had to sit in my chair for two or three hours 
while the Governor was fighting with the men to get them to 

go. At last I told him that I intended to pitch my camp 
agaln, and would write to the Rbj i  to say that I was unable 
to go any further, as  the Ciovernor could not get me the 
necessary carriage. This frightened the Governor so much 
that he renewed his efforts, and besought m e  not to do such 
a thing as to delay going on to the RbjP, and eventually he 
prdduced the requisite number of ponies and men by 1 2  

o'clock. 
3. I then set out for Gircha, which I reached in the 

Unrratishctory .r- evening, and found Mohammed Nafiz 
rmgunentr. KhAn, a brother of the RAjA, awaiting me 
there. My baggage, however, did not appear, and I ordered 
a fire to be lighted in the field outside the fort. But although 
Mohammed Nafiz KhAn was full of assurances of assistance, 
and although the Governor was still with me, they could not 
get the KanjGtis to supply nip with any wood for the fire until 
1 had paid for i t .  I waited on and on through the night, but 
still no baggage appeared, and I had to sleep in the open by 
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the fire. At last about 6 o'clock in the morning the baggage 
arrived, and my orderly said that when it became dark the 
Kanjlitis refused to move, and consequently he had been un. 
able t o  get the baggage on. 

4. When my tent had been pitched, Mahommed Nafiz 
Mehomed ~ a d t  KhAn came to see me. He is an unint elli- 

Khiin. gent, careless youth of about 2 5 ,  very 

dirtily and shabbily dressed, and without any self-respect or 
dignity whatever. In answer to his enquiries whether I was 
" razi," I replied that I was extremely annoyed a t  the arrange- 
ments which had been made for me, and that I should tell 
the RBjP so when I should meet him a t  Hunza. He, of 
course, was full of apologies and excuses, but I told him that 
I would not strike my camp on the following day unless all 
the coolies and ponies necessary were brought before me by 
7 o'clock in the morning. 

5.  Later on a messenger arrived with the news that the - 
Wazir DddG and 

Wazir d id t i  and Mohammed Nazim KhAn 
~ohommcd Nazim would reach here about mid-day to visit 
KhOn. me. I wished to impress upon them that 
I was put out with the arrangements which had been made, 
so when they arrived and said they wished to  visit me, I told 
them that I was not a t  leisure to  see them, and would let 
them know later on when it was convenient to me for them 
to call on me. In the afternoon I sent a messenger to say 
that 1 was ready now to receive them, and they came to me 
dressed in some gorgeous clothes which had been given them 
by Colonel Lockhart, and escorted by a dozen soldiers. In 
answer to their enquiries whether I had reached here com- 
fortably, I replied that though the RAjA evidently meant to 
be kind to me, 1 had had considerable trouble in getting 
along. They replied that the Kanjlitis were not accustomed 
to carrying loads like Bdltis, and they said that it would be a 
good thing if 1 should write to Gilgit to get some BAlti 
coolies up to Gulrnit, while they would make arrangements 
for carrying my baggage as far as  that place. This seemed 
reasonable enollgh, for it was quite evident that the Kanjlitis 
objected very much to carrying loads, and the authorities did 



not care to compel them to do so. I thereiore sent off a 
messenger to Gilgit asking for 40 coolies to  be sent as  
quickly as  possible to Gulmit. Had I known there was this 
difficulty about coolies, I would have brought on yaks from 
the PBmir, but a Kanjdti, who had been sent to the PAmir 
by the RAjA, had assured me that there would be no difficulty 
about carriage, and that the RAjA had given orders that my 
things should be carried through. But this diffic~~lty about 
transport is valuable in this way, that it showed me very 
clearly ho.w independent and quarrelsome the Kanj6tis are, 
and how little authority the officials have over them ; indeed, 
it was evident that the Wazir himself, the head official of the 
kingdom, possessed very little authority, and it was clear that 
the hukum, as  the expression goes in India, does not run in 
these regions. 

6.   he Wazir is a handsome-looking man, with good fea- 

Deraiptlon of the tures, ind  wears a very fine beard; he 
Wloir. strikes one as being a clever, shrewd man, 
with plenty of common sense about him; and, from what I 
saw afterwards, I should think that he has considerable influ- 
ence with the RAjA. He is a keen sportsman and a good 
shot. Mahommed Nazim KhPn seemed a well-intentioned 
youth, but without much authority or influence, and, as  my 
orderly observed, it is evident that i t  was only because of their 
lack of ability that Mahommed Nazim and Mahonltned 
Nafiz KhAn had not hitherto been made away with by the 
Raja. 

7 The remainder of the way down to Gulmit, where I 
Independent charac- was to meet the RAjA, was accomplished 

tcr of the Kanjhtir. more comfortably, though I was even now 
struck with the way that the Wazircand Mohammed Nazim 
Khin  were disobeyed in small ways by the people. As an 
instance of this, my orderly told me that at  one place where I 
had arrived ahead of the baggage, the Mrazir had told the 
head-man to  get sonit: water for my party, but it was some 
time before both he and the village head-man could get a lnan 
to fetch the water without first being paid. 
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8. On the day that I was to arrive at  Gulmit, I put on my 

by mjh full-dress uniform, and as I neared the 
Safder Ali K h h .  place I was met by a deputation sent by 
the RQjd to welcome me. When we came in sight of the fort 
at. Gulmit a salute was fired, which the deputation, fearing 
lest I should think the guns were loaded, considerately in- 
formed me was intended for a salute. They fired 13 guns, 
which they said they had heard was a General's salute. 
Near the fort was pitched a tent in vhich the RdjA was to 
receive me, and as I approached, the most fearful din of tom- 
toms and various other musical instruments arose, and I pro- 

// 

ceeded between two long rows of wild-looking Kanjlitis, vari- 
ously armed with matchlocks and swords, to the door of the 
tent, where I was received by the RAjA. Very fortunately, in 
view of such a contingency, I had brought with me, ahea ' of 
my baggage, a camp chair, for I now found that the RBjd only 
had one chair, and I had mine brought in and placed beside 
his. His chair was placed on a gorgeous carpet embroidered 
with silver, and mine was placed on a fine silk on his right- 
hand side. Behind the RAjA stood a man with a repeating 
rifle, ready loaded ; and in front of us, on each side of the 
tent, there were rows of the headmen of the country, in the 
kneeling position which is the custom here. I left my guard 
outside the tent and took with me my interpreter only. The  
RBjA began by asking me whether I had arrived here comfort- 
ably, and I replied that, thanks to his kindness in sending the  
Wazir to meet me, I had come along without any trouble, and 
was very glad to now have the pleasure of paying my respects 
to him. I thanked him for his reception of me, and spoke 
with every politeness, so that our interview ended very satis- 
factorily, and the RAjA expressed his pleasure at meeting me. 
I then took leave of him and as 1 was riding off, I ordered 
my escort to fire a salute of three volleys, for I find that 
making a good noise pleases these people very much. 

g. A meeting with the RBj6 had been arranged for the 

A mecond interview next day, and although mv tent was pitched 
-the a a k m  my only 2 0 0  yards from his, I made a point of 
rmmmm for comlng. riding there. After a few compli~nents the 

G 
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RAjA said that no one else had ever come into Hunza by the 
route which 1 had come by, and he wanted to know for what 
reason I had dbne so. I answered that I could not be called 
the first European who had come by this route, for on my 
way here I had happened to meet with a Russian gentleman 
yho  told me that he had come by this very road last year. 
I said that my object in coming here was that last year there 
had been some robberies committed on the Leh-YArkand road, 
and I had been sent to  ShAhidGla to enquire into the case, 
and from that place I was now returning by Hunza in order 
to pay my respects to him and to Captain Durand a t  Gilgit. 

10. He then said that Captain Durand had told him that 

I warn him @not I should have some business to  talk to him 
having dedingr d t h  about, and that he was to listen to what 
the Ruui.nr. I said ; this, I afterwards heard from Cap- 
tain Durand, was not a true statement, but I answered the 
RAjA that Captain Durand had been specially stationed a t  
Gilgit for the purpose of making arrangements with him 
and other RAjAs in the neighbourhood, and that I had no 
authority to treat with him. I ,  however, took the opportunity 
of saying that Captain Grombtchevsky had told me a good 
deal about his reception here, and I hoped that the ~ 5 j i  
wo111d now understand that in future, if he wished to be 
friendly with the English, he should not let Russians into his 
country. He replied that Grombtchevsl<y had wanted to go 
to  Gilgit, but that he had only allowed him to go as  far as 
Hunza, and had then sent him back; that he was a friend 
of the English, and however much money Russians might 
offer him, he would never let them into his country again. 
I said I was very glad to hear this, and that I took his honour- 
able reception of me as a proof of his friendship for us, and 
would have much pleasure in inforn~ing His 'Excellency the 
Viceroy of his friendly feeling. 

I I .  He then came to the real point of the interview, and 
H* )nlouay of he asked m e  why the  Mehtar of Chitral had 

M e h t u  of Chitrel. been made so great and he had not. I 
answered that a few years ago colonel Lockhart had visited 
both this country and Chitral, and had made the Mehtar 
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great, and that, as  since then he had served the British 
Government well, Captain Durand had this year been sent to  
make him still greater; but that when Colonel Lockhart 
visited Hunza, he (Safder Ali KhAn) was not then RdjA, so, 
till this year, we knew nothing of him; and as he had received 
a Russian last year, we could not, till we had visited him, 
tell whether he was our friend or the Russians', and therefore, 
a t  present, would not make him very great. He then asked 
that a difference might be made between him and the Nagar 
RAjd, and that he might be made equal with the Mehtar. 
-k replied that this was Captain Durand's business and had 
nothing to do with me, but that 1 hoped that when he had 
given good proof of his loyalty to the British, his subsidy 
might be increased in the same way as the Mehtar of Chit- 
ral's had been in return for doing us good service. 

12.  He then asked that he might receive his Kashmir 

He requestr to  have 
subsidy a t  ~ i l & t  instead of having to 

hb Karhmir subddy send to Jam6 for it. I again told him that 
paid a t  Gilgit. 

all this was Captain Durand's business, 
and that I could only inform him of his wish, but could say 
riothing definite myself. He pressed me again, saying it was 
the one thing he wanted, and evidently believing that I could, 
if I chose, accede to his request, but I would only repeat my 
former answcr. After this he was rather churlish for a short 
time, but subsequently recovered his better temper and we 
parted quite friendly, and he told me that he liked me be- 
cause I looked him in the face, and he could see through me 
like glass, that there was nothing behind what I said ; and 
this, indeed, was the case, for I spoke to him decidedly and 
clearly on matters of business, though making a number 
of polite speeches when politeness required, as this is evi- 
dently the best plan when dealing with these wild people. 

13. The two Kashgari officials whom I had met on the 

Hir bad treatment 
Phmir arrived at  Gulmit a few days be- 

of two officials sent fore 111e, and I was told that when the)' 
by the Chinese. asked the RBji ivhy he was letting me in 
to the country, he said that they had brought me in them. 
selves and had come on in front to show nie rhe way. He 

G 2 



treated them very badly, and took everything they had from 
them,-their horses, fine clothes, and even their caps,-and 
sent them away on foot with only one coat each. He  was 
inclined also to loot me in much the same way. I had 
given him in durbar a good present of a carbine, revolver, 
Kashmir chogah and shawl, and various other things; but 
every dsy he sent down asking me for various little things, 
and even for my tent, my mule trunks, and some soap for 
his wives to wash with. He seemed utterly without shame. 
But I refused all these requests on principle, as .  the Russian 
had warned me that if I once gave in they would get every- 
thing out of me a s  they had done out of him. 

14. On the following day the RAjP came down on foot to 
my tent, and at the interview I referred to 

Third inkmew- 
a. ~ ~ j i  conriderr the my visit to ShPhidlila, and spoke of my 
raid. a munn'to Ob- arrangements with the Kirghiz, and of my Wn rercnue. 

having given them money for the repair of 
the fort to defend themselves and the road against robbers. 
I said I had heard that these robbers come from Kanjlit, but 
that as the Kirghiz were now friends of the English, and he 
was also our friend', I hoped that he would arrange to stop 
these robberies in future. Although I knew that these raids 
were really planned by the RAjA, I spoke as if they were done 
without his knowledge, in. order not to offend him ; but his 
answers surprised me considerably, for he acknowledged, in 
the most barefaced way, that he and his ancestors had always 
made these raids and considered the profits which they 
gained as  part of their revenue, and that, therefore, if we 
wished him to stop them, we must compensate h ~ m  accord- 
ingly. I answered that if he attempted these raids in the 
future he rnight find them more difficult to carry out success- 
fully, and less profitable than in the past ; I reminded him 
that the Kirghiz are now our friends, that the traders on the 
route were British subjects, and that it was for him to choose 
whether he would be our friend or not. If he chose to be 
friendly with us he would no doubt reap the benefits of it as  
the Mehtar of Chitral had done ; i f  not, then we should be 
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his enemies, and he would not find that a goad thing in any 
way. 

15. He a t  once exclaimed profusely that all he wished 
was to be friendlv with us, and referred to 

He wishes for an in- 
2 

of for his good reception of me as a proof. I 
letting me through his readily acknowledged this and said 'I was 
countrp. 

very pleased with the way .he had received 
me, and would be careful to inform His Excellency the Vice- 
roy of it ; but he is a changeable man, and apparently thinking 
my,expressions of satisfaction were signs of weakness, said 
that he would send a man with me to ask Captain Durand 
for an addition to his subsidy on account of his having 
received me so well and let me through his country. I told 
him that he might be quite sure that Captain Durand would 
do nothing of the sort; that though he had let me in this 
year, he had let a Russian in last ; that the Mehtar's subsidy 
had only been increased after he had served us well for 
some years ; and that, therefore, he might be certain that the 
Viceroy would not increase his subsidy any more than had 
already been done, till His Excellency had seen that he was 
really friendly with us. This brought him round again and 
more expressiorls of friendliness followed. 

16. On the previous day he had asked me to make my 
escort do some parade, so I now showed 

Suspicious of my in- him the bayonet exercise and then sug- 
tention in proposing a 
nham 6ght. gested that they should attack a place 

and show him how we fought. I pointed 
out a big rock, some 600 yards distant, and said that the 
Gurkhas would fire-volleys a t  it and make rushes, firing vol- 
leys between each rush and then end up with a bayonet charge 
on the rock, but that, as  he mould not be able to see the 
bayonet charge from a distance, I would tell them to repeat. 
the manceuvre back towards us, of course with blank cartridge. 
He got very alarmed, however, at  such a suggestion, and 
suspecting treachery of some sort, although I was to sit beside 
him the whole time, he declined to have such a performance, 
but suggested that the Gurkhas should fire from where they 
were a t  a mark which he would set up. He then ~tat ioned a 



strong guard romd the Gurkhas and another round himself, 
evidently fearing that the Gurkhas might turn round a t  any 
minute and fire upon him ; and they put up a mark on a hill- 
side about goo yards distant, and I gave the order to the 
Gurkhas to fire volleys a t  it. As the hillside was of earth, 
the first volley sent up clouds of dust, a t  which the RAjB was 
highly delighted and crowed like a child. We welrt on firing 
some rlme, and I again suggested a sham fight, but he would 
not hear of such a thing. He had a great respect for Gur- 
khas and said they were first-rate men for fighting. On his 
departure I fired three volleys as a salute, as  I had done on his 
arrival, and he went away very well pleased. 

17. Money and coolies having arrived from Gilgit, I left 
Chatter of the Gulmit on November the agrd, and on the 

~ l j h .  morning of my departure the RdjB came 
down to my tent on foot and was full of expressions of 
friendliness. We reached BBltit the next day, and from 
there crossed into Nagar territory, very thankful to have seen 
the last of the Hunza people. Rut for Captain Durand's 
good arrangements, and his having thoroughly impressed 
upon the RAjB the necessity of seeing me through safely, it 
is very doubtful whether I should have got through the coun- 
try a t  all, for the RBjA is perfectly untrustworthy, and on 
account of his ignorance of our real strength and his con- 
stapt success against Kashmiri troops and in raids on the 
YArkand road, he is overweeningly conceited, so that I cannot 
help thinking that force, in some shape or other, will have 
to be eventually applied before we get hirn really satis- 
factorily in hand. Rupees and patience' may do it, but the 
impression left upon nle was that he is too childishly obsti- 
nate and wanting in shrewdness and farsightedness to ap: 
preciate sufficiently the benefit of keeping on good terms 
with us. 

18. The position of Hunza, which renders a flank attack 
~h~ import.acc of on the line of communication between 

HU-. Kashmir and Chitral vid Gilgit possible, 
makes it very essential that we should have the RAj4 of the 
country thoroughly on out Jde, so as  to  prevent any possi- 
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bility of his admitting Russians into his country. As has 
been pointed out by Colonel Lockhart, it would be extremely 
difficult and well nigh impossible for a hostile force to fig.4t 
its way down the valley of the Hunza River, for the only road 
possible frequently passes along the face of precipitous cliffs. 
The  chief thing to be guarded against, therefore, is the 
possibility of the RdjA being tampered with and admitting a 
force instead of opposing it. Safder Ali KhAn has nothing 
to lose by being friendly with us. We have offered him our 
friendship and settled a subsidy on him, and he has accepted 
it and agreed to our terms; but, unfortunately, as  1 have 
before stated, he is so avaricious t.hat it is highly probable 
that he will try to get money and arms out of the Russians as 
well as  ourselves. I t  is a fact, indeed, that even this year, 
and after Captain Duracd's visit, he sent two letters to Captain 
Grombtchevsky ; and, sooner than allow such intrigues to 
be successful, i t  may be necessary for us to show him that, 
although our only wish is to be on friendly terms with him, 
yet he must implicitly obey the conditions upon which we 
subsidise him, and if he refuses to appreciate this it may 
possibly be advisable to make him more fully acquainted 
than he at  present is with our military power. 

19. Fortunately for IJS it would not be so difficult to con- 

Poseibility of invad- duct military operations against Hunza 
ing it. from the south as it is from the north, 
for not only the RdjA's palace, but fully two-thirds of the 
entire populated and cultivated part of the country lies on 
the right bank of the Hunza River and is c ~ m m a n d c d w i t h i ~  
artillery range from the left bank, which belongs t o  Nagar. 
Moreover, a t  Chalt, on the road to Gilgit, both banks of the 
river belong to Nagar, and consequently, i f  the R4jP of that 
State agreed to allow the passage of troops through his 
country, a good mountain'battery could, in a very short time, 
lay the greater part of Hunza in ruins. From mliat I have 
seen of the people, I should not imagine that their degree of 
loyalty to the Rdjd was anything very great, and though we 
do not yet know them sufficiently to  say so at  all certainly, 
yet my impression is that, if they saw their forts, on lyhich 
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they set so much store, crumbling into ruins under our 
artillery fire, they would not offer much further resistance, 
ar.d we should then have it in our power to dictate our terms 
to the RAjiZ, put our relations on a more satisfactory footing, 
and make proper arrangements for the opposing of any 
hostile force attempting to enter the country from the north. 

go. From what has been said above, it will be clear that it 
is necessary to have satisfactory relations 

Importmce of Nagu. 
with the people of Nagar in order to pre- 

vent them allying themselves with Hunza. But it has always 
been the traditional policy of these two States, however much 
they might differ in time of peace, to bind themselves to- 
gether in time of war, and should they do so when,it may 
become necessary for us to conduct military operations against 
Hunza, it would enormously increase our difficulties, for we  
should then have to fight. our way through a very difficult 
country which now belongs to Nagar before we could get at 
Hunza at  all, and, moreover, we should have to fight with a 
people who, whatever may be the inclinations of their rulers, 
are themselves evidently anxious to be friendly with us. I t  is 
very desirable, therefore, that our relations with Nagar should 
be close and intimate, so that if unhappily we should have to  
deal by force with Hunza, we might get an unobstructed 
passage through Nagar territory. 

a I .  Should we not be able to secure this advantage, our 

Chancer of an inva- 
difficulties would be much increased, 

rlmor H- through though it might be possible to make a 
N a p .  sudden march through Nagar territory 
without any warning whatever, so as  tv catch the Hunza 
people unprepared for such an eventuality. Hunza is only 
two long marches from Chalt, the furthest Kashmiri outpost, 
while Chalt is only two marches from Gilgit ; and when the 
force in the neighbourhood of the latter place has been made 
efficient, a mountain battery stationed there, and the details 
of supplies and transport well worked out, it might, 1 think, if 
the time were chosen when the new reliefs had arrived and the 
others not yet returned, and when there might also happen to 
be some English officers shooting in the neighbourhood, be 
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possible to make a rapid unexpected march through Nagar 
territory, and place a mountain battery, backed up by I ,OW 

or 1,500 infantry, in a good position- opposite Hunza. If,  
however, neither the neutrality of Nagar can be secured by 
political action, nor a passage through the country by surprise, 
it is probable that a force larger than that at  the disposal of 
the British Agent a t  Gilgit would be necessary in fighting 
our way through Nagar and subduing Hunza, and that the 
aid of at  least one battalion of our own Native troops would 
be required. 

22. The case of military operations against Hunza has 
W e c e a ~ h  f~ d- been refeired to at  s o m t i \ l e ~ ~ ~ t h ,  because, 

ing the better though it is highly desirable that our acquainted with our 
military strength. paramount influence should be established 
by peaceful means i f  possible, it is quite probable that war- 
like measures may become unavoidable, not only to bring the 
Hu:lza RAjd to his senses, but in order also to produce a 
good general effect upon the neighbouring chiefs. With less 
ignorant people the system of subsidising and peaceful mea- 
sures might be sufficient, but to be successful in dealing with 
these wild chiefs of the Hindu Kush it is very necessary to 
make them feel that there is force in the background, which 
can and will be used i f  necessary ; and though every means 
should be employed to gain our ends without having to resort to 
military operations, yet we must be prepared for such an even- 
tuality, and I believe that, when one of these independent 
chiefs has been made to feel our strength, the task of dealing 
with the remainder will become very much easier, and though 
my visit was too short for me to be able to form an accurate 
opinion, the impression left upon me was that when once the 
chiefs have been brought well under control, there will be little 
difficulty with the people, who are of a far less warlike character 
than the Afghans, and would probably gladly welcome a more 
settled state of 'affairs in which they would not be continually 
iable for those petty wars got up between rival chieftains. 

93. But little remains to add in conclusion of this narra- 
~ c h r ~  to tive. The expedition reached Gilgit a t  the 

Indla. end of November, and was there warmly 
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welcomed by the newly-appointed British Agent, Lieutenant- 
Colonel Durand, and his assistant, Lieutenant Manners- 
Smith. After halting a few days there, we set out again by 
double marches for Kashmir, hurrying on in order to  cross 
the Burzil and Tragbal passes before they were closed by 
snow for the winter. We were but just in time, for snow was 
falling on both the passes as  we crossed them. December 
1 6 t h ~  however, found the whole expedition safely in the Kash- 
mir vblley, and from there rrre travelled rapidly on to the Pun- 
jab, the Gurkha escort turning off a t  Mozufferabad for 
Abbot tabad. 

24. It was with no little reluctance that I parted with 
~~~d ser6cer of these gallant little men, for both they and 

Gurkha ercort. the sowar Shazad Mir from the I ~ t h  Ben- 
gal Lancers had done excellent service, being always cheerful 
and ready to do all the hard work which fell to them, and 
making one feel that in case of emergency they would have 
stood by one to the last. 

95. On my return, His Excellency the Viceroy was pleased 

Coagrmtulation from 
to send by telegraph, through the Resident 

Government on auc- in Kashmir, his congratulations to me on 
cear of expedition. the successful issue of the expedition. I 
was also honoured with telegrams of congratulation from 
His Exceltency bhe Commander-in-Chief, the Foreign Secre- 
tary, and the Resident in Kashmir ; and in concluding this 
narrative of the conduct of the expedition, -I  should wish to 
place on record my grateful appreciation of the support and 
encouragement which were so freely given m e  by the Govern- 
ment of India and the officers serving under their direction. 
Without such support, the difficulties of the expedition would 
have been much increased, and its successful termination is in a 
very considerable measure due to  the free hand and full assist- 
ance given to the leader at  starting, and the support and en- 
couragement shown him during its conduct. 



CHAPTER VI. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF T H E  COUNTRY BEYOND T H E  
NORTHERN FRONTIER OF KASHMIR. 

1. General characteristics-2. Mountain ranges-3. The  Mustdgh Mountains-4. Passes 
across the Mlistdgh Mountains-5. T h e  Kuenlun Mountains-6. The Aghil range- 
7. T h e  K-gibu range-8. The  Y d r h n d  R i ~ r - 9 .  ?he Oprang River - l o .  Climate-11. 
Vegetable productions-t2. Mineral product~ons-13. Animal productions -14.  T h e  
southern boundary of Chinese Turkestdn-IS. Northern boundary of Kashmir : ( I )  
along the Kuen-lun Mountains-16 ; ( 2 )  along the lndus watershed-17 ; (3) a ,  a t  
present laid down on official maps. 

1 .  The country to be now described forms the basin of 

=harrcterh- the upper waters of the Yfirkand River, ly- 
tics. ing between the Mustigh Mountains on the 
south and the western Kuenlun Mountains on the north, and 
extending from the TBgh-dlim-bdsh Pdnlir on the west to the 
Kdrdkoram Pass on the east. The whole of this tract is a vast 
mass of lofty mountains, and even the lowest valley-bottoms 
are situated at  a very considerable altitude above the sea- 
level. With the exception of a few Kirghiz on the TAgh-dlim- 
bdsh PBmir and at  Shihidlila, it is entirely unpopulated, and, 
owing to its extreme elevation and the rigour of the climate, 
is, except in a few places along the YBrkand River, uncultiv- 
able. The mountain summits are covered with perpetual snow, 
and their sides-sometimes rocky precipices and sometimes 
steep slopes of shale and debris-are always utterly devoid of 
vegetation; so that in the whole of this tract not a single tree 
is to be seen on 'the mountain-sides, and even in the valley- 
bottoms only in a few places in the lowest part of Raskam. 

a. The two principal ranges of mountains are the Mus- 
t igh and the Kuenlun, and from the for- 

Mountain ranger. 
mer two subsidiary ranges branch off. The 

first, which may be called the Aghil range, after the Aghil 
Pass, which crosses it, strikes off in a north-westerly direction 
fiom a point a few miles westward of the ~ d r ~ k d r a r n  Pass, 
and divides the largest branch of the Ydrkand River from its 
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principal tributary the Oprang River. The other subsidiary 
range runs out from the neighbourhood of the KhSnjerAb 
Pass in a north direction to Sarikol. 

3. The  range of mountains which forms the watershed 
~ h ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ -  of the Indus River system, though the 

U r .  natives of the country have no name for it, 
is generally called by us the Hindu Kush in the western 
portion, and either the Mdstdgh or KdrAl<oram Mountains 
in the eastern part. KiirAkoram means black gravel, a name 
applied by natives to the pass on the road between Leh 
and YBrkand. MbstAgh, on the other hand, means ice-moun- 
tains, and is a far more appropriate name for the loftiest 
range of mountains in the w6rld ; so, in this report, I will refer 
to the portion of the lndus watershed extending from the 
bend of the Hindu Kush Mountains to the KArAkoram Pass 
as  the M6stAgh Mountains. 'I'his range runs in a general 
direction frorn W.N.W. to E.S.E ; its highest point is 
reached in the vicinity of the MGstAgh Pass, where one peak 
( K  2) rises to the stupendous height of 28,278 feet, and is the 
second highest mountain in the world, Mount Everest only 
exceeding it. Four other peaks are over 26,000 feet, and 
it may probably be said that hardly a peak on the main axis 
of the range is under 20,ooo feet. With mountains of such 
enormous height there is naturally a vast extent of glaciers, 
and these are found in greatest extent between the head- 
waters of the Oprang River and the vicinity of the ShimshAl 
Pass. Here, on both sides of the range, may be seen vast 
seas of ice filling up the valley-bottoms. Perhaps the largest 
glacier on the northern side is that runmng down in an 
easterly direction near Suget Jangal ; this is some 24 miles 
long and about 2 miles broad, but it is surpassed by the great 
Baltoro glacier on the southern side of the Mhstdgh Pass, 
which is 38 miles in length and from q to 5 miles broad. 
These glaciers extend down on the northern side to a height of 
from r 2,000 to 13,000 feet above sea-level, but on the southern 
side reach considerably lower, and at  Askole in BAltistAn one 
reaches as  low down as ro,ooo feet and at  PdsG in Hunza even 
to 9,aoofeet. On the southern side certainly they are on the 
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advance, and the mass of ice in these regions appears to be 
gradually accumulating and closing up the passes. "Thirty 
or forty years ago men used frequently,to cross the Mlistigh 
and Sdltoro Passes, whereas now such a thing is never heard 
of. As a general rule it may be taken that the slopes on the 
southern side are greater and the valleys deeper than on the 
northern side, and. this I should attribute to the greater 
proportion of rain and snow-fall to the south, which washes out 
the valleys and eats away the mountain-sides. At a former 

the whole region must have been more glacial than 
it 'is now; the glaciers gradually melted as the warmer climate 
came on, and the valleys were left filled with the moraine 
which these had collected from the mountain-sides. On the 
pimir and near the KBrBkoram Pass, we see what must have 
formerly been deep valleys now filled up almost to the brim 
with this dCbris, and so plains are found between two ranges 
of mountains; then, as a warmer climate came in, the snow 
melted more rapidly and for a longer time during summer, 
and the valleys were gradually washed out again by the 
streams which were formed, and on the southern side of 
the great range, which would naturally catch more of the 
monsoon, and which would also attract more of the ravs , 
of the sun, there are larger streams, and the valleys have 
been washed out sooner. Now it would almost. appear that 
we are gradually going back again to another period of glaciers, 
and that, if the glaciers advance as they at present seem 
to be doing on the southern side, the deep valleys of Bdltis. 
t in  and Hunza may, in geological ages yet to come, again be 
filled up. 

4. The heights of the passes across this range vary con- 
es.= s across siderably. The KArPkoram Pass is I 8,550 

M h s ~ g h  Mountains- feet, and the MGstigh and Sdltoro Passes 
are at  least as lofty, i f .  not more SO ; but west of these we 
met with extraordinary depressions in the range, and the 
Shimshdl, the KhlinjerAb, and Mintaka Passes are all between 
14,300 and r 4,700 feet. At the ShimshQl Pass we came across 
a very remarkable change in the character of the range, for, 
whereas to the east the mountains, besides being very lofty 
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are also noticeable for their bold and rugged outline, they 
here suddenly drop down to a- wide depression, forming a 
small plain on which two takes are situated actually on the 
watershed, at  an elevation of only 14,700 feet above sea-level ; 
and beyond this, to the westward, the peaks of the range, 
though still very lofty, lose their abrupt and bold appearance 
and become more tame and round, thougt~, curiously enough, 
the spurs which run out to the south retain the rugged ap- 
pearance which is the characteristic of the M6stigh Moun- 
tains. 

5 .  The range to the north of the tract now under consid- 
The Kuenlun eration i9 known to European and Chinese 

~ o ~ n t . l n r .  geographers by the name of Kuenlun 

Mountains; it is a range of lesser height than the hIlistAgh 
Mountains, the highest peaks rising certainly not over 23,000 

feet. It is characterised by the bold and rugged appearance 
of the peaks? its southern declivities are broken up into 
short transverse valleys,. and on the northern side it throws 
out a series of long spurs running out towards Kilian and 
YArkand. The  mountain-sides are perfectly bare, but along 
the bed of the streams in the northern side, good stretches 
of jungle are often met with. The principal passes across 
this range are the Sanju (16,650 feet), the Kilian ( I  7,800 feet), 
the Kilik ( I  7,000 ?), the Yangi ( I  6,000)~ the Chiragsildi 
(16,ooo?), Tashkurgan, Isak, and the Kokalung. The first 
three of these are all steep and difficult passes. The Yangi 
and Chiragsdldi are fairly easy, and of the last three named 
nothing is known except that it is said that ponies may 
be taken across them. 

6. The Aghil range runs in a general north-west direction 

The A ghll range. 
between the two ranges already described. 
It is about 1 2 0  miles in length, and is 

broken up into a series of bold, upstanding peaks, rising to 
a height of about .23,ooo feet; near its junction with the 
MiistAgh Mountains there are some large glaciers, which are 
found in the valleys of the Mlistdgh Mountains. But on the 
westward these nrms-de-glue are not seen, and only the 
smaller kind of glaciers are found on thc higher slopes. The 
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Agliil range is utterly devoid of vegetation, and only the 
scantiest description of scrub is met with in the valley- 
bottoms. The only known pass across this range is the 
Aghil Pass (15,300 feet), a remarkably easy one, being a 
Phmir-like depression between lofty rocky mountains. 

7. The Kurbu range, which runs out from the MGstAgh - 

The Kurbu range. 
Mountains in a northerly direction from 
a point near the KhGnjerAb Pass, differs 

in character from the mountains just described, for its summits 
and slopes are more rounded, and the highest peaks do  not 
rise above a height of probably about 20,000 feet. No trees 
are seen on the slopes, but grass is plentiful on the lower 
portions on the western side, and in the. shallow valleys 
which run down towards the TAgh-dGm-bAsh PAmir. These 
shallow valleys on the western side form a strong contrast to  
the deep narrow gorges which run down from the range on the 
eastern side into the valley of the YArkand River. In the 
eastern valleys trees are found in fair quantities, and the 
valley of the Tling River especially is remarkable for its 
fertility. 

8. Turning now to the rivers, the whole of the tract is - 

The Yukand River. 
drained by a number of streams, which, 
flowing together, form the YArkand River. - - 

The largest branch has its rise at  a spot-discovered by Hayward 
near the KlrAkoram Pass, and from there it flows- in a 
northerly direction to Kirghiz Jangal, when it sweeps round 
almost at  right angles in a general westerly direction to near 
Chong Jangal, where it receives the Oprang River, a stream 
of almost twice its volume, though not so great in length. 
From Chong Jangal the river turns i n  a north-westerly direc- 
tion to the junction of the Ilisu River, and then it passes 
through a number of impassable gorges, and flows in a north- 
easterly direction towards the plains of TurkestAn, and is 
eventually buried in the sands of the Gobi desert and in Lake 
Lob-nor. A portion of the valley of this river betwee* 
Kirghiz Jangal and the junction of the Ilisu River is known to 
the Kirghiz by the name of Raskam, and the river itself is 
often called the Raskam darya. In this portion, especially in 
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the western part, good stretches of grass and jungle are seen, 
and below Chong Jangal trees, too, are met with, where pos- 
sibly the land used in former times to be cultivated and fruit 
trees grown. The mountain slopes, however, are quite bare, 
and are generally in the form of long slopes of shale and 
dbbris, though at some parts they close in and form steep 
rocky gorges. The depth and volume of this river vary very 
considefably according to the season of the year. I n  the 
summer months, even in its upper course, it is quite unford- 
able, but by the middle of September it can be forded as low 
down as Chong Jangal, and by the middle of October as far 
as the Ilisu River. I n  the eastern portion of Raskam it flows 
over a wide pebbly bed sometimes a mile in width, while the 
stream itself in September was from 30 to 40 yards broad, 
with a depth of a or 3 feet. After the junction of the 
Oprang River the stream beco~nes very considerable, and 
even at the end of October I found it to be some 40 yards 
wide, with a depth of from 3-$ to 4 feet; and lower down, near 
the junction of the Tling River, it becomes quite unfordable, 
and has to be crossed by means of rafts. Its principle tribu- 
taries in the region now being described are, on the north, the 
Bazar Darra River, and on the south the Kanbaskan, the 
SurukwAt, the Oprang, the Uruk, and the Ilisu Rivers : all of 
these are quite insignificant except the Oprang River, which, 
as has been before stated, is in volume double the size of the 
longer branch of the YArka~d River. 

g. The Oprang River receives the entire drainage of the 
vast glacier region on the northern slopes 

The Oprang River. of the MGstdgh Mountains rising amongst 
these in about latitude 35O40', longitude 77" 40', issuing from an 
immense glacier. After receiving the waters of the other gla- 
ciers flowing down from the SAltoro Pass, the Gusherbrum 
peaks and the great peak K 2, it flows in a north-westerly 
direction towards the Aghil Pass, and then westward to the 
junction of the Sarpolaggo River, which is formed by the 
waters flowing from the glaciers in the region near the MGstdgh 
Pars ; then it turns north-west again, receives the stream flow- 
ing from the neighbourhood of the ShimshAl Pass, and near 
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Shor-buldk it makes a remarkable turn back, winding con- 
siderably, and finally flowing into the Ydrkand River some 
4 miles above Chong Jangal. Its total length is about 130 

miles; its depth and volume, as  is naturally the case in a 
stream entirely formed from the melting of glaciers, vary very 
much according to the season of the year, but even in its 
upper portion near its source I have found it in the middle of 
September to be z+ to 3 feet deep and about 40 yards wide, 
while in the middle of October near its junction with the 
Ydrkand River it was some 4 feet deep. 

The  valley-bottom of the Oprang River is generally of 
considerable width, varying from half a mile to  one mile ; it 
is flat, and covered with pebbles, with patches of grass and 
jungle here and there. The mountain-sides are bare and 
precipitous, and they are quite impracticable for animals, 
but men can sometimes find a path along them. The most 
considerable tributary of the Oprang River is the Sarpolaggo 
stream flowing down from the Mlistdgh Pass and draining 
the great glacier region in that neighbourhood. Next to this 
is the Af-di-gar River, wtlich is of importance as  the route 
to the Shimshdl Valley leads up it, and a Kanjliti outpost 
is situated some 6 miles from its junction with the Oprang 
River. In the valley of this stream there are considerable 
patches of good grass and jungle, and it is at  times inhabited 
by Kanjiitis ; it rises in a large glacier on the borders of the 
Bdltistdn, up which some six years ago the Kanjlitis sought 
a route into Bdltistdn, but twenty of their men were lost in cre- 
vasses. Another tributary of the Oprang River is a stream 
which flows down tfom the Oprang Pass on the TAgh-d6m- 
bish Pdmir, and joins the Oprang River a t  the camping 
ground of Shor-bulik. There is said to have been a road 
up this valley, but, owing to landslips, it has now fallen 
into disuse. 

10. The climate of this region is one of great severity. 

Climate. 
At the western end of Raskam, at a height 
of 9,000 feet above the sea, the thermometer, 

even in the mi Idle of October, fell Fahrenheit, and in 
the depth of w nter it must, of course, be considerably below 

H 
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this, while in the higher regions the cold must be very in- 
tense. On the TAgh-dfim-bash PAmir, although, the weather 
seemed to be very much colder, on account of the bitter wind 
which blew continuously, the thermometer did not fall in the 
beginning of November below-so Fahrenheit, though, a t  the 
same time, in the sun in the middle of the day I have seen the 
thermometer marking I lo, the rays of the sun being, a s  it were, 
blown away by the cold blast of the wind. These winds, which 
one meets with in these regions, deserve some notice, for they 
not only affect the personal comfort of the traveller very 
much, but also have a considerable effect upon the surround- 
ing country, for the whole region being composed of lofty 
mountains and deep valleys, there is constant passage of air 
between the warmer regions of the valleys below and the 
colder regions of the glaciers and ice-peaks above; as  the 
day warms up, terrific winds are often encountered in the 
valleys, while on the passes the wind rushes along a s  through 
a funnel : it is often difficult indeed to stand up against it. With 
this wind large bodies of sand are driven along in the valley- 
bottoms and deposited on the mountain-sides. A curious 
phenomenon, too, is seen as  the result of this high wind on 
the mountains. The summits appear to be, a s  it were, con- 
suming away, vanishing into light mist ; and this is caused 
by the strong wind blowing away the fine dust-like snow a t  
the summits in great clouds, and thus] producing the effect 
mentioned. This phenomenon must, however, be distin- 
guished from what are called mountain streamers, which 
consist of ,long, thin clouds, streaming away in a horizontal 
direction from .the summit of a peak; t h ~ s  is only seen when 
there is considerable moisture in the air, and is probably 
caused by the warm moisture-laden air from the plains 
rushing upwards, and, on conling in contact with the cold. icy 
~ e a k s ,  condensing into cloud. There is no information as  to 
the condition of this region in summer, but the valley of the 
Y~rkand  River is certainly warm enough to allow cultivation, 
and fiuit trees are met with at  the western end of Raskam. 



Vegetable 
tiona. 

e vegetable prod~~ctions of any useful description 
poduc- from this region are almost ail ,  a s~nall  

amount of timber, generally a descriptio!l 
of birch or poplar, being the only thing obtainable, besides 
jungle, scrub, and coarse grass. 

12. As regards the mineral productions, the name of the 
~oun t ry  Raskam (Rds-kim, a real mine) 

Mineral productiona. 
would lead one to suppose that thike were 

very considerable, but in a hurried visit to a country it is 
impossible to bring back any reliable data upon such'a poidt. 
Remains of furnaces used by former inhabitants are very 
frequently met with. Gold, iron, copper, and lead are said to 
be found in the valley of the YArkand River. 

13. The animal productions are as deficient as the other - 
natural productions. The  wild ass known 

Animal productlona. 
as the kulan or kyatlg are frequently seen 

in small herds or singly, and they are very useful to the 
travellers on account of the tracks which they form in these 
otherwise pathless mountains. Besides these the only other 
wild game one meets with in the Mbstdgh Mountains are the 
shapoo, but, on the TAgh-dim-bAsh PPmir the magnificent 
wild sheep known as  the ovis poti is common. The  Kirghiz 
keep large flocks of sheep and goats, and also a fair number 
of camels, yaks, and ponies. In the neighbourhood of 
Shihidfila there may be between 30 to 40 camels and 50 
or 60 ponies, and perhaps the same number of yaks. On the 
Thgh.dlim-bish Pdmir there are probably not more than about 
20 camels, 30 or 40 yaks, and 60 ponies; but the number of 
sheep and goats err the TAgh-dfim-bPsh PAmir will probably 
be as much as  6 or 800. 

14. The country described above is fpr the most part a 

The ~ u t h e r n  bound. 
" no-man's land," and to lay down any par- 

ary or Chinere Turk- ticular boundaries is a t  present verv difi- 
ert.n. a cult. The ~ d ~ h - d l i m - b d s h  ~Anlir  'undis- 

putably belongs to China, and therefore the Mdotdgh Moun- 
tains here form a definite boundary between the countries 
under our influence and those under the authority of China. 
But further east the Chinese have never asserted an author- 

H 2 
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ity over the valley of the YArkand River, and it is only this 
year that they have asserted any definite authority over the 
ShAhidlila district, the limits of theit iurisdiction for all 
practical purposes having hitherto been ;he Kuenlun range, 
with frontier posts a t  Kugiar, Kilian, and Sanjb. In their 
former occupation of Turkestdn, the Chinese certainly made 
no pretensions to any authority on the southern side of the 
Kuenlun Mountains, and the hldhArAj5 built and for some 
years occupied the fort at Shihidlila. When, however, Yakdb 
Beg came into possession of Eastern Turkestin, he occupied 
ShAhidJla, and his troops held it till they were obliged to 
retire on the reconquest of YArkand by the Chinese. Since 
then, till the present year, it has been left unoccupied, but the 
Kirghiz in the neighbourhood paid taxes to, and acknowledged 
the authority of, the Chinese. Now, accordirrg to  the latest 
information, the Chinese have stationed a guard at  ShAhiddla, 
and have therefore definitely set up a claim to  that place. 

15. I f  this claim is acknowledged, the frontier between 
Kashmir and Chinese Turkestdn will have 

Northern boundary to be drawn scjmewhere to  the south, and of Kaehmir : 
(1) along the Kuen- the choice of two lines is offered. The 

lun Mountains ; 
first of these would run along the spur 

from the Kuenlun range which is crossed by the Suget and 
Sokh-bulik Passes, and would continue along the crest of - 

the Kuenlun Mountains to their western extremity, and then, 
crossing the Yirkand River below the junction of the Ilisu, 
strike ihe Kurbu range near the ~ b r b u  Pass, and run 
along i t  t i l l  it met the MlistAgh Mountains east of the Khlin- 
jerAb Pass. Such a line has little to retommend it, except 
that it ineludes the district of Raskam, in the valley of the 
YArkand River, which, sooner than allow the Russians to  
gain a footing there, it would be advisable for us to occupy, 
if we cannot induce the Chinese to recognise it as theirs. 

16. The alternative line would run the whole way along 
the crest of the MbstAgh Mountains, 

(a) don the lndur 
-at erahe#; through the KArAkoram, SII nshAl, and 

KhJnjerAb Pqsses to the Kilik, where it 
would join the Hindu Kush. This is the natural and proba- 



bly the best boundary, for it tollows, throughout, the great 
Indus watershed dividing the waters of India from those of 
Central Asia. 

1 7 .  Between the two lines detailed above, there is the one 
which is laid down as  the boundary of 

f3Iuat  pn'ent'nid Kaohmir on our official maps ; this follows down on official maps. 
the course of the Yirkand River. But 

such a line is an impracticable one, for the river is fordable, 
and the road crosses frequently from side to side, and therefore 
the frontier line to be of any use must follo\v t+ mountain crests 
on one side or the other. It may be advisable, however, to run 
the line from the I<irGkoram Pass north-east through the 
IGrGtigh Pass, to the bend of the KArAliBsh River, and thus 
include, as at  present laid down on our maps, the Lingzi-thang 
plains, up to the eastern Kuenlun Mountains. This tract of 
country has no practical importance, as the plains are unin- 
habited and uninhabitable, but it may possibly be gratifying 
to the MBhArijA of Icashmir to feel himself in possession of so 
many extra square miles of country. 





CHAPTER VII. 

S'TRATEGICAL ASPECT O F  T H E  N O R T H E R N  FRONTIER OF 
KASHMIR. 

I .  The Mbstigh Mountains-2. Passes across them-3. Difficulty of coyntry to the 
south-4. Routes from the Russian frontier to Hunza-5. Routes froin Chinese 
Turkestdn tqwards Hunza--6. Routes from Yirkand to Leh-7. Supplies on the 
PImir route-8. Supplies on the route to Leh-9. Difficulties of an inva~ion by 
Hunza or Gilgit-lo. Similar difficulties of an invaion by the Kdrdkorarn Pass on 
Leh-11. Measures necessary for securing our frontier. 

I .  The north of Kashmir is bounded by a stupendous mass 
The Mumugh MOU- of mountains, culminating in the great 

tdam. range which divides the waters which flow 
to India from those which take their way towards Central 
Asia, and which is variously known in different parts as the 
Hindu Kush, the Mfistdgh, and the KArPkorarn Mountains. 
The portion of the range known as  the Hindu Kush was 
examined by Colonel Lockhart's Mission, and has been re- 
ported on b y  him. The eastern portion, known a s  the 
MiistPgh Mountains, will now be dealt with. This may be 
said to extend from the Kilik Pass (in latitude 3 7 O ,  longitude 
7s0) to the Kdrdkorarn Pass, on the route from Leh to YAr- 
kand, and a full  description of it will be found on page 92. 

Purer muoar them. 2. Across this range of mountains 
there are the following passes :- 

( I )  KArAkoram Pass ( I  8,550 feet), easy and practicable all 
the year round for ponies and camels. 

(2)  Saltor0 P a s ,  now disused and quite impracticable. 
(3) MustAgh Passes, ditto ditto. 
(4) Shimshdl or Shingshil Pass (14,700 feet), easy and 

practicable for ponies. 
(5) Kh6njerAb Pass (14,300 feet), easy and practicable 

for ponies. 
(6) Mintaka Pass (14,400 feet), practicable for ponies. 
Between the KdrAkoram Pass and the ShirnshAl there is an 

immense region of glaciers, which makes the country quite 
impracticable for the passage of troops, though in former 
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days parties o fmen used to cross the range by the SBltoro and 
MiistPgh Passes into BAltistdn. Now-a-days, however, there 
is, no way by which an army could penetrate into Billtistin 
across the main range, and the next pass westward is the 
Shimshil, leading into Hunza; this and the Khiinjerib and 
Mintaka, which also lead into the valley of the ~ u n m  River, 
are practicable for laden ponies. 

3. The main range of the Miistdgh Mountains can there- 
~ i ~ c ~ i t i ~  of =out,- fore be crossed a t  four points into Leh and 

try to the routh. Hunza without much difficulty, but the 
value of a chain must be tested by that of the weakest link, 
and in this case the value of the various routes leading towards 
Kashmir must be tested, not by the practicability of the actual 
crossings of the MlistAgh Mountains, but by the character of 
the country on the southern side, which fortunately for us is 
of.an extremely difficult character, so that, alihough the 
MiistAgh Mountains may be crossed comparatively easily, an 
invading army would find it well nigh impossible to force its 
way through the gorges of Hunza, or the deep valleys leading 
into Ladakh, if resolutely opposed by even a small force. 

4. But although it is unlikely that the Russians would - 

Route from the 
seriously invade Kashrnir by either of these 

R U S ~ I . ~  frontier to lines, it is highly probable that they may 
Hunn. attempt to make a demonstration with a 
sm;lll force on Ladakh or Hunza with a view to paralysing our 
efforts in other directions, and I will now show by what routes 
they would be most likely to reach these frontier passes, the 
difficulties they would have to contend with on the way, and 
the probable chances of success. T h e  cantonment in Russian 
TurkestAn nearest to our northern frontier is that of Osh, 
from which place a column of 2,500 men with six guns 
actually set out in 1878 towards our frontier. This canton- 
ment is, however, 204 miles from the furthest limit of Russian 
territory a t  the Tuyuksu Pass from which a practicable route 
for animals leads over the Pdmirs, up the valley of the Aksu 
River;and by Aktdsh to either Wakhdn or, by the Baiyik Pass, 
to  h e  TAgh-d6m-bAsh PBmir. From WakhAn, ChitrAl or Gilgit 
may be reached by the Baroghil route as  related by Colonel 
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Lockhart. From the TAgh-dim-bish PAmir, Hunza may be 
invaded by either the Kilik, the Mintaka, or KhlinjerAb 
Passes, or a force might march from the TAgh-dlim-bdsh Pdinir 
by the valley of the YArkand River to the KArdkoram Pass by 
a route practicable throughout for ponies and camels.' 

5 .  The above routes have been taken with Osh as their 

Routes from Chinese 
base, but it is probable that, even if the 

Turkeatin toward. Russians do not occupy ~ a & ~ a r  and 
Hunza. YArkand, they will use these towns as  
bases folv supplies for the forces operating from Osh, and it is 
therefore necessary to show what routes lead from those 
places towards Kashmir. From Kashgar the TAgh-dim-bAsh 
PAmir may be reached in ro marches by the somewhat difficult 
route of the Gez defile ; it is generally practicable for ponies, 
but in the summer months is liable to floods from the rain 
and melting snow. From YArkand, TAshkurgAn at  the head 
of the TAgh-dhm-bAsh PAmir may be reached by the Ighizyar 
route in r 2 marches ; this is the best road, and is in general 
use by traders between YArkand and Badakshdn. A second 
route, also practicable for ponies, but more difficult and less 
frequeilted, is that by Kuserab ; while a third, which is only 
practicable for men on foot, and which is rarely used, leads by 
the valley of the Tung River. 

6.  To the KArAkoram Pass on the road to Leh four 
Router from Yhr- routes practicable for ponies lead from 

kond to Leh. YArkand, viz. :- 
( I )  By Kugiar and the Yangi DawAn. This is the best 

route in the winter, but between the months of April 
and September is impassable on account of the in- 
creased depth of the rivers, through the melting of 
the snow. 

(2) By the Kilik Pass, not now in use, but can be made 
practicable for ponies. 

(3) By the  Kilian Pass a l ~ d  ShAhidlila, the route now in 
use by traders. The Pass is a very difficult onc, 
I 7,800 feet high and very steep, but laden ponies 
can be taken over i t .  

' For details of roulcs, scr C h z l ~ l ~ r  \ ! I l l  
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(4) By the SAnju Pass, also a difficult one, but in ;om- 
mon use. 

7. I t  has been thought, however, by many people that the 
supplier the passage of the PAmirs would be a serious 

PI& route. obstacle to an invading force. T.he route 

from Osh by the Tuyuksu Pass over the PAmirs certainly 
leads across high passes and elevated plateaux, but .an army 
would in ~ n i s  part in all probability be quite unopposed, and 
the physical difficulties of the route are really not very 
great, for the country on the northern side of the main range 
is much easier in character than that on the south side. 
There is indeed the risk of snow and great cold, but Russian 
soldiers, who even in time of peace have been marched 
in January and February across the steppes from Orenberg 
to  Tashkend, would not think much of this, and the Russian 
oflicers on the Afghan Boundary Commission told our officers 
that cold would never prevent active operations on their part. 
If the autumn months were chosen, they would find little 
or no snow, and they would arrive on the frontier when the 
rivers were at their lowest and the country to the south of the 
range easiest. The  difficulties of the route, and those usually 
ascribed to the PBlnirs on account of their elevated charac- 
ter have therefore probably been too much exaggerated ; and 
with regard to supplies, although no crops are grown in these 
elevated regions, and supplies of grain are unprocurable, yet 
large flocks of sheep, goats, and yaks are kept by the Khir- 
ghiz who live in these parts, and for a short time, a t  any rate, 
or with perhaps a limited supply of flour brought down from 
YArkand or Kashgar, the force might suppol t itself in a march 
across the Pdmirs; for Russian soldiers are not particular 
what they eat, and last year I found Captain Grombtchevsky 
feeding his Cossacks almost entirely upon mutton, driving 
along a large flock of sheep with him, and for a period of 
three months they only had 80th of flour for 1 2  men. 
Fuel is somewhat scarce on the Pimirs, but sufficient quanii- 
ties of scrub and dried dung for cooking purposes could 
always be obtained. 
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8. From the TPgh-ddm-bish PAmir no supplies on the 
s u p  uer on the route route to Ladakh are a t  present obtainable, 

to L ~ R .  until after the KArAkoram and Saser 
Passes have been crossed, and the Nubra Valley reached ; but 
in future years, a s  has been before stated, the valley of the 
YArkand River may again become populated and cultivated, 
and supplies may therefore be forthcoming. At present a 
force operating by this line would have to obtain -lib supplies 
from Ydrkand and Kugiar, and it is probable that a General 
would only adopt this line of advance in the case of its being 
desirable to avoid passing through the garrisoned parts of 
Chinese Turkestan. 

g. Premising, therefore, that it is perfectly feasible for a 

Dimcultiea of an in- force of, say, 2,500 men, with 6 guns (the 
varion by Hunza or strength of the force which left Margilan 
Gilgit. in 1878 for the Pdmir) to reach the 
northern slopes of the MlistAgh Mountains, let us examine what 
would be its next movements, and what measures on our part 
would be necessary fdr checking its advance into Kashmir. 
From what has been said in paragraph 2 it will be seen that 
Gilgit (vid Hunza) and Leh are the only two points open to 

.attack, and that the advance of any force upon Skardli is 
quite impracticable. Dealing first with the advance upon 
Gilgit, the easiest points of approach are the Kilik and Min- 
taka Passes, which are 12 marches distant from Gilgit. In 
the summer and autumn these passes can be crossed without 
difficulty, but once in the valley of the Hunza River very 
serious difficulties would be met with. The  valley is in many 
places only a few hundred yards broad, and is bounded by 
precipitous cliffs of enormous height, and so steep and rugged 
that ihey quite preclude the idea of any flanking parties 
being able to march along them. The river itself in the 
summer months is quite unfordable, and the only path 
down the valley in that season of the yea; leads by rocky stair- 
cases and narrow flanks supported on the sides of the cliffs. 
In the late autumn a b ~ u t  the end of October the melting of 
the snow has ceased, and the river becomes fordable in 
many places, and at the time when 1 passed through in the 
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middle of November it might be possible for a force to march 
down this valley, but even then the difficulties would be great, 
an6 to delay aforce very considerably would be an easy matter, 
and the position of a commander shut up in a deep valley, 
with few supplies obtainable, with the winter snows closing 
the passes behind him, and a difficult route in front of him, 
would not be an enviable one. 

10. We will turn now to the other line of advance-that by 
the KArAkorarn Pass on Leh. The Pass ii- 

sidu di5cu'tie~ self can be crossed without difficulty, but of m invasion by the 
K L r ~ ~ ~  Pam on here again the intricate character of the Lth. 

country on this side of the range would be 
- 

the chief obstacle to an enemy's advance. Between the 
Kdrdkoram Pass and the Shayok River, the road, after crossing 
the Depsang plains, passes through some narrow deep gorges, 
where it would be very easy to check the advance of an army. 
But supposing these defiles were forced, the next obstacle an 
enemy would meet with would be the Shayok River, a t  the 
north foot of the Saser Pass ; this river is never fordable, and 
there are no boats or trees in the neighbourhood with which 
to make boats. The  next obstacle would be the passage of 
the Saser Pass, 17,800 feet high, with a large glacier on its 
summit; and then the passage of the KdrAwal Pass, r ~ , o o o  
feet, the ascent on both sides of which consists of steep, 
difficult zig-zags. Having surmounted all these obstacles, the 
enemy would at  last find himself in an inhabited country in the 
valley of the Nubra River, but he would not yet have reached 
Leh, and would still have a second passage of the Shayok 
River, and the difficult Khardung Pass, I 7,suo feet high, with 
a glacier on its summit, to get over before he arrived a t  his 
destination. Then after all his trouble he ~vould only find 
himself in a country which, under the best of circumstances, 
could afford but  scanty provision for an army, and to an invader 
need afford none at  all, while Kashmir would still be distant, 
=nd the invading hrmy would have to force a passaqe L of the 
Indust fight its way through many difficult gorges and over 
rayid mountain torrents, and cross the Zoji-la Pass before the 
Hal,pp \';\llt$\ \V;I,F d l  It'llgt h reached 
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I I .  So, although a small force might without any great 

Measures necessary difficulty present itself close up to our 
for securing our fron- northern frontier, yet the difficultie~ it 
tier. 

would have to contend with on the southern 
side of the main range would be so great that it would probably 
be unnecessary to make any elaborate preparation, or detach 
any of our regular army to  oppose an invading force, and the 
only measures which would seem to be necessary for securing 
the portion of our frontier dealt with in this report are first 
to establish a firm control over the Hunza RAjA, as pointed 
out in Chapter V, so as to ensure that no enemy would be 
left unopposed by the people of Hunza, and, second, to have 
a small reliable force of Kashmir reorganised troops a t  Leh, 
and suitable positions selected for opposing an invader 
between that place and the KArAkoram Pass. With such 
measures effectively carried out it would probably be impos- 
sible for an enemy to gain a footing on this side of the main 
range, or even if he did, to maintain himself there for any 
length of time; and though the presence of a Russian force 
on our frontier would undoubtedly cause considerable excite- 
ment in Kashmir a t  first, and embarrass us to some degree, 
yet we may bear in mind that the further the invaders ad- 
vanced the greater their difficulties would become, and any 
one who has visited the country can easily conceive a po- 
sition in which the invading army would find itself unable to 
force some well-defended position in front, unable to stay 
where it was on account of scarcity of provisions, and only 
able to retreat through some defile or across a river-a pro- 
ceeding which, in the face of an enemy, would be attended by 
the utmost danger. 





CHAPTER VIII. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 

Route I.-ShAhidlila t o  the Shirnshdl Pass. 
Route p.-ShAhid8la to the Tdgh-ddm-bdbh Pdmir. 
Route 3.-From the Tdgh-ddm-bash Pdmir to Hunza v i d  the Mintaka Pass. 
Route 4.-From the Tagh-dbrn.bAsh Pdmir to Hunza wid the Khunjerib Pass. 
Route 5.-From Shaksg6.n to the Sdltoro Pass. 
Route 6.-Shimshill-aksai to Chong Jangal. 
Routes from Native inforrnation- 

(a) Shdhiddla to  Khotan. 
(b) Shdhidlila t o  Khotan wid the Hindi-tAsh Pas3 

Route r. 
SHAHIDC~LA TO THE SHIMSHAL PASS. 

194 miles;  13 mavclzes. 

Road practicable generally for laden animals, but impass- 
able during the summer months, up till the end of August, on 
account of the depth of the YArkand River. No supplies 
obtainable ; grass scarce and bad; fuel fairly plentiful. 

I.-SHAHID~LA TO THAR. 

14 miles qfurlongs,  64 hours. 

Road good and practicable even for guns. Up the KhAl- 
chusk6n stream ; grass plentiful and good the whole way; 
brushwood plentiful in the lower part, scarce higher up. 

8-30.-Leave Shdhiddla ascending open pebbly valley, qoo 
to 600 yards wide ;' stream 2 3  feet deep, 1 5 yards wide. 

9 -~~ . -Pa t che  of grass and jungle. 
9-25.-Large strip of grass and jungle stretching down 

river. 
9-35.-Cross stream. 
9-55.-Patch of good grass and jungle. 
10-0.-Cross gravel plain f mile wide. A path joins in  

here from Suget over a low pass. 
zr-10.-Descend 50 feet into bed of stream again ; brush. 

~ o o d  and grass along course of stream. 
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KhPl-chuskiin, a plain covered with soda efflorescence and 
grass. 

r I-35.-KQrchin-jilga. Grass and brushwood. Road 
cor~tinues up the valley. 

3-0.-Tdr. Grass plentiful and good ; fuel scarce, but 
obtainable. 

22 miles, IO hours  50 minutes; from Sbahidula 364 miles. 

Road bad for I *  miles; then good up to Sokh-bul5k Pass ; 
then bad again to Ydrkand River. Grass and fuel very 
scarce on road, but obtainable in small quantity in ravine 
leading down to Ykkand River, and in plenty. a t  Kirghiz 
Jangal . 

7-20.-Leave TAr. Road leads up valley, here narrowed 
to 300 yards, bounded by rocky mountains. Road stony and 
bad. At I +  miles leave stony bed of stream, and keep along 
smooth muddy side of hill (left bank) for I mile; then cross 
Kuksin stream, 5 ~ a r d s  broad, and another. 

9-25.-Stretch of stone. At 4) miles is junction of 
Sokh-bulPk stream, up which is a road to the Suget Pass. 
The  KhAl-chusklin stream here flows over a pebbly bed 950 

to 300 yards wide. 
10-5.-Sokh-buldk camping ground. Grass plentiful ; no 

fuel. Valley + mile wide. Road now good over an earth 
and gravel slope on left bank of strezLn. 

12-15.-Descend gradually into bed of stream again, here 
pebbly, I 2 0  yards broad. 

r -10.-Leave bed of KhPl-chusklin stream, and ascend a 
small ravine for 9 mile to the summit of the Sokh-bulik 
Pass (17,093 feet). (Halt 20 minutes.) 

Ascent to pass gradual and easy ; descent very steep for 
600 yards, down side of mountain, to bed of a nullah, which 
road now descends for 8 miles to its junction with the YAr- 
kand River. Bed of nullah covered with dCbris and boulders, 
and going, therefore, difficult. Grass and fuel scarce, but 
found here and there. 
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*~.-Bed of YArkand River, level, pebbly, 600 yards wide. 
River 30 yards wide, 3 feet deep ; cross river twice. 

6-10.-Kirghiz Jangal. Fuel plentiful ; grass rath ~r 
Fxrce. Bed of river is here 3 mile wide. 

From here a route leads up the valley of the YArkand 
River to AktAgh and the KArAkoram Pass-see YArkand 
Mission Report. 

3.-KIRCHIZ J A N G A L  TO K U L A N ~ L D ! .  
I r  miles, 64 hours;  f r o m  Shdhidu'la 47l miles. 

Road good, following down bed of the YArkand River, 
which is crossed four times ; depth 24 feet. Fuel plentiful the 
whole way. Grass at SaskbulAk (8 miles), and a t  Kula- 
nfildi. Valley of the YArkand River generally about half a 
mile broad. Lower part of mountain-sides shingle slopes ; 
higher up, rocky precipices. 

18 miles ; f rom Shdhidu'la 658 miles. 

Continue down the pebbly bed of the YArkand River, 
from 2 to I mile wide; crossing stream ten times ; depth 
a+ feet. At 6 miles camping ground of Toka-nAk, from 
which the route to YArkand by Kugiar leads over the YAngi 
Pass. This is during the late autumn and up to March the 
best route from the KArAltoram Pass to YArkand ; 4% miles 
from TokanAk is a patch of good grass, called BulAk BAshi, 
and a mile beyond this a stream called the Kinbaskin, 1 5  
yards broad by I foot to I $  feet deep, flows in from the 
south. At Chirigh-sAldi fuel and grass are plentiful, and 
from here a route leads over the Chirlgh-slldi Pass, joining 
in with that by the YBngi Pass to YArkand, a few miles to 
the north of the latter pass. (For description of this route see 
Colonel Bell's Report on China, Vo!. 11, page 569.) 

13 miles ; f vom ShtChirtu'fn 784 miles. 
Still descend the valley of the Yarkand River ; a t  2 t  miles 

.;tream from the north; at  63 miles another stream from the 



north, up which a difficult track leads to PAkh-plild. Beyond 
this the road crosses over the end of spur running down from 
the north, and a t  8 miles ascends on to a fine patch of grass 
and jungle called Urdok-sbldi. Pass over this for ) of a mile, 
then over a mass of boulders ; a t  2 3  miles from Urdok-sbldi 
cross a plain with remains of houses on it, formerly occupied 
by Kirghiz, called KQrishtarim, 33 miles long by 600 yards 
broad. 'At 1 2 4  miles a path leads by steep zig-zag over a 
spur to the camping ground of Igar-sbldi; this path is only 
practicable for men on foot, and ponies have to be taken 
round the spur for a mile, crossing the river twice. At Igar- 
sAldi grass and fuel are plentiful ; it is a camping ground 
situated in a gorge, the valley of the YArkand River having 
narrowed to a width of 300 to 400 yards, with lofty, precipitous 
sides. 

I I miles ; from Shdhidu'la 893 miles. 
Still follow down the valley of the YArkand River. Imme- 

diately on leaving Igar-sbldi the river has to be crossed four 
times to round a cliff; 39 of a mile there is a patch of grass 
and jungle; at  miles the BazAr-darra stream, 20 yards 
wide by 14 feet deep, flows in from the north, and a t  the 
junction there is a fine patch of grass and jungle, known as  
Ush-dawa. Up the BazAr-darra stream a road leads over the 
Kokalang Pass into the valley of the Kulan-Argli River, and 
from thence over the Tdktakuran Pass into the valley of the 
Tis-nAf River. From Ush-dawa ponies have to follow the 
course of the YArkand River, crossing and recrossing it several 
times, but a path, practicable cnly for men on foot, leads over 
a spur, saving about a miles. At 10 miles is the Mohammed 
Khoja gorge, where the valley contracts, and the river flows 
between precipitous cliffs. On September 7th) 1889, the 
river was up to the ponies' backs, and flowing so rapidly that 
it was impossible for them to cross loaded, and the baggage 
had to be taken over on camels. On September aIst ,  1887 
1 crossed the river with ponies, but with some difficulty, and 
at one place had to make a path round a cliff. Half a 
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mile beyond the gorge the  SurukwAt stream joins in from the  
south. There  is a camping ground called I<ul, where there 
is excellent grass  and  high jungle on  the  YArkand River. A 
few hundred yards distant up  t h e  SurukwAt s t ream is the  
camping ground of Surukwit .  This  march is a trying one 
on  account  of t he  depth of the Ydrkand River. By the  
beginning of October, when the  waters have fallen,~there is no 
difficulty in crossing. From Surukw5t a route leads down 
the  valley of t he  YArkand River to  t h e  TBg-d6m-bAsh PAmir- 
see  Rou te  2 .  

za# miles, 9 ltours 40 minutes ( a  hours spent i n  makirrg rood) 
f vonr Sha'hidu'La' i o z )  miles. 

Road  good enough for 103  miles, up  the pebbly beds of 
t he  SurukwAt and  Aghil Pas s  streams ; after  that  bad. Grass 
and  fuel plentiful for 5 miles, then grass scarce ; fuel can be 
found here and  there the  whole way. 

8-0.-Leave Sur~kwAt .  Ascend the  broad, pebbly bed 
o f  the  SurukwAt stream for 2 2  miles till it b ifurcates;  then 
ascend the  western branch, still over a pebbly bed mile 
wide. 4At 4) miles a camping ground \\pith plenty o f  grass  
and  fuel is passed. A t  g miles a stream I 2 yards wide and  
g inches to  I foot deep joins in from the west, and ,  a t  1 5  
miles beyond this, the  Aghil Pass  stream passes through 
two narrow gorges.  It  is possible to take both camels and  
ponies through these gorges,  but a rough, s teep  path\ \ay 
(which cve had to spend two hours in improving) exists 
up the right bank of the  stream. T h e  first gorge is 1 5 0  
yards in length, and the  second 250 yards. Both are \.cry 
narrow, in places only 5 yards a i d e ;  the  bottom is rocky, 
and  covered wi t t  boulders, and the  s t ream, about 2 feet 
deep,  flows with a very rapid current t h roug l~  them. (TIYO 
years a g o  I took my ponies through tliem, and  they \vere 
then covered in places with ice, but it \\.as difficult a n d  
dangerous work.) Beyond t h e  gorges the road is very bad, 
letding .up the bed of t he  stream, which  is here co\.ered 
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with big boulders for I +  miles, and then ascending the 
r i iqt  bank. 

~ - ~ o . - A ~ h i l  Bohor is a camping ground in a small plain 
on the right bank of the Aghil Pass stream. Grass and fuel 
fairly plentiful. 

r 14 miles ; f r o m  Sha'hidtila r 130 miles. 

Road fairly good, crossing the Aghil Pass (eas .). 
8-0.-Leave Aghil Bohor, ascending the &hi1 Pass 

stream and passing for one mile over a plain 400 yards 
wide.: At I *  miles a stream comes down from the west, 
through a valley + mile wide, and about 6 to 8 miles long. 

At 33 miles pass ruins of a hut near a patch of very good 
grass. T h e  ascent is now easy and gradual, over the long 
slopes leading from the eastern range. Grass is plentiful and 
good ; fuel scarce. 

At 63 miles reach summit of the Aghil Pass, where there 
is a small lake mile in length ; descent down ravine cover- 
ed with boulders, rather bad. 

3-0.-Shaksgdm. A small patch of good grass; fuel 
scarce ; on right bank of Oprang River. From here a route 
leads up the valley of the Oprang River to  the SAltoro Pass 
-see Route 5. 

18 tniles; f rom Shcihidzila 13r4 hailer. 

Descend the valley of the Oprang River, pebbly bed 4 to 
3 of a mile broad, crossing the river six times, width 20 to 
30 ~ a r d s ,  depth 24 to 3 feet, mountain-sides rocky and 
precipitous. A t  13 miles a pathway leads over a spur to 
the south, to Suget Jangal on the Mtistdgh Pass route to 
Sk5rdii in BAltistfin. The Sarpolaggo camping ground is on 
t h e  left bank of the Sarpolaggo stream, up which lies the 
route by Suget Jangal to the Mi~stAgh Pass. (For an account 
of  i l l i s  soc Colonel Bell's Report on China, page 570, \'ole 11.) 



On this march fuel and grass are scarce,*and at the camping 
ground little grass is to be obtained. 

10.-SARPOLAGGO TO KARATAGH-BULAK. 
12h miles; f rom Shdhidu'la 154) miles, 

Follow~down the valley of the Oprang River, crossing the 
river six times, width 30 to 40 yards, depth 2$ to 3 f,$et ; valley 
bottom pebbly, 3 mile wide; hill-sides steep. At 6 miles on 
the left bank are some remarkable waterfalls, and near them 
patches *.of very good grass. At KArAtAgh-bultik camping 
ground there is excellent grass and plenty of jungle; this is 
the best camping-ground on the route, and is frequented by 
hanjtitis. 

7 hours 05 minutes, 13 miles I furlong; frorrz Slra'lridtila 
167t miles. 

Road good down pebbly bed of Oprang Rivrr, which has 
to be crossed nine times ; depth 24 to 3 feet. Fuel plentiful ; 
rro grass. 

Leave KArdtAgh-bulAk, descending valley of Oprang Ri- 
ver; pebbly bottom f mile wide; hill-sides limcestone cliff. 
Cross river seven times, 2+ to 3 feet deeb. 

Valley narrows,to 300 yards and takes a bend to north 
road round spur on rocky ledge ; cross river and round coun. 
ter-spur; cross river again, and arri1.e at  Yalpak-t6sh ; bursa 
plentiful, but no grass. 

12 rniles ; f rotn 3*/1u'/lidu'ln 179 t wiles. 

Road good, following down the valley of the Oprang Ri- 
ver. Cross river seven times, depth 3 to 3+ feet;  current 
rapid. At gf miles pass Shimsh61-aksai a t  the junction of a 
stream running down from the Shimsllil Pass. Grass 2nd 
fuel are plentiful. Road then leaves the valley of the Oprang 
River, and ascend3 the right bank of the Af-di-gar stream for 
5 miles, when i t  descends by a zig-zag to the bottom of a 
ravine, on the opposite bank of tvhich is a Icanjliti outpost, 
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consisting of two towers connected by a wall, which completely 
blotks the way : this is usually known to the Kirghiz as the 
DarCAza. Beyond this the road crosses several small nullahs, 
at which there are small walls for defence. Several stretches 
of good grass, too, are crossed. At Af-di-gar grass and fuel 
plentiful. 

13.-AF-Dl-CAR TO SHORSIIMA AGHIL 
~ q a  males ; p o r n  Shdhidlila 194 miles. 

Ascend the valley of the Af-di-gar stream for 14  miles, and 
then turn off westward up a steep zig-zag, on the left bank of 
the small stream running down from the ShimshAl Pass. 
The ascent up this zig-zag for 14 miles is steep, but not diffi- 
cult; and the road then gradually ascends to the summit of 
the pass, which is a plain, or pdmir, and presents no difficulty 
whatever. A mile from the summit is a small village inhabit- 
ed in the summer time by KanjGtis. On the summit there 
are two lakes. The descent is equally easy, till within 2 of a 
mile of Shorshma Aghil, where there is a steep zig-zag descent 
to the bed of a strzam which flows down from a glacier. 
Here grass is obtainable, but no fuel, except dry dung. 

From here a road leads to the valley of the Hunza River, 
descending the ShimshPl River to PAsli, but from all accounts 
i t  is Ivery difficult, crossing three passes over s u ~ s i d i a r ~  ranges, 
and leading by planks laid along the side of cliffs by the river. 
Ponies cannot be taken by this route, but a Kirghiz captive 
informed me that they are taken by the Mbrkhrin Pa'ss (also 
a very  difficult route) to R/lurl<hGn, a place three marches 
higher up the  Hunza River than the junction of the Shim- 
shAl stream. 

.- - -- 

Route 2. 

S H A H I D ~ L A  TO T H E  ' ~ A G H - D L ' ~ \ I - B A S H  PAMIR. 

180 tnr'les, 14 marches. 

Road ~racticable for laden animals, but impassable for 
~ o n i e s  during the summer months, up till the end of Sep- 
tember or middle of October, on account of the depth of the 



Ytirkand River. Camels can be taken by the route a month 
or more earlier. No supplies obtainable ert route; grass fair1 y 
plentiful, fuel plentiful. Sheep and goat< can be obtained in 
abundance on the pAmir, but no other form of supplies. 

6 marches, 891 miles (see Route No. I ) .  

: - ~ . - S U R U K W A T  TO CHONG JANGAL.  

Three marches (Azgar-Tashnuma-Chong Jangal), about 
40 miles down the valley of the Yirkand River ; road said to be 
difficult but practicable for ponies. Grass and fuel plentiful. 

I 0.-CHONG JANGAL TO URUKSAI. 
134 males; f rom Shdhidlila 133i miles. 

Ponies follow the bed of the Ytirkand River, crossing and 
recrossing stream several times, which, even a t  the end of 
October, was nearly up to ponies' backs. A road for men on 
foot, and which could be easily made practicable for laden 
ponies, lies along the right uank of the stream. The bottom 
of the valley is about three-quarters of a mile broad, covered 
with pebbles, over which the river flows. The mountain-sides 
are in these parts chiefly shingle slopes, but a t  the side streams 
there is often an alluvial fan, on which are seen patches of 
scrub and grass, and also trees. These parts used in former 
times to be cultivated. Uruksai is a t  the mouth of the Uruk 
stream, flowing down from the south. Grass and fuel are 
plentif~l  a t  this camping ground, and, up the valley of the 
Uruk stream, Kkghiz even now cultivate small patches of 
ground. 

I I .-URIIKSAI TO X H A I A N  AKSAI.  

I I miles ; f r o m  Sha'hidu'la ,144 miles. 

Keep down the left bank of the YArkand River for 32 
miles, to a large patch of high jungle called Sarik-kumish ; 
opposite this there is another large stretch of jungle with a 
good many trees, and all about here used formerly to be well 
populated. At 6& miles from Uruksai the road leaves the 
valley of the YArkand R i ~ ~ e r ,  and ascends the narrow vallry of 
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the Ilisu River. There is no road down the Ydrkand River, a s  
the mountains are said to close in, so that the river runs be- 
tween precipitous cliffs ; but a road leads for one march down 
the valley over a kotal called the Tupa-dawdn to a pasture 
ground, which is much frequented by the Kirghiz from the 
TAgh-d6m-bAsh PAmir. The  valley of the Ilisu is choked up' 
with a hikh jungle and trees which very much obstruct the 
passage of baggage animals. The  stream itself is small ; a t  
.the end of October it was from 10 to I 5 yards broad, and about 
I.) feet deep. Khaian Aksai is a camping ground close to  a 
hot spring ; grass and fuel are abundant. 

8 miles ; from Shdhidaila I g a  milcs. 

Ascend the valley of the Ilisu River ; jungle less dense, but 
still a t  times obstructive. Tolti-jilga is a t  the junction of two 
streams, of which the northern one leads to the Kurbu Pass. 
Grass and fuel obtainable. 

I 3.-TOLTI- JILCA TO I LISU (across Kuhbu Pass). 

I I mi l f s  ; f rom Sha'hidtila 163 miles. 

Ascend a narrow valley ; scrub and jungle gradually lessen, 
and the road leads over pebbly bed of the stream, gradually 
ascending for 8+ miles to the Kurbu Pass, 14,700 feet high. 
The summit of the pass is rounded and smooth, and. the as- 
cent to it is quite easy. The descent for about half a mile is 
very steep, but it is practicable for ladcn ponies ; the road 
then leads down the bed of a stream, which finally opens out 
on to the TBgh-d6m-bAsh PAmir. At Ilisu there are three or 
four Kirghiz yurts (felt tents) situated on an open undulating 
plain or pamir. Grass is plentiful, but no fuel, except dry 
dung, is obtainable. The Kirghiz keep large flocks of sheep 
and geats, also ponies and yaks. From here roads lead in all 
directicns over the TAgh-drim-bdsh PAmir, and there i s  no 
difficulty in moving in any 'direction. 



164 tni les;  fvom Shdhidtlla r794 miles. 

The road leads over the pdmir, an open plain partly of 
stone and partly covered with grass. At 2 miles a route 
leads off to the right over the Miriam Pass to the lower 
valley of the Yirkand River, At KArAchukar ope stream 
leads down from the Khunjerdb Pass and another from the 
Mintaka and Wakhurjui Passes ; these two unite a t  an old 
fort called Kurgin-i-Ujadbai, a few miles below the camping 
ground of KArichukar. Grass and fuel abundant ; small 
patches of land are also sometimes cultivated. From K i d -  
chukar, Tishkurgin may be reached in two long marches ; 
road easy, leading down the pimir. 

Route 3. 

FROM THE TACH-DOM-BASH P A M I R  ( K A R A C H U K A R )  TO THE VALLEY 
OF T H E  HUNZA RIVER BY T H E  MINTAKA PASS. 

Route practicable for laden animals, but closed by snow 
from the middle or end of November till the end of April. 
Sheep and goats obtainable, but no obher supplies; grass 
plentiful, fuel scarce. 

154 miles. 

Ascend the valley of the KBrdchukar stream; at  6 miles 
a road leads off to the north over the Baiyik Pass to AktAsh 
on the Little Pimir. This route is practicable for ponies. At 
Mintaka Aksai fuel is scarce, grass plentiful. There is here a 
Kirghiz encampment of nine tents, with large flocks of sheep 
and goats. From here a route leads over the Wakhurjui 
Pass into IVakhAn. It i s  practicable for ponies, and is occa- 
sionally used by the traders between YArkand and Badak- 
shln. 
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9 miles;  from Ka'ra'chukar aqf miles. 

Road leaves the valley of the KArAchukar stream, and 
ascends the valley of the Mintaka stream, easy and practic- 
able for ponies ; the hill-sides are often covered with large 
patches of good grass, and are much frequented by the oves 
poli. T K ~  camping ground is about a mile and a half on the 
north side of the pass, a t  a spot where grass is plentiful, but 
fuel somewhat scarce. 

3. CAMP NORTH FOOT O F  MINTAKA PASS T O  M U R K ~ S H .  

r r miles ; from Kdr~chukar 35 miles. 

Ascend bed of stream for one mile, then by zig-zag up 
mountain-side to the Mintaka Pass, 14,qoo feet ; a t  the sum- 
mit in the beginning of November there was deep snow, but 
in the summer the pass is said to be free of snow. The 
mountains alongside are very high and rugged, and some of 
the peaks are probably close on 23,000 feet in height. The  
descent is very steep and difficult, leading over a number of 
boulders on to  a glacier on the southern side. It passes over 
this for a mile and a half, and then descends the pebbly bed 
of the Lop Jangal stream to Murklish. The Mintaka Pass, 
although the ascent and descent are steep and difficult, is 
practicable for ponies, and is the best rodte and the one most 
frequently used between Hunza and Ydrkand. Immediately 
before reaching Murklish the road descends a steep and 
difficult zig-zag. At Murklish grass ar.d iuel are plentiful, 
but there are no houses. 

At this point the route joins that from Hunza by the Kilik 
Pass to WPkhan, traversed by Colonel Lockhart's Mission and 
described in the Gazetteer of the Eastern Hindu Kush Route, 
No. 41.  Hunza is 70  miles distant from here, and Langar, 
the first village in \VakhAn, 72 miles. 
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Route 4. 

FROM THE TACH-DGM-BASH PAMIR TO THE V A L L E Y  OF THE H U ~ Z A  
RIVER BY THE KHUNJERAB PASS. 

As far as the Khunjerib Pass the road is easy, leading up 
the broad pAmir. The pass is 14,300 feet high, and is quite 
easy on the northern side and is practicable for po-vies; but 
on the southern side the country is said to be difficult, and 
the route is closed hetween the end of October and the 
middle of May. I t  is possible, however, to take ponies by 
it in the summer months. The route enters the valley of the 
Hunza River between Misgah and Gircha. From KArAchukar 
to the Khunjerib Pass is two marches, and to Gircha three 
more. No supplies except sheep and goats are obtainable ; 
grass is plentiful, fuel scarce. 

Route 5. 
FROM SHAKSGAM TO THE SALTORO PASS. 

Route impracticable for military purposes on account of 

15 ~nl'les. 

Ascend pebbly bed of Oprang River, from + to $ mile 
broad. At 2 miles small patch of grass, a mile to the left, 

Kulan-jilga.' At 7 miles fine patch of grass and 
jungle called Darbin Jangal; beyond this point no brushwood 
is obtainable; f of a mile beyond Darbin Jangal a stream, 
from I 5 to 2 0  yards broad, with a depth of I foot, flowing over 
a pebbly bed about 400 yards wide, runs in on the right bank, 
I get no information of there being any road up it. 
The Oprang River is crossed three times. In the middle of 
September it was 2 feet deep, and divided into many channels, 
Gusherbrum-jilga is a camping ground on the right bank of 
the Oprang River, on a stream flowing down from the Gusher. 

1 The names on this route were given by me as  the localitier had previous;y no 
,lames, the country being uninhabited. 
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brunl peaks to the west. There are small quantities of low 
scrub about, which serve for grass and fuel. 

84 hours, 9 miles; f rom Shaksfbm oq miles. 

The first 4 miles good ; then the Oprang River has to be 
crossed 2nd recrossed several times. Being a glacier river, 
it varies in depth with the time of day. At IQ A.M. it was 
3.9 feet deep, with a strong current. Afterwards ascend 
moraine of the Urdok glacier ; going fair for a couple of miles, 
then very bad. Scrub for fuel and grass is found a t  end of 
glacier. At the camping spot there is very scanty grass and 
no fuel. 

After leaving Gusherbrum-jilga still keep up the broad, 
pebbly bed of the Oprang River. Two small streams are 
crossed-one issuing from a glacier, which, running down from 
the main M6stAgh range to the west, reaches to within half a 
mile of the Oprang River. 

At 4 miles reach the end of a second glacier. This 
glacier nearly touches the right bank of the Oprang River, 
but just leaves room for the stream to flow between it and 
the cliffs on the right bank. Consequently, the river has here 
to  be crossed several times. I t  is generally divided into 
many channels, but where it was in one stream it was 27  

yards broad, 34 feet deep, with a rapid current. The breadth 
of the glacier at  the end is I ,ooo yards. Afte. rounding end 
of -glacier, cross a gravel plain lying between this glacier and 
the Urdok glacier, for $ mile; then ascend the moraine on 
left bank of Urdok glacier; going for 9 miles then very bad. 

84 hours, 31 miles ;  from Shaksglirn 271 miles. 

Still ascend the glacier; going very bad, the ponies not 
being able to keep their footing on the thin layer of gravel 
which covers the ice of the glacier. We were three times 
compelled to go back on account of crevasses. No grass 
or fuel 
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7% hours, 5+ miles;  p o r n  Shcakspim 33 miles. 

Still ascend glacier, up a medial moraine, near foot of 
SAltoro Pass. No grass or fuel. 

The SBltoro Pass is so steep and difficult a s  to be Im- 
practicable for any except practised mountaineers. 

Route 6. 
SHIMSHAL-AKSAI TO CHONG JANGAL. 

a mavchrs, a7 miles. 
Practicable tor laden animals. No supplies ; grass scarce ; 

fuel plentiful. 

SHIMSHAL-AKSAI TO SHOR-BULAK. 

I I miles. 
Descend the valley of the Oprang River, crossing the 

stream nine times; depth 39 to 4 feet, and very difficult to 
ford on account of the rapidity and strength of the stream. 
At 7 miles a patch of jungle on the left called Kuram-jilga, 
near the junction of a small stream. Shor-bulAk is a spot 
situated near the junction of a stream, 1 5  yards broad and 
I foot deep, flowing down from the Oprang Pass leading 
on to the TBgh-diim-bish Piimir. Up this stream road used 
formerly to exist, but it seems now to have fallen into disuse 
on account of landslips. At Shor-bulAk grass and fuel are 
plentiful near a warm sulphur spring. 

SHOR-RULAK TO CHONC JANGAL. 
16 miles ; Yrori t  Shdh idliln 27 nzr'les. 

Following down valley of the Oprang River to its junction 
with the YArkand River,,cross the streams eight times, depth 
4 feet, and fords very difficult, as the stream car) only be 
crossed where the current is rapid, for where the current 
is smooth the stream i s  too deep. Patches of high jungle and 
grass are met with a few miles above, and at Chong Jangal 
there is an extensive stretch o f  jungle t miles in lcngtli with 
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plenty of good grass. This spot is on the road between 
Shihidbla and the Tdgh-dGm-b4sh PAmir-see Route 2. 

Miscellaneous cross routes, from Native information. 

r g  marches ; impracticable for laden animals. 

I .  Ali-Nazar- Kurgdn. 
2. Inishiro. Down the valley of the KArSkAsh 
3. Tirik. River. 
4. Gali-molak. 
5. Kashus. Cross a very difficult pass-the Kashus-da- 

wAn; unladen ponies can be taken across with 
aid of ropes. 

6. Kyan-alik Pass-not difficult. 
7. Losu. Cross another Pass. 
8. AktAsh Pass. 
g. Yalguz-zerat Pass. 

10. Toru-ne Pass. Arrive in Metiz River valley, which is 
well cultivated and inhabited ty KhotAn people. 

13. Khotan. Follow down the valley of the Metiz River. 
The passes crossed on this route are over a succession of 

spurs running down to the KBrAkAsh River. 

6.-SHAHIDCILA 1'0 KHOTRN (via' THE HINDI-TASH PASS). 

13 marches ; practicable for animnls. 

I .  Gulbashen. Ascend the valley of the KArAkAsh River. 
2. Kyan Shiwar. 
3. Pshnia. Cross the Hindi-tAsh Pass(marked the Hindu- 

tAgh on our maps) ;-except in one or two bad 
places it is practicable for laden ponies. 

4. Shamsher-mazar-Khojan-on KArAkAsh River. 
5. Khatai-tam-on aK4rAkAsh River. 
6. Toman, 
7. ,Chowar-on Toman rlver. 
8. Sunak, Cross Buniya Pass,; easy, 
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g. Dowa. 
lo. Zung-guya-in a plain. 
i I ,  Piil-mir. 
I a .  Zabar. 
13. KhotAn. 
Road all good, except the Hindi-tAsh Pass. 

For routes from Yirkand see Forsythvs YArkand Mission 
Report, and Colonel Bell's Report on China, 1888, Vol. 11. 

For routes on the PAmir see Forsyth's YArkand Mission 
Report. 

For routes from Russian territory see Captain Belley's 
" From Osh to Chitral," compiled in the Intelligence Branch. 

For routes in Hunza see Captain Barrow's Gazetteer of 
the Eastern Hindu Kush, and Colonel Lockhart's Report of 
the Gilgit Mission. 
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